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Norsk sammendrag

Det investeres mye i forskning for å forst̊a hjernens normale funksjon og de mange

sykdommene som kan ramme den. Stadig mer avanserte teknikker anvendes og

antallet nevrovitenskapelige publikasjoner øker jevnt. Men, det er krevende å f̊a

oversikt over den tilgjengelige informasjonen. Fordi de fleste studier er utført

med forskjellige metoder og rapportert p̊a ulike (og ofte mangelfulle) måter kan

resultatene være vanskelige å sammenligne. Dette gjør det vanskelig å svare p̊a

tilsynelatende enkle spørsm̊al, som for eksempel ”hvor mange celler finnes i dette

omr̊adet av hjernen?”. For å besvare grunnleggende problemstillinger og legge til

rette for fremgang i feltet er det nødvendig at informasjon fra ulike studier kan

sammenstilles, eller integreres, i en felles kontekst.

Integrasjon av informasjon fra mange studier krever standardisering.

Nevrovitenskapelige forskningsdata omfatter mange typer data, som varierer

b̊ade i tid, rom og format. Noen data viser fysiologiske fenomener med

millisekundspresisjon, andre representerer prosesser som skjer over måneder og år.

Nevrovitenskapelig bildemateriale spenner fra radiologiske fremstillinger av struktur

og funksjon i hele hjerner, til mikroskopiske bilder av celler, synapser og molekyler

p̊a mikro- og nanometerniv̊a. En fellesnevner for slike data er imidlertid at de har

sitt fysiske opphav i en anatomisk posisjon i hjernen. Hjernen er organisert i ulike

systemer, der flere omr̊ader med ulike egenskaper er forbundet i større nettverk.

Enhver observasjon fra hjernen må derfor tolkes ut fra hvor den er innhentet.

Informasjon om anatomisk posisjon er dermed avgjørende for å tolke, sammenligne,

og til slutt integrere data. For å avgjøre hvor i hjernen en observasjon stammer fra,

benytter forskere ofte hjerneatlas. Tradisjonelt best̊ar disse av diagrammer som er

basert p̊a todimensjonale snitt gjennom hjernen, presentert i bokform. Selv om slike

atlas gir god oversikt over hjernens strukturer, gir de begrensede muligheter til å

gjøre sammenligninger med nytt materiale, som gjerne er presentert p̊a en annen

måte. Nye digitale, tredimensjonale hjerneatlas gir bedre muligheter for å visualisere

og sammenligne anatomisk informasjon.

Hovedm̊alet med arbeidet som presenteres i denne avhandlingen var å

etablere og teste nye standarder og metoder for å samle, integrere og dele nye og



tidligere publiserte nevrovitenskapelige data gjennom bruk av digitale hjerneatlas.

Fokuset ble spesielt rettet mot analyse og deling av kvantitative cellulære data.

I første del av arbeidet spesifiserte vi minstekrav til dokumentasjon av

anatomiske posisjoner i hjernen, og viste hvordan nye metoder for bruk av digitale

hjerneatlas kan utnyttes til å kartlegge og dokumentere hvor i hjernen data kommer

fra p̊a en mer standardisert m̊ate. Vi undersøkte litteraturen for å finne ut hvordan

anatomiske posisjoner vanligvis dokumenteres. Dette viste at rapporteringen av

anatomiske posisjoner overraskende ofte er upresis eller mangelfull, og at det er

varierende praksis for å dokumentere og rapportere anatomisk posisjon i ulike

typer studier. V̊are funn viste at det med relativt enkle grep er mulig å

forbedre rapporteringen av anatomiske posisjoner, slik at det blir lettere å tolke

informasjonen. Vi gav deretter eksempler p̊a hvordan nye metoder for å knytte data

til hjerneatlas kan brukes til å integrere ulike typer data.

I andre del av arbeidet fokuserte vi p̊a kvantitative anatomiske data fra

basalganglieomr̊adene hos rotte og mus. Etter å ha undersøkt hvilke parametere det

finnes informasjon om i litteraturen, valgte vi å fokusere p̊a kvantitativ informasjon

om celler, synapser og dendrittgrener. Vi undersøkte hvordan disse kan samles og

integreres, og vurderte i hvilken grad rapporterte tall er sammenlignbare p̊a tvers

av studier. Vi laget en relasjonell database der vi samlet tall fra publiserte artikler,

sammen med informasjon om dyr, metoder, analyser og anatomiske posisjoner. Fordi

anatomiske posisjoner rapporteres p̊a mange ulike måter, og fordi forskere ikke alltid

er enige om hvordan omr̊ader bør navngis, etablerte vi metoder for å oversette de

mange anatomiske begrepene som brukes i litteraturen til en felles, standardisert

terminologi. Vi gjorde systematiske litteratursøk for å finne kilder, og samlet over

1000 rapporterte tall i databasen. Hele databasen ble publisert som et offentlig

tilgjengelig datasett via den nye europeiske forskningsinfrastrukturen EBRAINS.

Ved gjennomgang av all informasjonen i databasen viste vi at de rapporterte tallene

for tilsvarende parametere varierer mye p̊a tvers av studier, og at de fleste celletyper

sjelden blir undersøkt og kvantifisert. Ogs̊a her fant vi at dokumentasjonen som gis

i artikler ofte er mangelfull, og for eksempel mangler viktig informasjon om hvordan

dataene er produsert og analysert.

I siste del av arbeidet gjennomførte vi en kvantitativ analyse av to

spesifikke celletyper gjennom hele hjernen hos rotte og mus. Immunohistokjemiske

metoder ble brukt for å visualisere celler positive for parvalbumin- og

calbindin-protein. Vi knyttet alle dataene til digitale hjerneatlas, og brukte

en semi-automatisk, maskinlæringsbasert metode for å gjenkjenne cellene i

bildematerialet. Deretter kvantifiserte vi cellene for hvert omr̊ade av hjernen. V̊ar

analyse viste at de to celletypene har en komplementær distribusjon i musehjernen,



med parvalbumin-positive celler som den primære typen i corticale og hippocampale

omr̊ader, mens calbindin-positive celler er vanligere i limbiske, thalamiske og

hypothalamiske omr̊ader. B̊ade originaldata, prosesserte data, og analyseresultater

fra dette studiet ble gjort tilgjengelig via EBRAINS i henhold til FAIR-prinsippene,

slik at andre kan gjenbruke og bygge videre p̊a resultatene. I tillegg til de biologiske

funnene, viser studiet hvordan kvantitative anatomiske data fra hjernen effektivt

kan analyseres, rapporteres og deles p̊a en åpen måte som legger opp til gjenbruk.

Arbeidet som inng̊ar i avhandlingen bidrar først og fremst med nye

standarder og metoder for å rapportere, analysere og dele forskningsdata innen

nevrovitenskap. I tillegg har vi vist hvordan store mengder kvantitative data kan

kartlegges systematisk, og integreres i en database. Dette arbeidet viser hvordan

nevrovitenskapelige data kan samles og integreres p̊a en ny måte som vil gjøre det

lettere å tolke og å gjenbruke andres resultater. Vi er overbevist om at dette vil være

essensielt for å bringe feltet videre mot å løse de store spørsmålene om hjernen.
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Key terms used in the thesis

Primary data. Also often referred to as raw data. Defined here as the (physical

or digital) result of an experiment that is considered, for any given method, to be

the first generation of data. Digital primary data might be processed, as different

methods require various levels of processing for primary data to be considered legible.

Derived data. A data element derived from other data elements using a

mathematical, logical, or other type of transformation, e.g. arithmetic formula,

composition, aggregation. Definition adopted from OECD glossary of statistical

terms, https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=5130.

Data. Collective term used here to refer to both primary and derived data.

Metadata. Data that provides information about other data. Definition adopted

from Merriam-Webster dictionary, www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/metadata.

• Anatomical metadata. Defined here as terms and / or coordinates

describing anatomical locations - in the context of this thesis, within the brain.

Data integration. Data integration involves combining data from several

disparate sources, which are stored using various technologies and provide a

unified view of the data. Definition adopted from Data Integration Information,

www.dataintegration.info/data-integration.

• Location integration. Defined here as data integration through the use of

anatomical metadata.



Atlas registration. Defined here as the process of defining anatomical location

of data in a brain atlas, semantically (using anatomical terms) or based on spatial

coordinates.

• Spatial atlas registration. Defined here as the process of defining

anatomical location of data in an atlas by use of the atlas coordinates.

• Semantic atlas registration. Defined here as the process of defining

anatomical location of data in an atlas by use of the atlas terminology.



Preface

So, oft in theologic wars

The disputants, I ween,

Rail on in utter ignorance

Of what each other mean;

And prate about an Elephant

Not one of them has seen!

–John Godfrey Saxe

In an ancient parable, we learn about a group of blind men encountering

an elephant for the first time. Wishing to know what this creature is, they all begin

exploring the elephant: touching, prodding, and stroking until they are certain they

must know the nature of the thing in front of them. Each man, however, touches a

different part of the animal. When they gather to discuss the concept of an elephant,

the man who had touched only the tusks has a very different opinion than he who

had felt the leathery skin or the tail. Blind as they all are to the bigger picture, the

discussion immediately becomes heated. In some versions of the story they come

to distrust each others honesty and reliability. The central challenge is that each

man is presenting his data as if it was knowledge. In information science, data is

often viewed as the lowest level in a hierarchy via information, to knowledge, and -

ultimately - to wisdom (or understanding; [1]). A prerequisite for converting data to

knowledge in any scientific field is to combine data from various sources. The story

of the blind men and the elephant tells us that as humans, we tend to represent our

partial experiences as the whole truth. We also tend to disregard the experiences

relayed by others. These insights have direct implications for science: it tells us

that our observations must be considered partial experiences that needs to be put

in context of other researchers’ observations in order to become meaningful.

Combining data from multiple sources is particularly challenging in

neuroscience. The brain is our most complex and important organ, involved in

anything and everything we do: when we brush our teeth in the morning, when



we learn to ride a bike, when we smile politely at a remote contact or when we

care for our loved ones. Neuroscience research spans scales in space and time -

from tiny proteins and synapses to macroscopic creases and folds, from millisecond

events to ageing processes occurring over years and even decades. With advances

in technologies, the questions being asked in neuroscience research are becoming

increasingly sophisticated and datasets are becoming larger and more complex to

interpret. Yet, findings are still primarily conveyed through the research article

format, with selected data and example images presented. It has been noted for

some time that this traditional format will not suffice to meet the challenges facing

neuroscientists in the 21st century [2], and that data should be themselves be

considered first class research objects [3, 4]. Fostering a culture of sharing data

has been recognized as an important prerequisite for meeting these challenges and

to further our understanding of the brain [5–7]. To facilitate sophisticated search,

interpretation and re-use of data, they must also be combined and presented in

a unified view with other data, here referred to as data integration. Had the blind

men from the parable discussed above integrated their data, they would quickly have

realised that their observations differed depending on which part of the elephant they

touched.

Building the infrastructure, standards, and software to enable sharing,

integration and analysis of experimental neuroscience data is an active pursuit

within the field of neuroinformatics [8, 9], where large-scale initiatives have been

undertaken to achieve progress. The NIH-funded Human Brain Project and

Biomedical Informatics Research Network, launched in the 1990’s and early 2000’s,

respectively, were pioneering projects in this regard [2]. Over the last decade,

several large-scale projects have been launched across the globe: examples include

the Brain Initiative in the US [10], the Canadian brain-CODE project [11], and

the brain/MINDS project in Japan [12]. In Europe, the Human Brain Project

aims to build a research infrastructure enabling approaches across neuroscience,

computing, informatics and brain-inspired technology [13], while the Blue Brain

Project is dedicated to build detailed reconstructions and computational models

of the murine and human brain [14]. Hopefully, by providing the urgently needed

tools to cope with the amounts of data being produced, such projects will allow our

understanding of the brain to progress more rapidly.



Chapter 1

Background
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1.1 Introduction

The importance of the brain in every aspect of our life is mirrored in the devastating

impact of its diseases. Brain diseases account for 23 % of the loss of healthy

years and 50 % of years of life lived with disability, thus being the single greatest

cause of disease burden [15]. Substantial efforts have been made to advance our

understanding our the brain, but with the extreme growth rate of scientific output

[16] (referred to as the ’data deluge’), it is all but impossible to navigate the body of

research to overview even narrow fields of interest. Researchers struggle to reconcile

different or contradictory findings, and results often cannot be reproduced [17].

Thus, progress towards improving our understanding of the brain has been slower

than anticipated, and therapies for some of the most debilitating diseases of our

time are still lacking. To tackle the complexity of the brain and improve our

understanding across different levels of research, coordinated efforts to acquire and

share data will be essential. In particular, there is a need to combine data from

multiple sources, here referred to as data integration.

One could consider several levels of data integration. In a way, descriptive

combinations of two or more data sets, typically provided in reviews, constitute

a form of data integration. At a more technical level, data integration involves

normalising data and standardising the information about them so that they can be

compared and presented in a unified view [2, 18] - this level of data integration

is primarily the focus of this thesis. The deepest level of data integration in

neuroscience would be combining them in novel theories or computational models of

the brain [19, 20]. The databases and tools needed to support large-scale acquisition,

sharing, analysis and integration of data are developed through neuroinformatics,

an interdisciplinary field that combines neuroscience and information science [8].

An important step towards data integration is annotation of data with

extensive information about their properties, acquisition, conditions of use, etcetera

[21]. Such ”data about data” are referred to as metadata. In principle, a research

article should contain all the metadata necessary for an independent researcher to

interpret and replicate a study, but in many cases, metadata reported in publications

are insufficient for researchers to fully interpret the findings [22–24]. On the other

hand, when metadata are highly structured and well-defined, they represent a

powerful means to integrate, query and filter data [25, 26]. Metadata are thus

relevant both for documentation of findings and as a tool for indexing data. For

both purposes, there is a growing need for standards specifying which metadata

need to be reported and - importantly - how to report them (e.g. through standard

terminologies). A challenge is that concepts about neuroscience metadata are
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constantly evolving, with naming schemes for brain regions [27] and cell types [28,

29] being particularly debated. Researchers may find it difficult to adhere to a

standard if they do not fully agree with its definitions, and may simply use the

terms they prefer or even arbitrary terms (”cell type a”, ”cell type b”), which has

led to a confusing landscape of terms. Thus, efforts are needed not only to create

metadata standards, but also to promote their adoption by the community.

Recognising the need to gather neuroscience data and present it in a unified

format, several valuable repositories containing various types of primary or derived

data have been built through neuroinformatics projects. For example, the Allen

Institute for Brain Science provides access to large amounts of primary data [30],

including in situ hybridisation [31], connectivity [32], and RNA-sequencing material

[33]. Several other repositories exist as well, with access to computational models

[34], neuronal reconstructions [35, 36], neural connectivity data [37–40], microscopy

image data [41], or all of the above [13]. In parallel with the efforts to share primary

data, collecting and curating published information is important to make use of

the collective knowledge in the field. Significant effort is required to extract and

standardise data and metadata from research papers. Thus, databases containing

derived data from the literature are especially valuable in that they provide easy

overview of information that would otherwise be distributed across text, figures

and tables of papers, in terminologies that depend on the context or the particular

preference of the authors. Such derived data may be used to identify knowledge

gaps, constrain computational models, or compare new data to existing information.

Much of the attention in this direction has been devoted to neural connectivity

information [18, 42–44], but databases with literature derived information from other

modalities also exists, e.g. for electrophysiological features [45], and morphology

and cytochemistry [46]. Most existing databases with literature-derived data

contain qualitative or semi-quantitative information, and to date, no database of

quantitative cellular parameters has been created. Such data are of broad interest

to neuroscientists and a recent systematic review indicate that substantial variability

exists in reported numbers [47].

The utility of public databases is evidenced by papers re-using and

combining such data in new analyses [48–50]. For data shared through a repository

to be as easy to use as possible, it is important that data are not only deposited, but

integrated with other shared data. Avoiding the difficult challenges of combining

disparate data, repositories sharing primary data [30, 35, 37] are based on highly

standardized data acquisition pipelines to generate data. Repositories specialised

to store and integrate primary data from different sources (e.g. NeuroMorpho

[36], Cell-Centered database [41], ModelDB [34]) are relatively rare. Generalised
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repositories like Zenodo (www.zenodo.org) and FigShare (www.figshare.com) allow

scientists from any discipline to upload research data and receive a unique digital

object identifier (DOI), but such data sets are not tagged with standardised and

domain-specific metadata and may be virtually impossible to find without being

directed to a specific link. This hampers discovery and re-use of data. In response

to these challenges, Wilkinson and colleagues [51] introduced the FAIR principles

for scientific data management and stewardship. These principles state that digital

research objects (i.e. both data and the tools, algorithms, and workflows used to

generate them) should be Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR),

both for humans and machines. The FAIR principles do not provide a standard or

a specification of how data sharing should be implemented or which tools should

be used, but are rather intended as high-level guiding principles. Specific standards

tailored to different domains needs to be developed to promote FAIR sharing of

data. Thus, there is a growing awareness that data can be considered a valuable

research object when shared in accordance with the FAIR principles.

To be Findable and Accessible, data need to be assigned a unique and

persistent identifier and to be catalogued in and possible to retrieve from a searchable

resource. To promote Interoperability and Reusability, extensive annotation with

metadata that in themselves follow FAIR principles is key, in addition to detailed

provenance tracking and assignation of a clear usage licence. Enabling FAIR sharing

of neuroscience data is an important objective of the European Human Brain

Project (HBP), which aims to create an infrastructure for brain research that will

advance neuroscience, medicine, and computing [13]. To this end, the HBP has

created EBRAINS (www.ebrains.eu), a shared digital brain research infrastructure

for the EU. Among other services, EBRAINS offers management, curation and

sharing of neuroscience data with extensive metadata and unique DOIs assigned

to every data set. EBRAINS metadata include basic metadata about contributors,

licences and about the subjects used, location metadata about the investigated brain

region(s), and metadata specific to the methods used. While the first category (basic

metadata) provides the information needed to find and access the data, the latter

two categories are critical to increase the interoperability and reusability of data.

These types of metadata are essential to ensure that shared data can be integrated

with other data in a meaningful way.

A challenge for any repository aiming to provide integrated data is that

neuroscience data are heterogeneous, ranging both spatial and temporal scales [19].

Because information about anatomical position is arguably relevant to interpret

neuroscience data across these modalities, such information provides an attractive

basis for data integration efforts [52, 53]. Neuroscientists often employ reference
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atlases in order to plan experiments and to determine the location of their data

within the brain. Brain atlases are typically based on two- or three dimensional

image data and show the names of and borders of various areas. Two types

of metadata related to anatomical locations can generally be extracted from an

atlas [54]: semantic metadata (region terms according to the terminology used

in the particular atlas) and coordinate-based metadata (coordinates relative to

internal or external landmarks). Such anatomical metadata extracted from atlases

provide a natural piece of information by which different findings can be integrated.

Integrating data through relating them to terms or coordinates in reference atlases

is here referred to as location integration.

Reference atlases used in the field have evolved rapidly to provide an

increasingly detailed reference. Traditionally, brain reference atlases used in murine

research have been based on two-dimensional (2D) images of sections acquired from

parts of or whole brains, with illustrations showing regional borders and names

in relation to features in the underlying images. Coordinate systems that use

skull-based landmarks as a reference are often applied to the illustrations, so that the

atlases can be used to guide stereotaxic procedures. The rat brain atlases by Paxinos

and Watson [55–59] and mouse brain atlases by Franklin and Paxinos [60–63] are

the most detailed and widely used atlases available for murine brains. In addition,

Swanson [64–67] has published detailed maps of the rat brain. Classical book atlases

have long been invaluable tools in neuroscience laboratories. However, 2D atlases are

limited by the distance between sections and distortions caused by processing and

mounting of tissue. The utility for three-dimensional (3D) murine atlases in analysis

of volumetric imaging data has been recognised for some time [35, 68–71], but they

are also increasingly recognised as valuable tools for interpreting sectioned material

[72, 73]. Indeed, sections that are not cut in one of the standard planes or with

even slight deviations from these may not be comparable to the ones found in 2D

reference atlases. The use of 3D brain reference atlases can mitigate such challenges

[74]: in addition to providing superior resolution in the plane of sectioning compared

to traditional atlases, 3D atlases can be re-sliced in any orientation. Essentially, this

opens the possibility of transforming the atlas to fit data, instead of attempting to

make the data fit the atlas, thus making 3D atlases ideal templates to which new

data can be registered.

Creating a standardised 3D coordinate system to which new murine brain

data can be registered was a central aim of the International Neuroinformatics

Coordinating Facility’s (INCF) digital atlasing programme [75, 76]. As a result,

an atlas space defined by Cartesian coordinates with an origin related to internal

landmarks, termed Waxholm Space (WHS), was conceptualised and implemented in
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magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data sets to create 3D atlases of the mouse [77]

and rat [78] brain. The Waxholm Space atlas of the rat brain originally included 76

anatomical delineations across the brain [78], and has later been expanded to include

detailed subdivisions of hippocampal [79] and auditory regions [80]. Volumetric

atlases for the mouse have been available for some time [68, 69] but are becoming

increasingly common and detailed with respect to the included delineations [81,

82]. The Allen Mouse Brain Common Coordinate Framework [32, 83] currently

provides the most detailed volumetric atlas for the mouse brain. As openly accessible

3D atlases, the Waxholm Space rat brain atlas and Allen Mouse Brain Common

Coordinate Framework are well suited to use for location integration [72] and in

analytic pipelines [35, 84–86].

As elaborated above, several different atlases exist both for the rat and

mouse brain. The 2D or 3D regional borders of an atlas are drawn on the basis

of anatomical data (e.g. histological or immunohistochemical material [55–62,

64–67, 87], or magnetic resonance imaging [68, 69, 78–81]), and different features of

brain anatomy may be visible depending on the data type. In addition, variable

preferences exist for what to name regions and where to draw the boundaries

between them. The many reference atlases that have been made for both the

rat and the mouse brain thus vary in the terminology used and how regions are

defined [88, 89]. Different views exist on how to divide even the most basic parts

of the vertebrate central nervous system [27]. As subdivisions have become more

fine-grained, confusion has increased. For example, the nomenclature for different

regions of the murine prefrontal cortex has been subject to so much change and

debate that comparing findings across studies becomes a serious concern [88, 90].

Similar discrepancies in definitions used to subdivide the human thalamus was

demonstrated by Mai and colleagues [91], who asked several experts in the field

to delineate the same section image. The discrepancies between regions as defined

in different reference atlases have by some been termed the ”brain atlas concordance

problem” [39], and causes significant challenges for location integration.

Various efforts have been made to mitigate the brain atlas concordance

problem. For example, Sugar and colleagues [44] created a ”Rosetta table”

of nomenclatures for the rat retrosplenial cortex, used to translate terms to a

common nomenclature during collection of data for the temporal lobe database

(www.temporal-lobe.com). Their approach involved careful consideration of the

cyto- and chemoarchitectonic criteria described in the papers presenting each of

the nomenclatures to create a table of synonym terms. Bota and colleagues

[89] collated neuroanatomical nomenclatures and compared terms qualitatively in

order to collect data for the Brain Architecture Management System (BAMS,
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www.bams1.org). They assessed textual descriptions and graphical material

provided with nomenclatures to determine qualitative spatial relationships between

terms. However, these assessments were based on comparison of different 2D atlases

where sections may be cut with different deviations from the standard planes [89].

Ideally, relationships between both terms and coordinates across different atlases

would be defined based on one of the atlases being spatially registered to the other

and taking deviations in cutting planes into account. This thesis is focused on

murine brain research and using atlases to facilitate data integration in this field, but

considerations made here should also be relevant for human atlases and registration

of data to them, although the human brain shows much higher variability than

murine ones.

To summarize, neuroscientists often struggle to find, interpret and combine

the increasing amounts of data being produced in the field. There is also growing

awareness that published information show substantial variability [47] and that

current reporting practices do not support replication and reuse of data. New

solutions for sharing, organising and annotating data are needed to integrate

neuroscience data and make them Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable,

in accordance with the FAIR principles [51]. Anatomical metadata from digital

atlases has been emphasised as an important basis for data integration approaches in

neuroscience [52, 53]. However, the challenge remains that there are several different

views on how to define regions of the brain, and enforcing a single one in an evolving

field might not be realistic nor desirable. Instead, there is a need for tools, standards,

workflows, and sharing practices that support reuse and re-interpretation of data as

new concepts and knowledge emerges. To meet this need, we asked the following

questions:

• How can heterogeneous neuroscientific data be mapped to anatomical reference

atlases, and what should be considered the minimum and best practices for

reporting anatomical locations?

• How can quantitative cellular parameters reported in the literature be

aggregated and integrated, and are reported numbers comparable?

• Can semi-automated methods efficiently deliver valid quantitative data that

are comparable with previously reported data, and how can such data be

shared to facilitate re-usability and transparency of analyses?
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1.2 Aims

To address the questions listed above, one primary aim and three secondary

objectives of this thesis were defined. The primary aim was to establish new

standards and approaches for mining, collecting, integrating, and sharing

diverse neuroscience data from the literature, image repositories, and

novel experimental work into common reference atlases of the rat and

mouse brain. To achieve the primary aim and to provide proof-of-principle for

the novel standards and workflows developed in the project, we identified three

secondary objectives:

• Establish standards and workflows for acquisition and reporting of semantic

and spatial anatomical metadata

• Deliver a database of quantitative morphological parameters the basal ganglia

of the normal adult rat and mouse brain based on information available in the

literature and public repositories; and

• Perform a brain-wide analysis to describe numbers and densities of defined

cell types across the rat and mouse brain, and establish how such data may

be shared to facilitate their re-use

1.3 Structure of the thesis

The aims of this thesis are largely achieved through development of new standards

and workflows. These are the primary results, which will be described in a summary

of the results structured around the publications and data sets included in the thesis.

The thesis does not include a ”Methods” section, because the results section and

procedures described in ”Materials and Methods” of each paper together describe

the methodologies in detail. Instead, the results section is followed by a section

called ”Methodological considerations”, where I discuss considerations made during

development of new standards and workflows, and how these differ from previous

approaches. I will conclude with a general discussion focusing on the significance

and utility of the results.
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Chapter 2

Summary of results

The results described in this thesis are structured around three sub-projects.

First, we established minimum and best practice recommendations for determining

and documenting anatomical metadata. Secondly, a database of quantitative

measurements from the basal ganglia of the rat and mouse brain was created, with

data collected from the literature and from public repositories. Lastly, brain-wide

data showing the distribution of two largely non-overlapping cell types in mouse

brain were acquired, analysed, and shared in a way that enables integration with

other data and re-use. The output of the different parts of the projects includes

three papers and twenty-four data sets. In the following, I will briefly describe the

papers and data sets delivered from each part of the project.
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2.1 Navigating the murine brain

The first objective of the project was to establish standards and workflows for

acquisition and reporting of semantic and spatial anatomical metadata. We

asked how neuroscience data can be mapped to anatomical reference atlases,

and what should be considered the minimum and best practice for reporting

anatomical locations. We demonstrated that data obtained by several very

different methodologies could be effectively registered to 3D atlases using new

tools developed through the HBP. We defined two levels of recommendations

for documenting anatomical locations: minimum practices which would allow for

consistent interpretation and replication of studies, and best practices that would

facilitate re-use and integration of data.

Figure 1. Navigating the murine brain. Figure showing the location of
a reconstructed cholinergic neuron from the mouse striatum. The thick section
(greyscale section image) was spatially registered to the Allen Mouse brain Common
Coordinate Framework version 3. Based on identification of parts of the cells in
this image, Neurolucida coordinates were translated to CCF coordinates and the
reconstruction can be visualised and integrated with other data registered to the
CCF.
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2.1.1 Paper I: Best practice recommendations

To define new practices that can be fruitful to implement in the field, one

must first acquire knowledge about the common practices. In our first paper,

”Navigating the Murine Brain: Toward Best Practices for Determining

and Documenting Neuroanatomical Locations in Experimental Studies”,

we therefore asked how neuroanatomical locations are typically described and

documented by researchers. The data from the literature survey presented in the first

paper is provided as a supplementary file. Our results indicated that traditions vary

considerably with the methodological paradigm. We observed that every third paper

used an anatomical term without further definition, and that image documentation

were seldom provided (only found in 34 % of papers). We then asked how this

situation could be mitigated with relatively simple measures, and proposed a set

of minimum requirements for reproducible reports of anatomical locations. We

intended these requirements to increase consistency and reproducibility of location

reports. We further demonstrated additional steps that can be taken in order to

more completely document anatomical locations in a way that facilitates comparison

and integration with other data.

The example data sets described in the paper are not outputs of the current

project, but were rather used here to exemplify the workflows for spatial registration.

Most of these are available as shared data sets:

• The neuronal reconstruction of a striatal interneuron is available through a

data set hosted at EBRAINS [92]

• Parvalbumin-stained horizontal section images are available through a data

set hosted at EBRAINS [93]

• Parvalbumin-stained sagittal section images are available from the Allen

Institute (http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/show/75457579) [31]

The remaining data sets used to exemplify the workflows (i.e. the electron

microscopy [94] and electrophysiology [73] data sets) were kindly shared with us by

colleagues.
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2.2 Integrating published quantitative cellular

measurements

The second objective of the project was to deliver a database of quantitative

morphological parameters from the normal murine basal ganglia. We asked how

quantitative cellular parameters reported in the literature can be aggregated and

combined, and whether reported numbers can be considered comparable. To

address this question, we designed a database and established a new workflow for

semantically registering published information to brain atlas regions. We found and

organised more than 1000 published quantitative estimates from the basal ganglia

in this database, which we delivered as a openly accessible data set. Lastly, we

used the database to show high variability in reported estimates, common lack of

metadata, and that few replications are available for most cell types.

Murine 

basal ganglia 

database

• Numbers

• Distributions

• Morphologies

• Cells

• Synapses

• Spines

Interpretation Extraction

Mouse basal ganglia

Rat basal ganglia

Atlas registration Integration

Normalised data 

shared through 

EBRAINS

Figure 2. Integrating published quantitative cellular measurements.
Figure illustrating the creation of the Murine basal ganglia database. Published
information was identified and carefully extracted. Parameters of interest included
numbers and distributions of cells, synapses and spines, as well as cell morphologies
from rat and mouse basal ganglia regions. These data were semantically registered to
common reference atlases and integrated in a relational database called the Murine
basal ganglia database.

2.2.1 Paper II: Database of basal ganglia cellular measurements

We used the guidelines for minimum and extended documentation of anatomical

location [72] as a starting point to collect anatomical metadata about regions of

interest described in the literature to be included in our database. However, simply

knowing how a location has been documented was not enough. The comparability

of that location to one reported in another paper is also essential to compare results.

A major challenge was the variable definitions of similar region terms, as different
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researchers prefer different reference atlases or even use custom definitions. We

devised and implemented a step-wise workflow to compare regions of interest in

different reference atlases, which formed the basis semantic registration to atlas

through translation from one terminology to the other. Specifically, we translated

all region terms found in the literature to corresponding ones in the murine

atlases used in EBRAINS. We also collected metadata about experimental animals,

methodological parameters and analytic procedures. We present our database

(called the Murine basal ganglia database), in the second paper of this thesis,

”Database of literature derived cellular measurements from the murine

basal ganglia”. The paper is a Data Descriptor, which describes the creation

and content of the data set, provides examples of how the content may be used, and

gives perspectives on the comparability of numbers in the database. Importantly, we

describe how the database may be used to update content in the future, facilitating

long-term relevance of the data collection.

2.2.2 Data set: Database of basal ganglia cellular

measurements

The database content can be accessed through a data set in the EBRAINS

Knowledge Graph, under a CC-BY licence [95]. This data set consists of three

parts: 1) the Murine basal ganglia database (shared both in the original Microsoft

Access .accdb format, and as .csv files for each table); 2) an empty version of the

MS Access database, with explanatory input forms through which new data can be

entered; and 3) an Excel workbook that may be used in a simplified workflow to

collect more data. The latter two parts of the data set are intended to facilitate

collection of more data in the future.

2.2.3 Data sets: Spatial co-registration of murine atlases

To relate all the data collected for our database to the rat and mouse brain reference

atlases used in EBRAINS [78–80, 83], it was first necessary to know how regions

defined in other reference atlases relate to the ones seen in EBRAINS atlases.

Using the QuickNII tool (RRID:SCR 016854) [73], we spatially registered the most

commonly used rat and mouse brain atlases in the field [55–57, 60–67, 96] to the

MRI/DTI template of the Waxholm space atlas of the Sprague-Dawley rat brain

(WHS) (version 1.01, RRID:SCR 017124, ) [78] or the serial two-photon tomography

(STPT) template of the Allen mouse brain Common Coordinate Framework (CCF,

version 3) [32, 83]. This allowed us to directly compare regions in the WHS or CCF
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with those in other atlases. We made qualitative and semi-quantitative descriptions

of relationships between basal ganglia regions in different atlases, which are shared

through separate data sets for rat [97] and mouse [98]. Beyond these descriptions,

the spatial co-registration information might be useful for other projects where

differences between atlases needs to be considered. We have therefore shared the

spatial metadata defining these co-registrations as .xml files generated in QuickNII.

Fourteen data sets are available from the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph, each one

containing the spatial metadata defining the co-registration of one atlas to the WHS

or CCF template [99–110].

INCLUDES IDENTICAL

OVERLAPPINGPART OF

Mouse atlas

Allen CCF, v3 2017

ACBc

ACB

Figure 3. Co-registration of reference atlases. Plates from the most commonly
used reference atlases were registered to EBRAINS reference atlases. This allowed
us to determine whether regions in other atlases were identical to, included, were
part of, or overlapped with regions in EBRAINS atlases.
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2.3 Quantifying the murine brain

The third objective of the project was to perform brain-wide analysis to describe

numbers and densities of defined cell types across the rat and mouse brain, and

establish how these data may be shared to facilitate their re-use. We asked whether

semi-automated methods can efficiently deliver valid quantitative data, whether

these data are comparable to published information, and how they may be shared

to facilitate transparency and re-use. We performed brain-wide quantitative analysis

of parvalbumin and calbindin cells using the recently published QUINT workflow

[86], and showed trends comparable to literature data. Our open sharing of all

generations of these data sets, as well as metadata needed to interpret and replicate

analyses, facilitate re-use and thus long-term relevance of the data.
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Figure 4. Quantifying the murine brain. Figure showing the workflow
used to generate brain-wide quantitative data for parvalbumin and calbindin cells
(left panel) and the output shared from each part of the workflow to facilitate
transparency of analysis and re-usability of results.

2.3.1 Paper III: Brain-wide analysis of parvalbumin and

calbindin cells

In the third paper, we present the results from a brain-wide analysis of data sets

immunohistochemically stained for parvalbumin and calbindin-D28k (here referred

to as calbindin). First, we mapped and compare the numbers of calbindin and

parvalbumin cells in the mouse brain, showing that these cell types distribute

according to largely complementary patterns. Parvalbumin neurons were dominant

in regions related to sensorimotor functions and navigation, while calbindin neurons

were more abundant in areas associated with modulation of behavioral state.

Secondly, we analysed the distribution of parvalbumin cells in the rat brain as well,

and compared the number, density and distribution of these cells within and across

hippocampal regions in the two species. We compared our findings to a previous

brain-wide study of parvalbumin cells in the mouse brain [85] and to several other

publications. This comparison showed similar trends across regions in different data

sets, although the numbers varied. All the primary and derived data collected during

this analysis were openly shared, with accompanying data descriptors detailing how

they may be re-used in new analyses. In addition to providing the first brain-wide

quantitative analysis of immunohistochemically stained parvalbumin and calbindin

neurons, the third paper thus provides a demonstration of how data may be analysed

and shared to enable interoperability and re-usability of the data.

2.3.2 Data sets: Brain-wide distribution of parvalbumin

cells

Brain-wide series of parvalbumin stained sections from the rat and mouse were

acquired and analysed. The raw data includes high-resolution images of the sections,

with one data set containing the rat brain data [111] and one containing the mouse

brain data [112]. The images were spatially registered to the Waxholm Space atlas

of the Sprague-Dawley rat brain and the Allen Mouse brain CCF (version 3, 2017

edition), respectively, and the spatial metadata describing these registrations are

shared together with the raw data. We used the data in a brain-wide analysis of

parvalbumin neuron quantities. The derived data are shared through individual

data sets for the extracted rat [113] and mouse [114] brain data. These data sets
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include downscaled images used for segmentation of cell bodies, segmentation images

and custom-cut atlas maps for each section, and quantitative results obtained in our

analysis.

2.3.3 Data sets: Brain-wide distribution of calbindin cells

Calbindin stained sections from the whole mouse brain were generated and analysed.

As for the parvalbumin data, the raw data consists of high-resolution section images

[115] shared together with the spatial metadata describing their registration to the

Allen Mouse brain CCF. Derived data generated through our analysis, including the

same components as for the extracted parvalbumin cells, are also shared through a

separate data set [116].
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Chapter 3

Methodological considerations

The results described in this thesis include new standards and workflows, as

well as new applications of existing methods. Thus, methodological choices and

considerations taken during the course of the work have been key to achieve the

results, and are discussed in the following. I will first present and discuss the

evaluation criteria for anatomical metadata described in the first part of Paper I,

which were the basis for our minimum and best practice recommendations. Secondly,

I elaborate on the spatial and semantic atlas registration procedures, which are

important throughout all three papers in the thesis; I also explain aspects of the atlas

co-registration used as a basis for semantic registration by translation of terms in

Paper II. I go on to elaborate on the decisions made while designing the Murine Basal

Ganglia Database (Paper II) and compare this design to another public database.

Finally, I discuss some important aspects of established counting methods and how

these compare to the solutions for cell segmentation and quantification used in our

Paper III.
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3.1 Evaluation of anatomical metadata

In Paper I, we systematically assessed documentation provided in the literature and

defined a set of standard reporting practices for anatomical metadata. To do this, it

was first necessary to define the different ways that regions of interest (ROIs) may

be documented. By exploring the literature and considering approaches used in the

HBP, we established an evaluation system consisting of nine factors, summarised in

Box 1.

Description of region of interest:  How the authors describe their de�nition of the region of 

interest. One or more of the following options: 

 1. ROI is mentioned in text without further explanation

 2. ROI is de�ned by distance to landmark

 3. ROI is de�ned by a reference atlas

 4. ROI is illustrated by use of image from a reference atlas

 5. ROI is illustrated by image or principal diagram

 6. ROI is described by cyto- or chemoarchitectonic criteria, or electro-physiological features

Sectioning: Whether or not sections (≤120 µm) or slices (>120 µm) have been cut

Staining: Whether or not staining of sections or slices have been performed

Coordinates: Whether or not coordinates related to the ROI is given. One of the following options:

 1. Coordinates of sections or slices

 2. Point coordinates of ROI

 3. Point coordinates within a larger ROI

Image documentation of own material: Whether or not images of the analyzed material is 

included. One or more of the following options*:

 1. Image(s) of dissection procedure

 2. Section images showing ROI only

 3. Section image showing part of section

 4. Section image showing half a section

 5. Section image showing whole section

Anatomical annotations: Whether or not annotations of regions are superimposed on image(s). 

One of the following options:

 1. Annotations without anatomical borders

 2. Delineations of (sub)regional boundaries from anatomical features

 3. Delineations of (sub)regional boundaries from histoarchitectonic features

Number of sections: How many section images that are provided. Options are grouped as 2-5, 

6-10, 11-20, and 21+ sections.

Spatial registration to atlas: Whether or not material has been registered to a reference atlas, and 

the image material with corresponding atlas information is made available. One of the following 

options:

 1. Superimposed standard atlas diagram (2D)

 2. Superimposed diagram from 3D atlas

Transformation: Whether or not the spatial registration to atlas has been optimized to �t the 

section images. One of the following options:

 1. Linear (rigid and/or a#ne) transformation

 2. Non-linear transformation

Box 1 | Factors of the documentation score
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Box 1. Factors of the documentation score.Nine factors related to
documentation of anatomical locations were recognised and are described here (see
text for details).

The first factor is description of the ROI. This concerns how and to which

degree the authors describe their definition of the ROI. We considered six types of

descriptions (Box 1). For a ROI to be considered defined by use of a reference atlas

(description type number four), we required that a clear statement was made that

an atlas had been used for defining the ROI, including a proper reference.

The second factor is sectioning, and concerns whether or not sections or

slices have been cut as part of the experimental procedure. Sections or slices can

be compared to illustrations in reference atlases and thus makes recognizing ROIs

convenient. The third factor concerns histological and immunohistological staining,

which greatly aids in recognizing ROIs, and this was only assessed for experiments

where sections or slices have been cut.

The fourth factor is coordinate based information, of which we

distinguished three types (Box 1).

The fifth factor is image documentation. In this context, only images

that aid interpretation of anatomical location was considered image documentation.

Information on the coverage of image documentation was considered of interest.

The influence of image coverage on interpretation of anatomical positions is shown

in Figure 2 of Paper I, where two researcher’s interpretation of a position gradually

converges on a consensus as the coverage increases. We distinguished four types

of image documentation (Box 1). The sixth factor is anatomical annotations,

and applied only to those reports that provided images. We required annotations

to be superimposed on images to be considered anatomical annotations (section

illustrations on the side of an image were considered a description based on an

illustration) and that it was clear which annotation represented the region of interest.

This typically meant that the region name should be superimposed on the image,

but other indications (e.g. color coding) were also sporadically observed. We

distinguished three types of anatomical annotations (Box 1). The seventh factor

is the number of section images provided, and here we only considered sections that

were documented in the paper or otherwise made available to the reader.

Spatial registration to atlas is the eight factor, and concerns whether the

material has been registered to a reference atlas. This is a key strategy to integrate

data in the HBP, but was rarely adopted in the literature surveyed here. We

distinguished between registration to two- or three dimensional reference atlases.

Various transformations may be performed to make the atlas fit the material (or

vice versa). Thus, the ninth and last factor is transformation. Such transformations
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may be linear (including rigid and/or affine transformations) or non-linear.

3.2 Integration of data through atlas registration

Our survey of how neuroanatomical locations are determined and documented in the

literature revealed that basic descriptions are very often lacking and indicated large

variations in approaches across methods. This creates challenges for interpretation,

comparison, and integration of findings across studies. In the work presented in this

thesis, we therefore establish new worfklows for registration of data to atlas and

for comparing data related to different atlases, facilitating location integration of

data. In the following, I first consider some important aspects of atlas registration

procedures, and secondly elaborate on methodological aspects of our co-registration

and comparison of different atlases.

3.2.1 Spatial atlas registration

Spatial atlas registration is the process of defining anatomical location of data

in an atlas by use of the atlas coordinates. We used the QuickNII software [73]

as the basis for the spatial registration procedures described in this thesis, which

requires that some form of image material, preferably section images, are available.

QuickNII allows the user to cut three-dimensional atlases in any plane of orientation

to match the cutting angles of a given section. In our experience, almost all

sections have a slight deviation from the standard plane that is easily detected

when fitting the atlas to the section. Such deviations may have considerable effects

on the interpretation of anatomical location [72]. Other approaches to account

for deviations from the standard anatomical planes have been based on manual

interpretation of multiple reference atlas plates [48], a time consuming and error

prone process. Generation of custom-cut atlas plates and linear stretching of the

atlas allows convenient assignation of spatial and semantic atlas information to new

data. Few if any other tools with a graphical user interface offer such features [73].

Thus, if section images are available, these can be directly registered to the atlas

for the relevant species using QuickNII. This is particularly relevant for methods

that generate such images, e.g. tract tracing, immunohistochemistry, and in situ

hybridisation, but we also show that this approach can be a realistic alternative

for methods where such sections do not constitute the primary data (e.g. electron

microscopy, neuronal reconstruction) [72].

The QuickNII tool does not allow non-linear adjustments to be made to

the atlas plates. Distortions to sections as a consequence of cutting, staining,
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and mounting processes are common [74]. Determining the exact cutting plane

and applying linear transformations using QuickNII is sufficient for qualitative or

semi-quantitative analyses [117] or for determining the position of one or a few

sampling sites [94]. However, for brain-wide quantitative analyses, more accurate

definitions of regions across the brain is essential. Registration accuracy can

be significantly improved by non-linear adjustments, and further refinement of

the linear registration from QuickNII can be made using the recently developed

VisuAlign tool (RRID:SCR 017978; Puchades M, Csucs G, Yates S, Leergaard TB

Bjaalie JG, personal communication). In Paper III, we demonstrate the utility of

QuickNII and VisuAlign to create customised and non-linearly refined atlas plates

to be used in semi-automatic, brain-wide analyses. Figure 4 illustrates the workflow

for spatial registration using QuickNII and VisuAlign.

Identify section positions

Determine deviations from 

standard plane

1

2

3 Propagate and validate 

information

4 Place and drag markers 

to adjust atlas plates

Export JSON �le 

to VisuAlign

Open XML �le in QuickNII

Save JSON 

QuickNII steps VisuAlign steps

QuickNII: A�ne registration

VisuAlign: Non-linear re�nement

Section borders re!ned Borders of deep structures re!ned

Anatomical metadata

Figure 4. Spatial registration with QuickNII and VisuAlign. A global
registration in QuickNII is achieved by identifying the position of each section and
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deviations from the standard plane. Linear transformations and rotations can be
made to the atlas maps. This is followed by non-linear refinement of each atlas plate
in VisuAlign. The upper panel shows the steps taken in each software to achieve
the registration. In the lower panel, magnified views of the registration result after
QuickNII and VisuAlign registration steps are shown for the cortical surface (left)
and caudoputamen-globus pallidus border (right).

3.2.2 Semantic atlas registration

Generation of sections or slices is not an integral part of all methods used in

neuroscience. When image material is not available, only anatomical terms can

be used in order to connect data to the relevant locations in atlas. This process of

defining anatomical location of data in an atlas by use of the atlas terminology is

here referred to as semantic atlas registration.

Semantic registration by translation of terms

A key prerequisite for integrating data in the murine basal ganglia database was

to establish a workflow for translating the myriad of names, abbreviations, and

lexical variants used in the literature to consistent terms used in EBRAINS atlases.

When describing anatomical regions in articles, researchers might refer to terms

found in a reference atlas. Alternatively, and quite commonly, terms might be used

that are not consistent with, or without specification of, an atlas. These are here

referred to as custom terms. For atlas terms, we based our translation on how those

terms spatially correspond to those in EBRAINS atlases (see below for details). For

custom terms, translation was based on careful consideration of the documentation

presented in each paper.

It is well known that the meaning of an anatomical term often varies

depending on the consulted atlas, book, or researcher (for a summary of various

views on neuroanatomy, see [27]). Efforts have been made previously to compare

terms and definitions from different nomenclatures, largely based on linking synonym

terms [44]. For the basal ganglia regions, our atlas comparison analysis clearly

shows that the ”identical” relationship (which would indicate that two terms

are synonymous), would not suffice to describe the relationships between atlas

terms. More complex relationships between atlas regions were defined by Bota

and colleagues [89], although based on comparison of 2D material. The authors did

note that specification of relationships ideally ”could be accomplished rigorously in

a high-resolution 3D, reslicable computer graphics model for a particular species”

([89], page 1). Our approach, based on co-registration of atlases using the QuickNII
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tool, indeed allows one atlas being custom sliced to fit another. This allowed us to

make more direct comparisons of delineated structures than has been possible for

murine brain atlas region previously.

Considerations and metadata related to semantic registration

There are several important aspects related to the decisions made during semantic

registrations. These are summarised in Figure 5 and discussed in the following.

Key aspects of semantic registrations

Granularity

Accuracy

Confidence

Coverage

Specificity

Concerns how fine-grained the region term is, 

e.g. “Caudoputamen” is a more granular term 

than “Striatum”

Concerns how faithfully a region term describes a 

sampled region, assessed through considering 

coverage and specificity

Concerns how much of the region (represented 

by a term) is represented in a data set (registered 

to that term)

Concerns how specific a term is to the region 

represented in a data set, i.e. is the data set 

only sampled from the region represented by 

the term or are surrounding regions also covered?   

Concerns the certainty with which a semantic 

registration can be made, assessed through 

considering the amount of documentation 

available for the data location

Atlas region: Caudoputamen

Sampled region: Caudoputamen,

ventromedial part

Definition:

Atlas region: Caudoputamen

Sampled region: Caudoputamen

and fundus of striatum

Caudoputamen

Striatum dorsal region

Striatum

Cerebral nuclei

CerebrumLevels of granularity Definition:

Definition:

Related metadata:

Coverage, Region zone

Related metadata:

Specificity, Secondary region

Related metadata:

Documentation score

Sampled regionAtlas region

Low accuracy Medium accuracy High accuracy

Atlas region: Caudoputamen

Sampled region: Striatum?

Definition:

Definition:

Related metadata preserved in ontology

Related metadata:

Coverage, Specificity

Figure 5. Key aspects of semantic registrations. Throughout the figure,
black text and illustrated areas represent an atlas region to which a data set
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(orange text and illustrated areas) has been semantically registered. Concepts of
granularity, coverage, specificity, accuracy and confidence are defined and illustrated.
Metadata for each concept, as stored in the Murine Basal Ganglia Database, are
listed. Information of the original sampled region is also stored as metadata in tables
connected to the semantically registered region.

The accuracy of a semantic registration is determined by how faithfully the

atlas term represents the region from which the data were obtained. The data may

not fully cover the region represented by the atlas term (e.g. data may originate

from only part of the region termed caudoputamen in an atlas). Conversely, the

atlas term may not be specific to the data (e.g. data may primarily originate

from the region termed caudoputamen in the atlas, but with some parts extending

into the nucleus accumbens). Together, the coverage and specificity indicate the

registration accuracy. A semantic registration will also have a certain level of

confidence (depending on the amount of information available on which to base

the registration). When the coverage and specificity is unknown, the confidence is

low (the registration may be accurate, but it is not possible to know).

Is full coverage or high specificity more important during semantic

registration? Or in other words, how fine-grained (”granular”) should the region

term be? The appropriate granularity of the terms used for semantic registration

needs to be determined based on the accuracy and confidence of the resulting

registration. A term should not be so granular that specificity is low (i.e. the

data covers the entire region but might originate from surrounding regions as well).

At the same time, the term should not be so coarse that the data have very low

coverage (i.e. the data originate from a very small part of the region only). In many

cases, reducing coverage is preferable to reducing specificity, thus ensuring specificity

rather than using the most granular term. For example, a data set of reconstructed

cells obtained primarily from the caudoputamen but possibly including cells from

the nucleus accumbens could still be correctly registered to the striatum. However,

for cell counting data, and especially for total number estimates, both specificity

and coverage are critical factors affecting comparability to other estimates. In these

cases, we opted for a balance where a less granular term was only selected if this

did not significantly affect the coverage.

Metadata in the Murine basal ganglia database describing the semantic

registration include coverage (whole region, part of region, or unknown) and

specificity (specific, non-specific, or unknown). For cases with ”part of region”

coverage, we added information about the covered parts in a field called ”Region

zone” (e.g. ”dorsolateral part”). For registrations with specificity set to

”non-specific”, a field called ”Secondary region” was included to indicate other

regions that were covered by the data. Any further comments about the coverage
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and specificity of a registration was added to a ”Collectors comment” free-text

field. Information about the documentation found for each region of interest

was also stored, in accordance with the documentation factors defined and listed

above (see ”Creating standard reporting practices for anatomical metadata”). The

documentation information was used to generate a ”Documentation score” ranging

from 1-10. This score will not tell how accurate the registration is, but simply how

much information was available about a region of interest. Thus, the documentation

score will give an impression of the registration confidence. For example, for the

registrations with high documentation scores, the coverage and specificity could

typically be determined.

3.2.3 Atlas co-registration and comparison

As described in the introduction, there are several atlases available both for the

rat and mouse brain that vary in how they name and define regions of interest.

In order to translate atlas terms from one terminology to another, we spatially

co-registered several of the most commonly used murine brain atlases to the rat and

mouse brain atlases used in EBRAINS using QuickNII. For each basal ganglia region

in different reference atlases, we qualitatively and semi-quantitatively evaluated the

comparability to region(s) in EBRAINS atlases. This information was used when

translating terms during semantic registration, as described above. Here, I will

consider important methodological aspects of our comparability evaluation, and

discuss how our approach compares to other solutions to the brain atlas concordance

problem.

Evaluation of differences observed between atlases

Our approach involved making custom cuts of volumetric atlases to fit

two-dimensional ones. This allows direct comparison of delineations and minimises

the effect of slight deviations from standard cutting planes that might be seen in

section images used in 2D atlases. When observing differences between the atlas

plates, several possible reasons needed to be considered:

• Inaccuracy in the registration. Since our approach involved linear

deformations only (see section on ”Spatial registration to atlas” above), there

were necessarily some inaccuracies in the registration. When comparing

regions in various atlases using QuickNII, inaccuracies were mitigated by

adjusting the registration to give a better local fit for each investigated region.

This was done manually, and did not pose a significant challenge to the
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procedure employed here. Nevertheless, limited accuracy of the registration

constituted one possible reason for observed differences.

• Animal differences. Observed differences between atlases may reflect

differences in the anatomy of the brains used for different atlases: while adult

male brains are traditionally used [32, 57, 66, 78], animals of different strain

or age might be used in different atlases. The size of different regions might

vary differently across ages and strains [118, 119].

• Delineation differences. Lastly, differences observed between atlas plates

could indicate differences in the delineation criteria. These are the differences

we were interested in capturing in our comparison. A combined assessment of

the spatially co-registered atlases, the terminology, and the criteria defined for

each atlas region was necessary to determine whether an observed difference

was likely to be due to differences in delineations.

Rat brain atlases

Atlas Sex Strain Age Weight

WHS Male Sprague Dawley 80 days 397.6 g

Paxinos stereotaxic Male Wistar N/A 270-310 g

Paxinos MRI Male Wistar N/A 300 g

Swanson Male Sprague Dawley 80 days 315 g

Mouse brain atlases

Atlas Sex Strain Age Weight

AMBA CCF v3 Male C57BL6* 56 days N/A

Franklin and Paxinos Male C57BL6 90 days 26-30 g

Table 1. Subjects used for the atlases assessed in our comparability
study. Atlases: WHS, Waxholm space atlas of the rat brain; Paxinos stereotaxic;
stereotaxic rat brain atlases by Paxinos and Watson; Swanson; stereotaxic rat
brain atlases by Swanson; AMBA CCF, Allen Mouse brain Common Coordinate
Framework (version 3); Franklin and Paxinos, stereotaxic mouse brain atlases by
Franklin and Paxinos. *AMBA CCF v3 is based on a population averaged template
derived from serial two-photon tomography (STPT) of 1675 mice [83].

Comparison of atlases was performed using semi-quantitative scoring of

region comparability (described in Paper II). The results of this approach include

descriptions of relationships based on neuroanatomical knowledge [97, 98], as well

as identification of areas where opinions in the field are variable. Quantitative

comparison was not attempted due to the registration inaccuracies discussed above.

At the time of our atlas co-registration, the VisuAlign tool was not yet available. A

future improvement to these data sets might therefore involve a nonlinear refinement
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of the registration, in which case a quantitative approach to atlas comparison might

be more feasible. This could also be used as a basis for translation of coordinates

across atlases. Our co-registration of multiple atlases to a common, custom-sliced

3D template, will allow such translations to be more efficient and less dependent

on manually consulting multiple plates from each atlas than has been possible

previously [120].

3.3 Building a database of quantitative cellular

measurements

The second objective of the project was to deliver a database of quantitative

morphological parameters reported in the literature. Derived data found in the

literature presents some particular challenges for integration: they may be presented

across text, tables and figures, and described by use of different concepts and

units of measurements. Nevertheless, the body of literature constitutes a large and

important source of collective knowledge. Strategies for integration and comparison

of individual pieces are therefore crucial and will likely be useful also to integrate

data from novel experimental work.

3.3.1 Design strategy

Both bottom-up and top-down strategies were required to design the database to be

used. From a bottom-up perspective, it was important to consider the parameters

that are commonly reported and how they are normally presented, as well as the

methods are typically used and how these may be described. Continuous exploration

and testing with actual use-cases was needed in order to refine the design, to ensure

that the system was compatible with the available literature data and metadata.

However, the actual metadata found in the literature is not standardised and may

be incomplete. From a top-down view, it was important to consider the information

that was desired in order to represent data, and the ways in which data and metadata

could be structured and presented in a unified way. By combining these approaches,

it was possible to establish strategies to make use of what is actually present in

a more structured way. Figure 6 shows a simplified Entity-Relationship Diagram

of the database, and the most important tables and metadata stored in them are

discussed in the following.
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Anaesthetic **
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SPECIMENS
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Specimen name

Experiment **

Specimen form

Specimen order

DERIVED DATA 

RECORDS

ID *

Data record name

Specimen **
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Object of interest **
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Figure 6. Simplified Entity-Relationship diagram for the Murine Basal
Ganglia Database. Tables in the database are illustrated. Main metadata
tables containing information about the source, experiment, specimens, derived data
records and region records are shown in yellow; these are required tables to which
data is always entered. Detailed methodological metadata are filled into the tables
illustrated in pink, depending on the methodology used. The derived data are
entered to the tables illustrated in blue. Metadata about the original region term is
stored and translation to standard terms is made. Lookup tables with information
about standard regions (”Regions”) and the terms found in the literature (”Regions
other” are illustrated in green.

Database structure and included metadata

We structured our database following the logic of how experiments are typically

performed and how they are typically reported. A source (literature or repository)

can include information from multiple experiments. Since derived data in the

literature are by far most commonly given as group estimates, it is generally not

possible to map specific results to any ID for the animal that it came from. Therefore,
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our database was not designed to represent the individual animals used in a source,

but rather the group of animals used in an experiment. An experiment, in this

context, was thus defined by the group of animals it was performed on.

Each experiment could give rise to multiple specimens. A specimen was in

this context defined as a group of tissue samples with similar form and which has

undergone similar treatment. For example, a group of brains used in an experiment

would constitute one specimen. If tissue sections were cut from these brains, they

would together constitute another (secondary) specimen. These specimens were not

linked directly, but would both be linked to the same experiment and annotated

as ”primary” and ”secondary” in another field. There could also be ”tertiary” and

”quarternary” specimen, e.g. pieces dissected from a section or ultrathin sections

for electron microscopy.

During an experiment, various processing steps are usually applied on

the specimen to be analysed. Some treatments (e.g. fixation) are typically

done while the brain is still intact, while others (e.g. staining, permeabilisation)

are performed on sections of the tissue. One strategy for representing tissue

processing metadata in the database would be to attempt capturing the ”typical”

experiment, with separate tables for treatments of the various forms of tissue

(brains, sections, ultrathin sections) and fields for information about each step in

the protocol. While neuroanatomical experiments to a large degree follow standard

methods, there are variations that quickly made such an approach problematic. For

example, embedding brains in sucrose is a typical step when cryosectioning is to

be performed, but not when a vibratome is to be used for cutting. Fixation steps

may be performed on the intact brain, or on sections, or both. To achieve the

necessary level of flexibility, separate specimen records were kept for the different

tissue types. Information about the treatment that was used on a specimen

is stored in a separate, connected table, with fields for the chemical solution

used, as well as the time, temperature and purpose of the treatment. For the

chemical solutions, we did not attempt to capture each component of every solution

separately, or information about concentrations. While this would be possible,

it would involve creating several more tables and would require significant extra

time during data entry. Instead, we simply included a lookup table including

all the chemical solutions, with each one named by its components separated by

dashes (e.g. paraformaldehyde-glutaraldehyde). Note, however, that treatments

with antibodies and RNA probes were stored in separate tables where information

about concentration can be added.

A specimen can give rise to one or more derived data record. We defined

a derived data record a set of analytic results derived from the same specimen,
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representing the same object of interest from the same cell type. Remember that

in this context, the specimen really represents a group of animals, so that a derived

data set is the accumulated results typically presented in papers. Because different

subsets of the group of animals used in an experiment may be employed for different

analysis types, the number of animals was represented in the derived data records

table and not in the experiment table. The types of analytic results represented in

the database are numbers, distributions, and morphologies. We included a separate

table for each of these, with fields for the relevant metadata.

Documentation about the region of interest was captured for each analytic

result, and stored in the table called region records. A region record was here

defined as a mention of a region of interest in the context of a specific analytic result.

The region record table is connected to the tables for the analytic results (number,

distribution and morphology tables). The same region record can be relevant for

several data sets, and one derived data set might contain data from several regions.

An effective many-to-many relationship between these tables was achieved because

they are linked through the tables for the analytic results.

To summarise, the Murine basal ganglia database is structured on the

following logic. A source can report on one or more experiment. An experiment

may give rise to one or several specimens, which are used to generate one or more

derived data records. The derived data record can consist of number, distribution or

morphology information. For any analytic result, information related to the region

of interest and the documentation of it is stored in the region records table. These

can be considered to be the main tables in the database, to which information is

always entered (although a source might only have one of the analytic result types).

Several other tables connected tables contain specialised metadata that is entered if

relevant, e.g. about antibodies, light- or electron microscopy, stereology, single-cell

visualisation protocols, etcetera.

Comparison to other databases

The Cell Centered Database (CCDB, [41]) contains primary data of the types that

are used for the derived data contained in our database (2D and 3D structural

data from light and electron microscopy). Thus, a brief comparison of how the

database designs relate is of interest. The CCDB is structured around seven

main (and required) tables (”Project”, ”Experiment”, ”Subject group”, ”Subject”,

”Tissue/Cell”, ”Processing”, and ”Microscopy product”), with each one having a

one-to-many relationship to the next. This is similar to the logic of our database,

with four main tables (”Sources”, ”Experiments”, ”Specimen”, ”Derived data
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records”) connected by one-to-many relationships. In both databases, these tables

contain general information about sources, experiments, subjects, and outputs (in

CCDB, the main output is the microscopy products, while in our database it is the

derived data records). Furthermore, both in the CCDB and our database, there are

multiple types of output (their ”Tilt Series”, ”Z series”, ”Time series”, ”Mosaic”

and ”Survey”, and our ”Quantitations”, ”Distributions”, and ”Morphologies”) that

are stored in separate tables. Lastly, in both cases, detailed specimen preparation

and imaging metadata are stored in multiple additional tables.

The CCDB was designed to reflect the process of generating reconstructions

from 2D microscopic images, while the Murine basal ganglia database rather was

designed around the logic of analysing microscopic images, with some constraints

due to how such results are typically reported. For example, because the CCDB has

collected primary data and information directly from data producers, their design

allows for connecting a microscopy product to the individual subject from which it

was obtained (with ”Subject group” and ”Subject” being two of their main tables).

In our database, we did not collect primary data but derived data (analytic results)

from the literature, and it is generally not possible to relate numbers to individual

subjects used in a study. Information that is likely stored in the CCDB ”Subject

group” and ”Subject” tables is contained in the ”Experiments” table of our database.

Interestingly, the creators of the CCDB also note that the design of tables capturing

details about specimen preparation protocols presented a particular challenge, as

such protocols are very flexible [41]. This was also a challenge that quickly became

apparent when designing our database.

In summary, the underlying logic of these two databases are relatively

similar, with several required tables connected with one-to-many relationships

reflecting the chronology of how outputs are generated; specialised metadata for

different types of products and tissue processing protocols are then stored in other

tables. Of course, the type of metadata stored in the databases will differ at several

points since the main outputs are very different; otherwise, differences seem mainly

due to the fact that our database had to be designed with the constraints of how

information is typically reported in the literature, while the CCDB relies on data

providers themselves entering information and data.

3.3.2 Finding sources

To find sources of quantitative information to include in our database, the literature

and public repositories were systematically searched. To find public repositories

with relevant data, we queried the Neuroscience Information Framwork’s database of
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resources (https://neuinfo.org/, go to Resources). This database allowed relatively

efficient recognition of candidate repositories, which were considered for inclusion.

For the literature search, we employed several search strings to query the PubMed

database. All the papers returned from these searches were manually screened for

relevant data. The search string essentially comprised four parts, with each part

specifying 1) the species of interest, 2) the brain regions of interest, 3) the parameters

of interest, and 4) the methods of interest. The third part (parameters of interest),

specified that a term related to the data of interest would have to appear within five

words of the structures of interest:

(((number* or counted or counting or densit* or distribution* or stereolog*

or quantita* or quantific*) adj5 (cell* or neuron* or synapse* or bouton* or

spine*)).tw,kf.)

The fourth part of the search string (methods of interest) reduced the number of

returns considerably:

(Immuno*chem* OR histochem* OR histolog* OR immunofluoresc* OR fluoresc*

OR cytochem* OR “electron microscop*”.tw,kf. OR ultrastructur* OR

cytoarchitect* or chemoarchitect* OR “single-cell label*”.tw,kf. OR “intracellular

label*”.tw,kf. OR “in situ hybridi*”.tw,kf. OR (golgi ajd3 stain*).tw,kf.)

However, some studies with relevant data were clearly missed by this approach,

probably largely due to this last part of the search string. For example, a very

relevant study where neurons were stereologically quantified in all basal ganglia

regions [121] was not retrieved. This study included the phrase ”number of neurons”

in the abstract, which would make it show up using the words related to parameters

of interest. However, there is no mention within the abstract of the histological

technique that was used. In another relevant paper, examining tyrosine hydroxylase

positive cells in the substantia nigra [122], the abstract included several mentions of

”neuron number” and similar phrases, but did not mention the immunohistochemical

methods. In a third case of a relevant study that was missed in our search [123], the

abstract made several mentions of ”neuron loss” and ”neuron survival”. The major

focus of that study was elucidating group differences, which then was reflected in the

choice of words in the abstract. These three studies provide examples that makes

designing efficient search strings difficult. We mitigated some of these challenges in

later iterations of the search, by also specifically searching for papers mentioning

the word stereology (or lexical variants with the base ”stereolog”). However, far

more effective literature mining studies could be performed if papers were indexed
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according to methodologies used and parameters measured.

3.4 Who’s counting and how?

A result of the literature mining was the finding that numbers reported in the

literature are highly variable and that cell-type specific data are seldom replicated.

In the third paper of this thesis, we therefore quantified the largely non-overlapping

parvalbumin and calbindin cell types across the mouse brain. Quantification of

various cell types has been a central aim in the field for decades, and a long-standing

debate has been how cells in the brain should be counted to yield as realistic numbers

as possible. In the following, I will discuss the accuracy and efficiency of different

methods of counting.

3.4.1 Traditional counting methods

A central challenge when counting cells in 2D sections is that each observed object

represents a cell profile. A cell profile seen in a section is not always a unique

representation of a cell body: depending on where along the volume of the cell

body the cell is cut, it may have profiles appearing in more than one section. Thus,

counting profiles directly will lead to falsely high estimates, which has traditionally

been solved with mathematical formulas incorporating the size of the cell and

the thickness of the section to correct over-counting [124]. Later, stereological

procedures were applied to histological material. The central idea with these

methods is to combine statistical methods of sampling (systematic random selection

of a fraction of the region under study) with the counting of a unique point on

each cell (usually the nucleus or nucleolus) [125]. Sampling is performed throughout

the thickness of the section, and each unique point is counted only when it comes

into focus. Thus, these methods are designed to avoid over-counting in the first

place. These two branches of methods have been referred to as model-based (those

based on profile counts corrected with mathematical formulas) and design-based

(stereological methods) [122] and together constitute the main ways that cells have

traditionally been counted.

The debate about which of these approaches should be used to count

cells was particularly heated during the late 1990s, when stereological methods

were gradually being implemented by an increasing number of researchers. The

main argument from those favouring the stereological method was that model-based

approaches (e.g. Abercrombie’s formula, [124]) would lead to a geometrical bias (i.e.

the more inaccurate the size measurements of the cell size, the more geometrical bias
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will be present in the resulting estimate, [126]). On the other hand, advocates

of traditional methods argued that these biases are minimal as long as certain

assumptions are met [127]. Arguments from both sides were usually supported by

theoretical examples showing the impact of geometrical bias given various levels of

measurement error or for different object-to-section height ratios. In 2001, von

Bartheld and colleagues summarized the debate and urged researchers to ”stop

squabbling over minimal biases when larger sources of error are not even known

or understood yet” ([128], page 506).

Because stereological methods are free of the geometrical biases that may

apply to formulas designed to correct for over-counting, it is often referred to as

”unbiased stereology”. However, some of the biases that stereological methods

should theoretically avoid may be present when applied to real-world data [128].

Furthermore, many other sources of bias exist than those associated with corrections

for over-counting. One particularly under-communicated source of bias is observer

bias [129]. It is unrealistic for any method to eliminate observer bias, but clear and

transparent documentation of analyses will at least facilitate full interpretation of

studies.

3.4.2 Cell segmentation and quantification

As seen above, established counting methods essentially combine manual counting

of a fraction of a region with mathematical models [124] or statistical principles

[125] to extract estimates of total numbers. Results from such studies are critically

dependent on how the region of interest was defined, but researchers often disagree

on these definitions. When attempting to integrate data from multiple sources,

semantic translation to the closest matching region in a common atlas will necessarily

introduce some uncertainty. As we demonstrate in Paper II, there are considerable

differences in reported numbers across studies. At least some of this variance is

likely to be due to variable definitions of regions of interest. Another concern is that

while traditional counting methods may be efficient for quantifying relatively small

regions of interest, they are not a feasible alternative for brain-wide analyses.

Over the last decade, interest in semiautomatic or automatic quantification

methods in neuroscience has increased. Early automatic segmentation applications

were based on simple intensity thresholding, but more sophisticated methods have

emerged over time [130]. Segmentation has further gained from advances in machine

learning, and the application of active learning methods allows efficient training

based on selective human input [131]. Machine learning algorithms has been applied

for segmentation and / or quantification of cell types [84, 85, 132–134] and other
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features of interest [135–137] across the brain or large regions of it. The three

counting methods described here (model-based, stereological, and segmentation

based) are illustrated in Figure 6.

Model-based methods Stereological methods Segmentation-based methods

Figure 6. Counting methods used in neuroscience. Illustration of the three
counting methods described in the text. Cells are illustrated as blue dots, and
the sampled cells for each method are indicated by purple crosses. Model-based
methods combines counting in small areas (e.g. the dorsomedial striatum, here
illustrated in green) with mathematical models (e.g. Abercrombie’s formula), to
estimate cell densities or total numbers. Because all cells are counted manually,
this can typically only be done for small areas of interest. Stereological methods
employ statistical sampling schemes to place counting frames across a region of
interest, and can thus be efficiently applied to larger areas. Counting is performed
only within the counting frames, and total number estimates are extrapolated.
Segmentation-based methods rely on automatic or semi-automatic recognition
of features of interest in digital images, which ideally allows sampling of all cells
across large areas.

Efficient approaches to counting cells will be essential for analytic efforts to

scale to the rate of data production in the field. However, most of the published work

in this direction is based on custom-written codes that (if shared) require significant
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skill to use and are often essentially tailored to the specific use-case in question

(or applies only to certain types of material, e.g. fluorescently stained mouse brain

sections). To meet this challenge, Yates and colleagues [137] recently published

the QUINT workflow, which combines three open-access, GUI-based softwares for

image segmentation, atlas registration and quantification. In addition to being

easily applicable for neuroscientists who do not possess advanced coding skills, the

QUINT workflow incorporates brain reference atlases for both the rat and mouse.

In the third paper, we used this workflow to quantify calbindin and parvalbumin

neurons in immunohistochemically stained material from rat and mouse brains. We

implemented a series of post-processing steps, including use of Abercombie’s formula

[124], to correct numbers generated by the QUINT workflow and extract absolute

number and volumetric density estimates.

As is clear from the sections above, choosing how to count cells is not a

trivial question with a single ideal solution that will fit every researcher and every

purpose. Stereological methods may provide the most realistic estimates for 2D

material, but requires measurements to be made throughout the section thickness.

This is essentially not possible for published, digital image data. In these cases,

traditional 2D counting approaches with double-counting corrections [124] provide

a more pragmatic alternative. Such methods have been shown to generate realistic

numbers [122], and can also advantage from advances in image segmentation to

increase efficiency and re-usability of analyses. Regardless of the method used,

results will depend on both the parameters of the analytic workflow (how are objects

counted?) and on the observer (who is counting objects?). In order for results to

be truly possible to interpret and reproduce by other researchers, focus should be

on providing full access to original material and analytic results.
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Discussion

The primary aim addressed in this thesis was to establish new standards and

approaches for mining, collecting, integrating, and sharing diverse neuroscience

data from the literature, image repositories, and novel experimental work into

common reference atlases of the rat and mouse brain. Detailed methodological

considerations have been elaborated in the discussion section above, and I will give

a more general discussion in the following. I will first discuss current practices

for reporting anatomical metadata and the use of atlases in the field. I will also

discuss how ambiguities in descriptions of anatomical locations can be resolved and

data integrated by new reporting standards and methods for semantic and spatial

registration to atlas. Secondly, I will discuss the coverage that the Murine basal

ganglia database has of data available from the literature and the utility of this data

collection. Lastly, I will give some perspectives on reporting and sharing of data in

neuroscience - some general ones and some specifically related to cell counting data.
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4.1 Reporting and integrating data through

atlases

It is apparent from both the first and second paper of this thesis that the use of

neuroanatomical terms are highly variable and that current practices for reporting

anatomical metadata are often insufficient to support interpretation, replication, and

re-use of data. To mitigate this situation, clear reporting standards and solutions

for integration of both new and existing data are needed. To meet this need, the

work described in this thesis has involved 1) establishing minimum and best practice

recommendations for reporting anatomical metadata; 2) demonstrating the use of

spatial registration to atlas as an alternative for a range of neuroscientific methods;

3) establishing and implementing a workflow for comparing and translating terms

found in different reference atlases and custom terms; and 4) demonstrating the

utility of 3D atlas registration in efficient and transparent brain-wide analysis of cell

numbers.

4.1.1 The changing landscape of neuroanatomy

Our work on comparing different atlases demonstrated that nomenclatures vary

considerably across atlases and even versions of the same atlas. Some terms, like

”caudoputamen” and ”subthalamic nucleus”, are heavily used across atlases, but

for regions that are typically subdivided (e.g. substantia nigra and globus pallidus),

several different terms and lexical variants are used depending on the atlas or atlas

version. Changes between atlas versions typically reflect new knowledge or changes

in views over time, but definitions also differ depending on who is making the atlas

and the criteria it is based on. These inter-atlas differences are far more pronounced

than differences between atlases for rats and mice. Thus, Paxinos and Watson’s

reference atlases of the rat brain are more similar to the mouse brain atlases by

Franklin and Paxinos than it is to the rat brain atlases by Swanson. Swanson’s

rat brain atlases, on the other hand, have features that are very similar to the

Allen Mouse Brain atlas [138] (the latter was made based on the nomenclature of

the former). With rapidly changing atlases, unambiguous reporting of anatomical

regions in the literature becomes all the more important.

However, the use of terms in the field does not necessarily reflect the use of

terms in atlases. As described in Paper II, we found less than half of the terms used

in the literature to be consistent with any reference atlas. In some cases, completely

different terms may be used in the literature than in atlases. The caudoputamen

is one example of this: the term appears consistently across all atlases investigated
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here, but it is equally often referred to as the ”striatum” in the literature. Because

the striatum is also commonly used to refer to the combined caudoputamen and

nucleus accumbens, this practice creates significant confusion when interpreting

findings. Interestingly, the term ”striatum” is often used in combination with

reference to an atlas where the term does not appear, even when the data are clearly

from the caudoputamen part. Another difference is that while atlases are typically

very detailed with respect to subregions (e.g. ”accumbens nucleus, rostral pole”

and ”substantia nigra, compact part, dorsal tier”), these terms are seldom used in

the literature. Instead, collective terms like ”nucleus accumbens” and ”substantia

nigra” are very commonly used. Conversely, for large regions that are not commonly

subdivided (e.g. the caudoputamen), specification of zones is common, such as

”Dorsomedial striatum”. Such zones are typically not distinguishable based on

defined criteria, and seem to be used mainly to indicate the rough position within

a larger region of interest. It has been noted before that while several efforts have

been made to create standardised terminologies for neuroanatomy [139], their use

in research reporting is rather limited. That is, French and colleagues found that 77

% of neuroanatomical terms found in terminologies were not found in a selection of

more than 12 000 abstracts from the Journal of Comparative Neurology [140]. We

noticed that among the papers that did use atlases, the earliest versions of the rat

and mouse brain atlases by Paxinos and colleagues (published in the 1980’s and 90’s)

were most often cited. This was true for even very recent publications. Increasing

focus on providing open access to atlas resources [32, 67, 78] will hopefully enable

researchers to use more updated versions of atlases.

To facilitate unambiguous interpretation of studies, we defined minimum

and best practice recommendations for documenting anatomical locations. In this

process, we identified nine factors (see ”Methodological considerations” for details)

that we believe together cover the various ways that neuroanatomical locations may

be documented. This is supported by the fact that throughout the survey, we did not

encounter any form of anatomical metadata that did not fit in this scheme. However,

some forms of documentation (such as information about spatial registration to a

reference atlas) were very rarely seen. These nine factors were used as the basis

for our recommendations in Paper I, and further used in Paper II to generate, for

each region of interest mentioned in the literature survey, a ”Documentation score”

ranging from 0 to 10. Such a scoring system might be relevant for ongoing efforts to

create metrics of rigor and transparency in research [141]. While it is unlikely that

researchers will adopt a single standard nomenclature for anatomical regions within

the near future, or indeed ever, standards for how to document regions can at least

facilitate unambiguous interpretation of studies.
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4.1.2 Navigating murine brain atlases

For anatomical metadata to be used to integrate data, they need to follow a

single consistent standard terminology or be linked to a common coordinate-based

framework. Given the fact that many different atlases exist and that they are

constantly evolving with respect to nomenclature and definitions of regions, the

ability to navigate between atlases - i.e., atlas interoperability - will be of importance

as well. That is, it should be possible to make translations across both terminologies

and coordinate-systems of two atlases. The strategies described throughout the work

in this thesis, including spatial registration to common atlases [54] and semantic

translation across atlases, facilitate atlas interoperability.

The spatial registration strategies demonstrated in this thesis ensures that

data are related to the template of an atlas, i.e. the brain used to create the

atlas. As long as this template does not change, spatially registered data can be

re-used with alternative delineation and nomenclature versions. Interoperability

between atlases using different templates is slightly more challenging. For this

to be feasible, the brain atlases in question would need to be interconnected via

a single common coordinate system. A digital atlasing infrastructure addressing

this challenge was described by Zaslavsky and colleagues [142], where the openly

accessible Waxholm Space for the Sprague-Dawley rat brain [78] and C57BL6/J

mouse brain [143] provides the spatial anchors for other atlases. Such solutions

[142] will be essential to relate data across resources. Our spatial co-registration

data sets may be useful to define the parameters needed to use the Waxholm Space

rat brain atlas and Allen Mouse Brain Common Coordinate Framework as spatial

anchors for classical stereotaxic atlases [55–57, 60–67, 96] and data connected to

them.

The semantic registration workflow through translation of terms developed

here constitutes a solution for location integration of published data, effectively

making atlas terminologies as interoperable as possible. The metadata collected for

each semantic registration are also important for location integration purposes. We

implemented a detailed evaluation of the definition of regions of interest reported

in studies, and how this relates to other ways of defining regions. We chose to use

the atlases used in EBRAINS [32, 78–80] as our references, and all the derived data

registered in our database were semantically registered to the relevant EBRAINS

atlas. We evaluated how comparable each region of interest mentioned in the

literature was to their corresponding region in the relevant EBRAINS atlas. In this

process, we recorded several new types of metadata that together give information

about whether the whole region has been sampled and if it has been specifically
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sampled, as well as the documentation available to support the confidence of the

registration. These metadata should be of more general relevance for semantic

registration to atlas, which is an important part of the atlas curation workflow in

EBRAINS.

4.2 Utility of the Murine basal ganglia database

A common problem across several neuroscience database resources, as discussed by

Ascoli [144], is lack of coverage of existing data (i.e. ”information sparseness”).

While our database, presented in Paper II, constitutes the largest collection of

quantitative neuroanatomical information from the basal ganglia to date, there

is certainly more information existing in the literature than is available through

the database. For example, we excluded some 150 papers in which numbers were

available in graphs only. Additionally, we only extended the search to include all

control animals of all ages for the substantia nigra and the caudoputamen. It was

not our intention to cover all relevant quantitative data that exists in various formats

across the community. Rather, our aim was to establish workflows through which

such quantitative data can be unified, organized and shared. The quantitative

database of the basal ganglia was as such intended to provide a proof-of-principle of

the novel workflows, and to illustrate methodological and analytical steps as well as

reporting practices that may contribute to data inconsistencies. The crucial point

made by Ascoli [144] is that databases become increasingly useful as they are densely

populated. This point was re-iterated by Akil and colleagues [145], who argue that

adding information to existing databases will be an important alternative to creating

new ones. We openly share the entire database in our Paper II, and additionally

describe a workflow through which other researchers can collect more data, integrate

it in the database, and share it with the community. Thus, others may build

on this effort to increase coverage. While this workflow is currently supported

by custom-made MS Excel sheets and MS Access database, future developments

may streamline these processes, so that estimates can be directly entered to the

EBRAINS Knowledge Graph. Our efforts can guide such developments, in that

it provides specifications of relevant metadata and conversions that should be

supported.

Our database revealed large variations in estimates across studies. Thus,

dense coverage of data that are not comparable due to lack of rigor in either the

experimental or reporting practices (or both), would probably not be useful, nor

would it contribute to less confusion for the user. In other words, it might not be

constructive to cover large amounts of data that cannot be considered reproducible
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or reliable. This is not necessarily a simple question of which method has been

used, but rather depends on the rigor with which the method has been performed

and documented. A neuronal number estimate obtained by a model-based method

(e.g. Abercrombie’s formula [124]) using appropriate corrections might be more

valid than a similar estimate obtained by a poorly performed study using a more

modern stereological approach [127, 146, 147]. Indeed, in a recent study comparing

both stereological estimation and Abercrombie’s method to numbers obtained by

serial reconstruction of the cell population, both procedures were found to yield

realistic numbers [122]. Considering one method to be a gold standard that is always

preferred over another is thus not enough, since all methods have assumptions that

must be recognized and met. Verifying that the assumptions of a method has been

met, although a more complex task than simply considering what method was used,

is thus an important part of considering the quality of the data. As our results

show, such verification is often not possible for the published literature due to lack

of critical metadata. Thus, given the manual effort required to find appropriate

data and organize it through the pipelines outlined here, future efforts should focus

primarily on data considered to be of high quality. One suggestion would be to

require that data are (1) related to a clearly defined region of interest (perhaps even

requiring full coverage, at least for total number estimates) and (2) obtained by a

counting method where error is minimised and assumptions can be verified. Having

a set of criteria would not only limit the scope and time requirements for manual

curation efforts, but give the potential for denser coverage of curated quantitative

data.

It has been shown that even sparse quantitative and morphological data

can contribute to realistic, dense computational models [148]. The current version

of the database, although somewhat sparsely populated, should therefore provide

useful estimates for computational modelling efforts. In addition to providing easy

access to a number of parameters, the papers that were excluded are listed with

the reason for exclusion indicated. This list constitutes an easy source of references

to extend the current database. The numbers present in the database might also

be combined with ratios provided in the literature to provide tentative estimates

for parameters that has yet to be experimentally quantified. Such an approach

has been used previously Bezaire and Soltesz [149], who through literature mining

and careful calculations obtained biological constraints for a computational model

of the hippocampus CA1. A cycle where existing data is used in computational

models to predict values that can later be experimentally tested is a key aspect of

computational modelling [14, 150].
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4.3 Documenting and sharing neuroscience data

4.3.1 Reporting standards

A central principle of the scientific method is that findings reported in a paper should

be possible to reproduce. Since this would require a thorough understanding of all

the methodological conditions under which they were obtained, reproducibility is to

a high degree a question of the transparency and completeness of scientific reports.

Publishers therefore typically require researchers to report methodologies in such a

way that another researcher could replicate the study. At the same time, concise

text is often encouraged. Thus, in reality, researchers do not report every detail of

an experimental setup in a journal article.

As seen in both Paper I and II, the methodological details reported in

journal articles is more often than not insufficient to interpret and compare results

across studies. Thus, statements that methodology sections should provide the

necessary and sufficient details to replicate a study has not led to satisfactory

reporting practices in the field. To meet this challenge, metadata standards are

being developed across multiple subfields [24, 151, 152]. Furthermore, the Research

Resource Identifiers (RRIDs; [153]) ensures that software, antibodies, cell lines, and

animal lines are assigned unique identifiers that may be searched through a single

portal. This initiative has led to significant progress on the reporting practices

for these types of resources [23]. From the publishers’ side, many journals no

longer have restrictions on the length of methods sections. The Cell Press journals

have furthermore implemented ”STAR Methods” sections [154] where standardized

sections and tables are used to ensure that both used resources and procedures

are listed. Such efforts can go a long way to improve reporting, but data sharing

practices will be important to facilitate sharing of all the elements needed to

understand and replicate a study, and not least to re-use data.

4.3.2 Challenges and progress for neuroscience data sharing

Despite emphasis on the value of sharing data over the last decades, this has yet to

become the norm in the field of neuroscience for several reasons, including technical,

legal, conceptual and cultural ones. Many of these have been articulated for a long

time [7]. Significant progress has been made over the last two decades in terms

of web technology in general [155] and storage and computing in particular [156]

that facilitate easy exchange of data. There has also progress towards the use of

clear policies and licences to govern how data can be re-used. When data from
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human subjects are to be shared, ensuring anonymization and adherence to privacy

regulations is a non-trivial task [11, 155].

Another important challenge is the heterogeneity of neuroscience data.

It is not immediately obvious how complex and diverse neuroscience data sets

can be organized in a meaningful way. How should information about an

electrophysiological recording be combined with data from an immunohistochemistry

experiment? What type of information will be needed to interpret these studies?

Which pieces of information should be available for all neuroscience data sets, and

which are specifically relevant to certain methods? The extent to which data sets

are well-organised and tagged with relevant information impacts the ease with which

shared data can be found and retrieved, ultimately affecting the perceived usefulness

of sharing data. As shown throughout this thesis, anatomical metadata can provide

an important basis for integrating neuroscience data across modalities.

But perhaps the most prevailing obstacle to sharing data in neuroscience

has been cultural. There are several reasons why neuroscientists may be hesitant to

share their primary data: reluctance to let others access hard-won data or a fear of

losing a competitive edge, the time required to organize and upload data, or worry

that others might find mistakes or criticise the data [5, 144]. There has also been a

lack of clear incentives to share. As argued by Ascoli [157], there should be a balance

between the effort required to share data and the gains for the data provider. While

there are examples where data sharing has led to important new discoveries [158]

and indications that data articles have higher impact than traditional ones [159],

it seems that the advantages of sharing primary data have so far not outweighed

actual or perceived costs for neuroscience researchers.

External pressure to share data is growing across scientific fields. For

example, several publishers now have explicit and detailed data sharing policies, e.g.

PLOS [160], Nature (www.springernature.com/gp/authors/research-data-policy),

and Science (www.sciencemag.org/authors/, go to Editorial policies). Funders

are also implementing policies on open access to research data, for example

by promoting the inclusion of data management plans in grant applications

(https://www.forskningsradet.no/en/Adviser-research-policy/open-science/open-

access-to-research-data/). Generally, policies from publishers mandate that a

statement about how the data are shared is included in the paper, but do not

enforce specific sharing practices per se. Analyses of data availability statements

from different journals have indicated that less than 20 % of articles typically link

to data available from a repository, the recommended way to share data [161, 162].

A stricter policy might improve this situation. However, it is important to note that

data sharing mandates like these do not take into account incentives for the primary
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data generators. As some have argued, ”compliance-focused sharing” might simply

result in depositions of data sets that are virtually impossible to find, interpret, or

replicate [163]. Since shared data are most useful once they are well described and

put in context of other data, the value of sharing data is dependent on the available

solutions for their organisation and annotation, as discussed above. Thus, the value

of data sharing policies depends on how they are enforced, and both peer review

practices and evaluation by funding agencies may need to be adjusted to validate

that data sharing statements or plans are satisfactory. Ensuring that researchers

get credit for the effort that is put into sharing valuable data collections will also be

essential [164].

4.3.3 FAIR cell counting data

Our results show that published cell counting data have limited comparability and

that cell-type specific information is typically only available for a few regions and

with few replications across studies. Given the wide-spread interest in such data,

there is a need for efficient quantitative analyses of different cell types on a brain-wide

scale, but traditional methods do not easily scale to meet this need. Furthermore,

re-use of analyses is not a realistic ideal when considering traditional counting

methods, where results are usually obtained by manual counting of selected sampling

sites and in some cases dependent on sampling throughout the section thickness [125]

(thus requiring access to the physical raw data). Advances in machine learning has

made automatic and semi-automatic quantification pipelines a feasible alternative to

traditionally manual tasks [165], and in theory allows for sharing analytic results in a

way that would allow re-use of all generations of the data. However, to date sharing

practices that allow for re-running analyses with alternative regions of interest or

segmentation algorithms has not been in place. In response to these challenges,

we used the QUINT workflow [86] to analyse brain-wide data sets from both rats

and mice, showing parvalbumin (rat and mouse) and calbindin (mouse) cells, and

corrected the resulting numbers using Abercrombie’s formula [124]. We furthermore

shared all parts of the data used for analysis. The QUINT workflow flexibly combines

software for different steps of the process (image segmentation, atlas registration and

quantification), allowing re-use of selected parts of an analysis. Our analysis of these

data sets and sharing of all the generations of the data (raw, processed raw, derived)

as well as detailed metadata about the procedures, provides a demonstration of how

cell counting can be performed in a transparent and re-usable way. Thus, both

primary and derived data are Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable in

accordance with the FAIR principles [51]. Going forwards, different subfields of

neuroscience will need to converge on reporting and sharing practices that facilitate
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re-use of specific types of data. Our work with cell counting data provides a good

starting point for defining such practices for quantitative neuroanatomical data.

4.4 Conclusion

The primary contributions of this thesis to the field of neuroscience and

neuroinformatics are new standards for reporting anatomical metadata; new

workflows for semantic and spatial atlas registration; and demonstration of how

spatial registration can be used to perform brain-wide analyses. More specificially,

through the work presented in this thesis, we have:

1. Established minimum and best practice recommendations for determining and

documenting anatomical location, and demonstrated that spatial registration

to reference atlas is a feasible alternative across a range of neuroscientific

methods

2. Created the most comprehensive collection to date of quantitative cellular

measurements from the basal ganglia, and shown that numbers are highly

variable and that cell-type specific information is rarely replicated

3. Performed brain-wide analysis of defined cell types in rat and mouse brains,

and demonstrated how these data can be reported transparently and to

facilitate re-use

Thus, in addition to providing quantitative information about several

parameters across the basal ganglia regions and selected cell types across the brain,

the papers and data sets published through the work with this thesis provide

important demonstrations of how digital atlases can be used to collect, organise and

integrate data and how neuroscience data can be shared to facilitate their re-use.
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In experimental neuroscientific research, anatomical location is a key attribute of
experimental observations and critical for interpretation of results, replication of findings,
and comparison of data across studies. With steadily rising numbers of publications
reporting basic experimental results, there is an increasing need for integration and
synthesis of data. Since comparison of data relies on consistently defined anatomical
locations, it is a major concern that practices and precision in the reporting of location of
observations from different types of experimental studies seem to vary considerably. To
elucidate and possibly meet this challenge, we have evaluated and compared current
practices for interpreting and documenting the anatomical location of measurements
acquired from murine brains with different experimental methods. Our observations
show substantial differences in approach, interpretation and reproducibility of anatomical
locations among reports of different categories of experimental research, and strongly
indicate that ambiguous reports of anatomical location can be attributed to missing
descriptions. Based on these findings, we suggest a set of minimum requirements
for documentation of anatomical location in experimental murine brain research. We
furthermore demonstrate how these requirements have been applied in the EU Human
Brain Project to optimize workflows for integration of heterogeneous data in common
reference atlases. We propose broad adoption of some straightforward steps for
improving the precision of location metadata and thereby facilitating interpretation, reuse
and integration of data.

Keywords: best practice, brain atlas, data mining, data sharing, FAIR, reproducibility, location metadata, rodent
brain

INTRODUCTION

Over last decades, considerable effort has been invested in large-scale the production of
neuroscience data (see, e.g., Stopps et al., 2004; Boy et al., 2006; Lein et al., 2007; Zakiewicz et al.,
2011; Hintiryan et al., 2012; Ragan et al., 2012; Oh et al., 2014). With increasingly efficient data
production pipelines the number of scientific reports and amount of available data is steadily
growing (Hey and Trefethen, 2003). To organize, compare and integrate such large amounts of
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data into new knowledge and understanding about the brain,
new computational approaches have emerged (Amari et al., 2002;
Bjaalie et al., 2005; Koslow and Subramaniam, 2005; Bjaalie,
2008; Tiesinga et al., 2015; Bjerke et al., 2018) to make data
discoverable, accessible, interpretable and re-usable, as outlined
in the widely endorsed FAIR Guiding Principles (Findability,
Accessibility, Interoperability, and Re-usability; Wilkinson et al.,
2016). However, these integration efforts face the challenge that
neuroscience data span multiple spatial and temporal scales (see,
e.g., Amunts et al., 2016), and that results are commonly reported
in journal articles as narratives supported with documentation
in selected figures and tables that are difficult to compare.
A prerequisite for data integration is that the nature and
relationships of data parameters are well defined and easily
comparable, hence integration efforts will have to incorporate
methods for dealing with these differences.

Interpretation of observations collected from the brain
depends critically on specific information about anatomical
location (see, e.g., Bjaalie, 2002): e.g., from which cortical
area, cell layer, or nucleus were measurements or observations
obtained? Comparison of results across studies, or replication
of experimental findings, necessitates that the specific
anatomical position of a measurement, observation, or
experimental perturbation, is well-defined. Such anatomical
descriptions in experimental reports are of variable quality
and are prone to ambiguity, since anatomical terms
can be interpreted in a number of ways, and alternative
anatomical parcellation schemes often uses different boundary
definitions (see, e.g., Van De Werd and Uylings, 2014).
Thus, the lack of universally accepted and well-defined
descriptions of neuroanatomical location, defining the
precise location being studied, is a major challenge when
attempting to compare and integrate data from different
investigations.

In response to this challenge, open access, three-dimensional
(3-D) brain atlases have been developed for murine brains
(Hjornevik et al., 2007; Lein et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2010;
Hawrylycz et al., 2011; Veraart et al., 2011; Oh et al., 2014; Papp
et al., 2014; Kjonigsen et al., 2015) to serve as spatial frameworks
for data sharing and integration (Boline et al., 2008; Amunts et al.,
2014; Zaslavsky et al., 2014). Building upon a new generation of
3-D brain atlases, the EU Human Brain Project develops tools
and workflows for integrating, sharing and analyzing brain data
that have been defined within a common anatomical framework.
The project has established workflows for mapping diverse types
of murine and human image data to common spatial reference
atlas frameworks, building on tools for spatial registration of two-
dimensional (2-D) histological image data to a 3-D reference
volume (Papp et al., 2016; Puchades et al., 2017), and use of
organized collections of metadata describing basic features of
data, including descriptions of the anatomical location from
which the data originate. These tools and workflows are currently
routinely used in the Human Brain Project, but their wider
adoption outside the project requires a better understanding of
the presently used approaches for describing and documenting
neuroanatomical location in experimental studies of murine
brains.

To first assess how anatomical location is reported in the
neuroscience literature, we evaluated and compared current
practices for interpreting and documenting the location of
measurements in different disciplines of neuroscience that
typically deal with invasive techniques or extraction of tissue.
Our observations indicate substantial differences in approach,
interpretation and reproducibility of anatomical location
between different categories of experimental research, as well
as a potential for improvement with relatively simple measures.
Based on these observations, we have adjusted and optimized
the Human Brain Project tools and workflows to accommodate
the type of data and documentation typically used in different
domains of experimental research on murine brains. We
propose step-wise practical implementations that can improve
current practices, and argue that these procedures increase
reproducibility and facilitate integration of neuroscience data.
We finally discuss costs and benefits of increasingly elaborate
approaches.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Survey of Current Practices for
Assignation and Reporting of Anatomical
Location
We performed a literature study to explore current practices
for reporting anatomical information in different categories of
experimental neuroscientific studies in murine brains.

We focused on experimental studies involving invasive
procedures or tissue extraction, and classified publications
into the following seven methodological categories based on
the principal methodology employed: (1) cytoarchitectonic
staining techniques, including immunohistochemistry (IHC)
and in situ hybridization (ISH); (2) axonal tract tracing; (3)
transmission electron microscopy (TEM); (4) immunoblotting;
(5) in vitro electrophysiology with slice preparations and
microscopic visualization of recorded cells; (6) in vivo
electrophysiology, and (7) two-photon and optogenetic imaging.
Studies involving tomographic whole-brain imaging and
trans-cranial measurements were not included.

Individual search strings were made for each methodological
category, and a search was performed in Ovid MEDLINE. Except
for the terms related to the specific methods, the criteria used for
building the search strings were consistent across searches and
contained the following: ((exp mice/or exp rats/) OR (mouse or
mice or rat or rats).tw,kf.) AND ((brain or brains or neuroscien∗

or neuroanatom∗ or neuro anatom∗ or neuron or neurons).mp.).
Strings related to the specific methodologies of interest (see
above) were added to this:

(1) (immunohistochemistry/or immunohistochemistry.tw,kf.)
OR ((in situ hybridization).tw,kf.)

(2) ((retrograde or anterograde) adj trac∗.tw,kf.) for axonal
tract tracing

(3) ((Microscopy, Electron, Transmission/) OR (transmission
adj (electronmicroscop∗ or electron microscop∗)).tw,kf.)

(4) ((western blot∗ or immunoblot∗).tw,kf.)
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(5) ((((invitro or in vitro) adj2 (electrophysiolog∗ or electro
physiolog∗ or cell recording)) or cell recording).tw,kf.)

(6) ((invivo or in vivo) adj2 (electrophysiolog∗ or electro
physiolog∗)).tw,kf

(7) ((optogenetics/or optogenetics or optogenetic∗.tw,kf.)) OR
((((twophoton or two photon or two-photon or 2 photon or
2-photon) adj2 (microscop∗ or imaging)).tw,kf.))

Filters were then added to limit results to those with
journal article format and publication data from 2012 through
15.02.2017. The search returned 9839 entries related to
immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization, 547 related
to axonal tract tracing, 949 related to electron microscopy,
7004 related to immunoblotting, 95 related to in vitro
electrophysiology, 213 related to in vivo electrophysiology, and
2023 related to optogenetic or two-photon microscopy.

Papers (n = 120; 20 for each methodological category) were
chosen from the selection of search entries by use of a random
number generator and evaluated using the following inclusion
criteria: (a) contained murine brain data; (b) presented original
data; and (c) were published within the last 5 years. Papers not
meeting these criteria were excluded and a new random paper
selected.

For each paper in the survey, we evaluated the descriptions
of anatomical locations with respect to: (1) any additional
information provided beyond the structure name (e.g., by citing
an anatomical reference atlas, illustration of the region of
interest by use of a schematic drawing or reference atlas plate,
or description of the general histological, cytoarchitectonic or
electrophysiological features of the region); (2) use of histological
sections (without counterstaining); (3) use of (immuno-
)histochemical staining to visualize anatomical features; (4)
specification of spatial coordinates (e.g., stereotaxic coordinates
observed during experimental surgery or by comparison with
a reference atlas); (5) documentation using images that show
anatomical landmarks suitable for identifying location in
addition to features of interest (see below); (6) annotation of
anatomical landmarks or boundaries in images from the material;
(7) images from multiple (serial) sections through a region of
interest; and (8) spatial registration of images to a reference atlas.

Some papers reported results obtained using several
methodologies, but for each paper we only assessed the
documentation related to the specific methodology for which the
paper was selected. Documentation of anatomical location with
images was only considered sufficient if images gave a reasonable
overview of the regions of interest, allowing the reader to identify
the position of the image relative to a reference atlas. We set the
minimum standard to be that images should show the region of
interest and at least one other distinct anatomical landmark, such
as a part of the ventricular system, a major white matter tract,
or a distinct gray matter structure. Consequently, high-power
images showing structural details of a smaller region, e.g., a part
of the cerebral cortex with visible layers, were not considered
sufficient to allow interpretation of anatomical location in this
context.

Most commonly, the region of interest was an observation
site in which some analysis had been performed (e.g., cell

counting, immunoreactivity observations, cell reconstructions).
Alternatively, the region of interest may have been a site of
an experimental procedure, or perturbation (e.g., a lesion, an
electrode implantation or a virus injection). In the case of
multiple regions of interest of the same type, e.g., cell counting
in several regions or multi-site electrode recordings, we assumed
the same level of effort had been undertaken to determine the
location of each site, and we evaluated the paper according to
the best documented region. In the case of multiple regions of
interest of different types, we evaluated both types of regions
separately. In tract tracing studies, for example, there are sites
of perturbation (injection of tracer) and observation (labeled
features). For tracing studies we therefore assessed injection sites
and terminal fields as individual reports of regions of interest.
Thus, while 20 papers from each of the seven methodological
categories were surveyed, the total number of papers used was
120, because each tract tracing paper was included in two
of the categories (tract tracing injection site and tract tracing
terminal fields). References to these 120 papers are given in
Supplementary Table 1, which also provides an overview of the
observations extracted from 162 different reports of anatomical
observations found in these papers.

Tools Used to Facilitate Documentation
of Anatomical Locations
We aimed to demonstrate how new tools and procedures can
be applied in order to map and co-visualize data spanning
several methodological categories, and to identify key strategies
in this process that should influence how data are acquired and
documented.

We used the Human Brain Project software tool QuickNII
(Puchades et al., 2017) to register single or serial section images
to a 3-D reference atlas template by positioning and slicing the
atlas in user-defined planes of sectioning. The QuickNII tool is
bundled either with the Waxholm Space atlas of the Sprague-
Dawley rat brain (version 2, Papp et al., 2014; Kjonigsen et al.,
2015)1 or the Allen Mouse Common Coordinate Framework
(version 3, downloaded June 17, 2016; Oh et al., 2014)2. We
furthermore used the Human Brain Project tool LocaliZoom for
extraction of coordinates from annotated points of interest. The
coordinates representing the location of these points in reference
atlas space were exported as x, y, z coordinates to MeshView, a
Human Brain Project web-viewer tool for visualization of 3-D
mesh-data (structural atlas parcellations) together with the point
coordinates extracted with LocaliZoom.

Data Used to Demonstrate Workflows
To demonstrate workflows for spatial integration of different
types of data, we used existing or publicly available data
sets from the following four methodological categories: (1)
in vivo electrophysiology; (2) transmission electron microscopy;
(3) cytoarchitectonic staining techniques; and (4) in vitro
electrophysiology with cell reconstruction. These categories

1https://www.nitrc.org/projects/whs-sd-atlas
2http://download.alleninstitute.org/informatics-archive/current-release/mouse_
ccf/annotation/ccf_2015/
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represent four of the seven methodologies included in our
literature survey, and the workflows used to map these data
to anatomical space can easily be extended to the remaining
categories.

Electron microscopy data showing parvalbumin positive
neurons in the rat medial entorhinal cortex (Berggaard et al.,
2018), was generously made available to the present study
by Nina Berggaard (Norwegian University of Science and
Technology, Norway). In vivo electrophysiology recording data
from the rat hippocampal region were produced by Debora
Ledergerber (Norwegian Institute of Science and Technology,
Norway; Puchades et al., 2017). Immunohistological material
showing parvalbumin positive neurons across a horizontally
cut hemisphere (Boccara et al., 2015) was shared through the
Human Brain Project by Menno P. Witter (Norwegian University
of Science and Technology, Norway). A 3-D reconstruction
of a mouse striatal cholinergic interneuron was performed
by Alexander Kozlov, Johanna Frost Nylén and Sten Grillner
(Karolinska Institutet, Sweden) and shared via the Human Brain
Project3. Lastly, a series of sagittal sections from the Allen
Institute for Brain Science repository of in situ hybridization
data (Lein et al., 2007)4 was downloaded through their
API.

For each data set, section images were spatially registered to a
reference atlas template using the QuickNII tool. The first three
data sets (in vivo electrophysiology, immunohistochemistry, and
electron microscopy data) were registered to the Waxholm
Space atlas of the rat brain. Section material from the
in vitro electrophysiology with cell reconstruction and in situ
hybridization was mapped to the Allen Mouse Common
Coordinate Framework of the mouse brain. Following spatial
registration to atlas, images with associated atlas information

3https://www.humanbrainproject.eu/en/explore-the-brain/search/
4http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/show/75457579

were exported to LocaliZoom for visualization and retrieval of
spatial coordinates.

Ethical Considerations
This study used animal data acquired in accordance with
European Union and International legislation regarding use
of animal subjects. For data shared by the Human Brain
Project, verification of compliance with European legal and
regulatory requirements is provided with the data. For other
data, statements regarding ethical conduct care are found in the
original papers (Lein et al., 2007; Berggaard et al., 2018).

RESULTS

Survey of Anatomical Descriptions and
Metadata Provided in Original
Neuroscientific Reports
We surveyed anatomical descriptions and documentation
provided in 120 scientific original reports (published within the
last 5 years) involving different types of experimental methods,
and evaluated their inclusion of tissue sectioning and histological
staining, specification of spatial coordinates, documentation with
images (with or without annotations) and the use of spatial
registration to anatomical reference atlases. We found systematic
variations across methodological categories regarding the degree
to which anatomical locations were described and documented
(summarized in Table 1). Below, we first summarize our findings
of anatomical documentation per methodological category, and
secondly compare the use of anatomical descriptions and
different types of documentation across the methodological
categories.

Tract-tracing studies generally provide more anatomical
documentation than studies using other methods (Table 1). In
85% of the papers investigated, the location of tracer injection

TABLE 1 | Overview of anatomical metadata elements provided in the publications investigated.

Description
of ROI

Sectioning Staining Coordinates Image
documentation

Annotations >1 section
image

Atlas
registration

Tract tracing (injection
site)

100 100 80 85 80 50 20 5

Tract tracing (terminal
fields)

80 100 95 45 60 45 15 0

Cytoarchitectonic
studies

45 95 95 30 60 30 10 0

In vivo
electrophysiology

95 45 25 65 30 10 0 5

In vitro
electrophysiology

70 100 30 15 20 15 0 0

Advanced imaging 86 64 32 50 18 14 0 0

Electron microscopy 30 25 10 10 5 0 0 0

Western blot 20 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

Average 66 67 46 38 34 21 6 1

Percentage of papers (n = 120), sorted by methodological category (rows), using different approaches (columns) to document anatomical location selected articles.
Employed practices to identify and document anatomical location vary across the categories of investigations. Most studies describe location semantically, while the use
of image documentation and spatial registration of images to reference atlases is limited.
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sites was given by the perioperatively recorded stereotaxic
coordinates used when placing the tracer injections, and
35% of these further documented injection sites with section
coordinates upon verification of position. Injection sites were
often documented with images showing anatomical location of
the injection (80%), and in 60% of cases the regions of interest
containing neuronal labeling were also documented with images
(Table 1). Contrary to our expectation, we found that in most
of the investigated papers reporting on tract tracing experiments
(17 of 20 papers, 85%), the anatomical location of tracer injection
sites was more thoroughly described and documented than the
location of transported neuronal labeling in one or more remote
brain regions (see Table 1 for details).

While all reports from cytoarchitectonic investigations used
histological techniques and almost all (18 of 20, 90%) presented
images of microscopic observations, only 60% provided images
with visible anatomical landmarks (Table 1), and very few
(10%) included images showing their region(s) of interest across
multiple sections. In several of the papers investigated we found
it difficult to interpret and reproduce the investigated regions in
a reference atlas.

Our results also show that in vivo electrophysiological
experiments typically provide better documentation of
anatomical location than most other study types, mainly as
the location of the recording electrodes (in 65% of cases, Table 1)
is usually defined by perioperatively recorded stereotaxic
coordinates. In 38% of these papers, implantation sites were
further documented by providing histologically verified
section coordinates. Of the publications reporting on in vitro
electrophysiological studies with microscopic visualization
of recorded cells, 30% used histological staining to reveal
anatomical landmarks, but only 20% included overview images
documenting anatomical boundaries or landmarks (Table 1).

Studies using advanced in vivo optogenetic or two-photon
microscopic imaging techniques often (in 85% of cases, Table 1)
contained some form of description of the region of interest,

and coordinates were provided in approximately half of the
papers. Somewhat surprisingly, we found that the microscopic
images of the analyzed material rarely (in 18% of the papers
investigated, Table 1) included anatomical landmarks suitable for
documenting anatomical locations.

Lastly, we found that documentation of anatomical location
was, to a small degree, provided in reports of electron microscopy
and immunoblot studies. 20–30% of such studies contained
anatomical descriptions of regions of interest, while use of
additional documentation was minimal or absent (Table 1).
These types of studies were the least likely to include sufficient
anatomical information of all the assessed methods.

Our results thus show that of all 120 papers surveyed only
66% included some form of anatomical descriptions of regions
of interest, beyond mention of the region name (Table 1). In
the remaining 34% of papers, we found no descriptions of the
region of interest apart from the name of the region. A further
breakdown of the 66% papers providing anatomical descriptions
is summarized in Table 2. This breakdown showed that 29% of
the papers providing a description of a region of interest did so
by using a reference to a specific anatomical atlas. Notably, we
also found that anatomical reference atlases were most frequently
cited in reports of tract tracing injection sites (60%, Table 2),
while none of the immunoblot reports providing anatomical
descriptions related these to a reference atlas. Interestingly,
among the anatomical descriptions provided in reports of neural
labeling observed in tract-tracing studies, or advanced imaging
studies, only 44 or 11%, respectively, included reference to a
specific anatomical atlas. We further found that among the
66% of papers including anatomical descriptions, 76% included
illustrations or line drawing of anatomical features, 42% indicated
measurements of distances to specific anatomical landmarks,
and 13% related their descriptions to observed microscopic or
electrophysiological features (Table 2).

Although stereotaxic atlases are widely used and stereotaxic
coordinates provide precise indications of location, we found

TABLE 2 | Overview of the types of descriptions and coordinate based information provided the publications investigated.

Tract tracing
injection site

Tract tracing
terminal fields

Cytoarchitectonic
studies

In vivo
electrophysiology

In vitro
electrophysiology

Advanced
imaging

Electron
microscopy

Western
blot

Average

Descriptions 100 80 45 95 70 86 30 20 66

Based on
distance to
landmark

90 13 22 84 0 68 33 25 42

Based on
reference atlas

60 44 22 53 21 11 17 0 29

Based on
illustration

55 100 89 58 71 89 67 75 76

Based on
cellular features

20 19 0 26 36 5 0 0 13

Coordinates 85 45 30 65 15 50 10 0 38

Point
coordinates

100 0 0 100 0 91 50 0 43

Section
coordinates

35 45 100 38 100 27 50 0 49

Percentage of papers (n = 120) from different methodological categories (columns) providing different types of documentation (rows) as descriptions or point coordinates.
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that coordinate-based information was presented in only 38%
of the papers surveyed (Table 1). Further breakdown showed
that of the 38% of papers that included spatial coordinates, 49%
provided positions of sections or slices reported as distances from
skull landmarks or the midline (Table 2), while 43% specified
points of interest as x, y, z coordinates (Table 2) targeted
perioperatively and/or identified by post hoc analyses. Of the
publications reporting tract tracing or in vivo electrophysiological
experiments, 65% included spatial coordinates, while none of the
publications reporting immunoblotting results contained such
information.

While most studies included high-power image
documentation of observed features, only 34% included images
showing anatomical landmarks and/or boundaries suitable for
interpretation of anatomical locations, while 21% of studies
provided images with anatomical annotations superimposed
(Table 1). Most of the images showing anatomical landmarks
were restricted to one brain region of interest; in fact, only ∼9%
of all studies provided overview images showing a whole, half
or smaller part of a brain section. None of the papers examined
included images from macroscopic dissection. Only 6% of the
papers used more than a single section image to document the
same region of interest (Table 1).

Only two of the surveyed papers (1%) used spatial registration
tools to map the position of their experimental images to
anatomical reference atlases (Table 1). We thus found systematic
differences in the documentation of anatomical regions of
interest provided in original research papers that varied
across methodological subfields of neuroscience. Our findings
indicate that most studies lack elementary descriptions and
documentation of anatomical location that in principle should be
straightforward to include in scientific reports, regardless of the
type of methodology used.

Minimum Requirements for
Documentation of Locations in
Experimental Murine Brain Research
Based on the above findings, we considered how anatomical
descriptions from different methodological traditions could
be improved to achieve more consistent and reproducible
descriptions of anatomical locations. A key principle underlying
empirical scientific research is that original publications should
contain sufficient descriptions of materials and methods used
to allow peers to reproduce experimental results. Extrapolating
from this, an obvious minimum requirement for the reporting of
anatomical location is that anatomical regions of interest should
be specifically and unambiguously reported, with sufficient
documentation to allow interpretation and replication of
described anatomical positions. However, our survey of the
current literature above revealed that the location of data
is often poorly described and documented, making reported
anatomical positions hard to replicate. Combining the findings
summarized in Table 1 and accumulated experiences with
interpretation and validation of anatomical locations in a
wide range of materials measurements collected in context of
the Human Brain Project (see e.g., Bjerke et al., 2018), we

identified some key documentation elements that we found to
be of particular importance for our ability to unequivocally
specify anatomical locations for different data sets. We also
formulate a set of method-independent recommendations for
a minimum documentation practice that could alleviate the
ambiguity observed in many research papers (see above), and
facilitate interpretation of anatomical positions and comparison
of research findings. Thus, to achieve more unambiguous
and reproducible descriptions of anatomical locations in
neuroscientific reports we propose that adherence to at least one
and preferably several of the following recommendations should
be set as a minimum requirement:

(1) Employ and refer to a specific anatomical parcellation
scheme

(2) Provide precise semantic descriptions relating observations
to anatomical landmarks or features

(3) Define points or regions of interest using an anatomical
illustration or diagram

(4) Provide annotated images showing distinct anatomical
landmarks

(5) Report spatial coordinates

Below, we specify and exemplify these recommendations in
further detail.

Referring to a Defined Parcellation Scheme
Several parcellation schemes exist for the whole mouse and
rat brain, including the widely used 2-D stereotaxic reference
atlases (Swanson, 2004; Paxinos and Franklin, 2012; Paxinos and
Watson, 2013), and 3-D reference atlas templates (Johnson et al.,
2010; Hawrylycz et al., 2011; Papp et al., 2014). More detailed
parcellation schemes have also been defined for parts of the brain,
such as the hippocampus (Kjonigsen et al., 2011; Witter, 2012;
Boccara et al., 2015). Anatomical parcellation schemes should
preferably include graphical representations of the boundaries
defining anatomical structures specified in a nomenclature list.
Use of standardized schemes that are widely used in the
community will facilitate comparison of anatomical locations. To
be unambiguous, a description based on a parcellation scheme
should include (1) the name of the region of interest exactly
as it appears in the reference atlas, and (2) appropriate citation
of the reference atlas (and version) employed. Reference to 3-
D atlas templates, e.g., the Allen Mouse Common Coordinate
Framework (Lein et al., 2007; Oh et al., 2014) or Waxholm Space
(Hawrylycz et al., 2011; Papp et al., 2014), that can be sliced
in any orientation provides superior anatomical precision for
both volumetric data and 2-D sectioned data (Figure 1). For
observations or measurements that are sampled from an entire
brain region, for example describing populations of labeled cells
distributed across a given brain region, reference to the region
name will usually be unambiguous. However, if observations
or measurements only pertain to a small subset of a region
of interest, e.g., for a single cell reconstruction or a tissue
sample processed for electron microscopy, information about
parcellation scheme should be supplemented with one of the
other recommendations listed above to more clearly specify
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FIGURE 1 | Mapping a coronal rat brain section with a slight tilt to a reference atlas. (A) Image of a thionine stained coronal rat brain section, cut with a slight
deviation from the standard plane of orientation. A slight left-right asymmetry is visible in the fimbria of the hippocampus (fi), and when comparing the section with a
standard reference atlas, reference plates from different anteroposterior levels match the dorsal and ventral parts of the section, respectively. (B,B’) Atlas diagrams
78 (B) and 68 (B’), reproduced from Paxinos and Watson (2005) with permission, separated by ∼1.5 mm. In both diagrams, anatomical structures that are
consistent (check marks) or inconsistent (asterisks) with corresponding regions in the histological section are seen. Regions located dorsally in (A), such as the
dentate gyrus (DG), dorsal hippocampal commissure (dhc) and the superior colliculus (SC) correspond with plate 78 (B), but not plate 68 (B’), while regions located
ventrally in (A), such as the fimbria (fi), subthalamic nucleus (STh), hypothalamic region (HT), zona incerta (ZI), and cerebral peduncle (cp) correspond with plate 68
(B’), but not with plate 78 (B). (C) A custom generated transparent atlas overlay from the 3-D Waxholm Space atlas of the rat brain (v2, Papp et al., 2014; Kjonigsen
et al., 2015) superimposed onto the thionine section shows better overall anatomical correspondence of structures in both dorsal and ventral parts of the section.
The location and tilt of the custom atlas plate is indicated by red lines in the inset 3-D figures. Scale bar, 2 mm.

location within the region of interest, e.g., using an image or
anatomical illustration.

Semantically Describing Spatial Relation to Distinct
Anatomical Landmarks or Architectonic Features
In some cases, a region of interest might be described by
defining its relation to structural or cellular landmarks. This
is a particularly relevant form of description when regions are
defined differently or with more detail than in standard atlas
frameworks. See, for example, Insausti et al. (1997, pp. 151–
155), where subregional boundaries of the entorhinal cortex
are described both in terms of cytoarchitectonic features, and
in relation to anatomical landmarks. It should be emphasized
that while such description can be elaborate and detailed, they
can also be challenging to interpret without expert knowledge.
Anatomical illustrations or annotated images can facilitate easier
interpretation for the reader.

Indicating the Location in an Anatomical Illustration
Anatomical locations can be graphically defined using reference
atlas diagrams, schematic summary drawings or other figures.
Indication of sampling position within such illustrations (see, e.g.,
Akhter et al., 2014, their Figure 2) can serve as supplements to
semantic descriptions, or alternative to spatial coordinates.

Providing (Annotated) Images
Images of experimental material may depict sections or
macroscopic dissections. Low-resolution images are generally as
useful for the purpose of visualizing location as high-resolution

ones, even images obtained with a standard cell phone camera.
Section images should show structural landmarks outside the
region of interest, if possible more than one. Suggestions for
anatomical landmarks that can be consistently identified in
volumetric material of the rodent brain are provided in Sergejeva
et al. (2015). For sectioned material, the size and shape of
prominent gray and white matter regions (e.g., the hippocampus,
caudoputamen, pontine nucleus, anterior commissure, and
corpus callosum) are also highly useful in order to interpret
location in the brain. Ideally, images should cover entire
sections. A simple evaluation of the influence of the coverage
of a section image on spatial registration accuracy (Figure 2)
confirms that the more information an image contains, the more
likely are two independent and equally experienced researchers
to interpret the anatomical position of a region of interest
consistently. For procedures not involving histological processing
and tissue sections, macroscopic images of the whole brain or
tissue sample(s) before and after dissection of tissue samples
can improve the interpretation of the anatomical location of
the investigated sample considerably (Figure 3A). Annotations
defining regional boundaries and specifying locations sampled or
measured increase precision considerably (see, e.g., Dobi et al.,
2013; their Figure 9).

Using Spatial Coordinates
Spatial coordinates defined in relation to unique skull features
or anatomical landmarks effectively communicate exact
positions within the brain, independent of parcellation schemes.
Descriptions based on spatial coordinates must specify the
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FIGURE 2 | Documenting anatomical location at varying levels of coverage. Illustration showing the influence of image coverage on the spatial accuracy of
registration to a reference atlas. Upper left inset: image of a coronal, thionine stained mouse brain section, the black rectangle indicates an arbitrary region of interest
in the cerebral cortex, blue rectangles indicate the size of the image used in examples (A–C). (A–C) Images with increasing anatomical coverage were shown to two
experienced researchers, who independently registered the images to the Allen Mouse Common Coordinate Framework using the QuickNII tool. (A) With only a small
part of the section image available, the two researchers interpreted the location of the image differently, as the primary somatosensory cortex, barrel field (SSP-bfd,
A1) by Researcher #1, and as the rostrolateral visual area (VISrl, A2) by the Researcher #2. (A3) Shows the positions of the section image assigned by Researcher
#1 (red line) and Researcher #2 (purple line) in atlas space. (B) With an image showing half of the section, the researchers’ interpretations of the position become
more similar (B1–B3), and when the entire section image was available, both researchers interpreted the region of interest to be located in SSp-bfd (C1–C3). This
illustrates that access to images covering more anatomical landmarks is important to provide reproducible information about anatomical positions. Scale bars: 2 mm.

reference space used (e.g., reference atlas or local coordinate
system). Coordinates may indicate the level or distance of a
section or slice from an anatomical landmark (e.g., bregma
or the midline of the brain) or specific points defined by
x, y, z coordinates. The method used to define coordinates
should be specified and additional validation steps, such as
e.g., histological confirmation of perioperative stereotaxic
measurements supplemented with documentation using
image(s) or illustrations, can improve precision.

Combining Different Types of Data in
Reference Atlas Space
A considerable challenge for efforts toward integration of
different types of neuroscience data is the heterogeneity in the
spatial scale and modality of data. In context of the ambition
of the Human Brain Project to make heterogeneous brain data
accessible for integrative analyses and computational modeling
(Bjerke et al., 2018), we have explored ways to assign location
to disparate categories of murine neuroscience data. Using

the minimum requirements for documentation of anatomical
location proposed above as a starting point, and having the
ambition to optimize anatomical descriptions of different types
of neuroscience data, we established workflows to relate data sets
acquired by in vivo electrophysiology, immunohistochemistry,
in situ hybridization, transmission electron microscopy and
in vitro electrophysiology with cell reconstruction to a common
spatial atlas framework. The core workflow, used to spatially
combine features of interest from different types of data
sets, involves three steps. We first link the data to the
same anatomical reference framework, secondly extract spatial
coordinates representing features of interest from each of the
data sets and thirdly co-visualize the extracted features in a 3-D
atlas viewer as a starting point for various analytic approaches.
The workflow is implemented using a suite of digital atlas
and viewer tools developed in the Human Brain Project. The
QuickNII tool is developed for registering 2-D (serial) images
to a reference atlas by mapping a spatially corresponding,
customized atlas image onto images (Puchades et al., 2017).
The LocaliZoom viewer tool provides an overlay of custom
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FIGURE 3 | Assigning anatomical location and integrating data using 3-D atlas and new workflows: Examples showing rat brain data. (A–C) Data from experimental
studies using (A) transmission electron microscopy (Berggaard et al., 2018), (B) in vivo electrophysiology (Puchades et al., 2017), and (C) histochemical visualization
of chemoarchitecture (Boccara et al., 2015), are mapped to the Waxholm Space atlas of the rat brain (v2, Papp et al., 2014; Kjonigsen et al., 2015). (A1–A5) Show
the stepwise procedure used to define the location of an electron microscopy (EM) image in atlas space, by mapping an image of semithin, toluidine blue-stained
section onto a low-power image showing a larger part of the brain (A1). In this way the location of the parvalbumin stained cell (encircled in A2) shown in the EM
image (A3) is determined in different images. By mapping the overview image (A4) in atlas space (A5), the location of the paravalbumin positive cells shown in (A3)
can be defined by 3-D atlas coordinates (orange crosses in A5). (B1–B3) Show how tracks of recording electrodes (encircled in B1), visible in a thionine stained
section cut obliquely halfway between the coronal and sagittal plane (B2), are mapped in atlas space by registration to the reference atlas (red crosses in B3).
(C1–C3) show how positions of parvalbumin positive cells (encircled in C1), visualized by immunolabelling of horizontal rat brain sections (C2) can be determined by
spatially registering section images to a reference atlas (C3). (D,E) 3-D co-visualization of point coordinates extracted from the three data sets (A, orange dots; B,
red dots, C, purple dots) together with gray surfaces of the right hippocampal and entorhinal regions, shown from an anterolateral (D) and dorsal (E) view.
(F) Magnified view of data points representing the location of the cells shown in example (A).
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made reference atlas maps and allows extraction of spatial
coordinates representing features of interest. The 3-D viewer tool
MeshView was used to co-visualize the color coded coordinates
from different data sets together with selected elements from
the 3-D reference atlas. With this core workflow as a basis, we
identified specific strategies for determining anatomical location
and extracting spatial coordinates for features of interest from
each methodological category. The step-wise implementation of
these workflows are exemplified below for different types of data,
illustrating how descriptions of location can be improved and
used for data integration purposes with relatively simple steps.

For electron microscopy data, spatial coordinates were
obtained for two parvalbumin positive cells from the medial
entorhinal cortex, imaged under a transmission electron
microscope (Figure 3A3). The ultrathin sections used for
electron microscopy were sectioned from a small tissue
sample dissected from a sagittal vibratome rat brain section
from the temporal cortex, stained for parvalbumin by
immunohistochemistry. Prior to ultrathin sectioning, semithin
sections were obtained and counterstained using toluidine blue
(Berggaard et al., 2018) for orientation and identification of
immunopositive cells. To determine the location of the cells
viewed by electron microscopy in a 3-D reference atlas, three
main steps were followed (Figures 3A1–3A5). First, an image
of the entire sagittal brain section taken prior to removal of
the tissue sample was mapped to the reference atlas using
QuickNII (Figure 3A5). Secondly, a transparent image of the
semithin, toluidine blue-stained section was manually registered
to the larger image of the sagittal section, by aligning specific
features visible in both images, including blood vessels, labeled
cells, outer surface and boundary between gray and white
matter (Figure 3A1). Finally, the location of the parvalbumin
positive cells was identified both in the semithin and ultrathin
sections, and coordinates were extracted from the vibratome
section (Figure 3A5), thus allowing identification of cells across
all spatial scales. The above procedure can in principle be
applied to any method involving small tissue samples, such as
immunoblotting and related methods.

For electrophysiological recording data, spatial coordinates
were extracted from the bottom of individual electrode track
throughout a series of sections cut in a non-standard plane and
stained to reveal cytoarchitecture (Figure 3B; Puchades et al.,
2017). While the location of electrophysiological recordings is
usually reported by use of perioperatively determined stereotaxic
coordinates (Table 1; see above), a key step to improve precision
is to determine the location of electrode tracks in histological
sections. In our example, a non-standard oblique section plane
was used to identify electrode tracks, which is very difficult
to compare with a traditional 2-D atlas framework. Using the
QuickNII tool, the section image could nevertheless be mapped
to atlas space, thus allowing the location of electrode tracks to
be annotated and visualized (Figures 3B1–3B3; Puchades et al.,
2017; see also similar example shown in Bjerke et al., 2018).

For histological material used in microscopic studies of brain
architecture, the strategy for extracting coordinates for labeled
features of interest is straightforward compared to the examples
above. In our example (Figure 3C), we used images of serial

histological sections immunostained for parvalbumin (Boccara
et al., 2015). After mapping the serial section images to the
reference atlas, we recorded point coordinates representing
immunopositive cells located within the medial entorhinal cortex
in sections sampled at 200 µm intervals through the entire left
entorhinal cortex (Figure 3C1). A similar example is shown
in Figure 4A, using section images (downloaded from the
Allen Institute for Brain Science, Lein et al., 2007)5 showing
parvalbumin positive cells visualized by in situ hybridization. The
spatial registration of these images to the Allen Mouse Common
Coordinate Framework was adjusted using the QuickNII tool,
and point coordinates representing parvalbumin positive cells
in the left caudoputamen were extracted from all sections
(Figure 4A2).

For neuron reconstructions, a slightly different approach
was used. The data included coordinate lists created by 3-D
reconstruction of neurons (intracellularly filled with neurobiotin)
using the Neurolucida software tool (MBF Bioscience, Williston,
VT, United States), together with low-power images of sagittal
sections images in which the labeled somata were visible. The
sagittal section images were registered to the mouse brain
atlas using QuickNII, following which the atlas coordinates
corresponding to the center of the neuronal soma (seen in
the histological section, cf. Figure 4B2) were extracted using
LocaliZoom. Having determined the center point of the soma
and the position and orientation of the histological section image
in atlas space, we spatially translated the local (Neurolucida)
coordinates representing the complete neuronal arbors of the 3-D
reconstructed cell to atlas coordinates.

Thus, by mapping very different types of data to a common
anatomical reference atlas, it became possible to extract point
coordinates for key data features and co-visualize these in atlas
space (Figures 3D,E, 4C–E).

Improving Location Metadata Using New
Tools and Workflows for Anatomical
Localization
Based on the strategies and documentation elements used
above to connect different types of data to a common
anatomical framework, and extending on the minimum practice
recommendations proposed above, we suggest the following
additional method-independent documentation steps to improve
precision and facilitate data integration: (1) document features
of interest in relation to cellular or regional characteristics;
(2) register images to a 3-D reference atlas framework;
and, if possible (3) acquire multiple serial histological (or
tomographical) images covering several anatomical landmarks.

Document Features of Interest in Relation to Cellular
or Regional Characteristics
The anatomical boundaries of brain regions are usually defined
by characteristic structural or functional features. These can
be visualized by (immuno-)histological staining, such as the
thionine or parvalbumin staining shown in Figure 3, or other
cellular properties such as autoradiographic visualization of

5http://mouse.brain-map.org/experiment/show/75457579
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FIGURE 4 | Assigning anatomical location and integrating data using 3-D atlas and new workflows: Examples showing mouse brain data. (A,B) Data from
experiments using (A) in situ hybridization (Lein et al., 2007) and (B) in vitro electrophysiology with single-cell reconstruction (Kozlov et al., unpublished data) mapped
to the Allen Mouse Common Coordinate Framework. (A1–A3,B1–B4) show the stepwise procedures used to map overview images covering sagittal sections
(A1,B1), showing labeled cells of interest (encircled in A2,B2), to reference atlas space (A3,B3). (B4) shows the 3-D reconstruction of the neuron shown in (B2).
(C,D) 3-D co-visualization of point coordinates extracted from the two data sets (A, purple dots; B, red, green, blue, and yellow dots) together with the surface of the
caudoputamen, shown in view from anterolateral (C) and dorsal (D). (E) Magnified view of data points representing the location of the 3-D cell reconstruction shown
in example (B). Scale bars: 1 mm (A1), 200 µm (A2).

receptors (Schubert et al., 2016) or enzyme based visualization
of chemical properties (e.g., patches of cytochrome oxidase
positive cell groups in the sensory whisker barrel cortex; Land
and Simons, 1985). Additional approaches used to pinpoint
anatomical location include, e.g., visualization of specific well-
known cellular architectures or connectivity, electrophysiological
measures of sensory receptive fields (Chapin and Lin, 1984) or

motor-related activity (Neafsey et al., 1986), or any combination
of the above. Use of such measurements can allow more fine-
grained and precise anatomical descriptions of location.

Spatial Registration of Images to Reference Atlas
As shown in the examples provided in Figures 3, 4, spatial
registration of brain images to an anatomical atlas provides
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specific evidence of location in a standard anatomical reference
space. If images have been acquired with orientations matching
the standard coronal, sagittal and horizontal planes used in
reference atlases, such registration can simply be done by
mapping 2-D diagrams from any standard reference atlases on
section images. However, to correct for deviations in the angle of
orientations commonly seen in histological sections, and to more
directly relate positions in the experimental images to a spatial
3-D reference framework, we recommend mapping images to
a 3-D atlas (Lein et al., 2007; Hawrylycz et al., 2011; Oh et al.,
2014; Papp et al., 2014). Depending on the properties of the
experimental material used, several software tools are available
for such purposes (Majka and Wójcik, 2016; Puchades et al.,
2017; Figures 3, 4), allowing more accurate determination of the
anatomical position and section angle in experimental material
(Figure 1B).

Use of Serial Sections
Interpretation of anatomical location, particularly for the purpose
of spatial registration, can be improved with use of serial section
images that display multiple anatomical landmarks. Inclusion of
more sections is particularly useful when determining deviations
of section angles from the standard plane. The precision of such a
registration can therefore be improved by including more section
images than the ones used for analysis.

Regardless of the atlas used and the methods for relating
data to it, the anatomical information as extracted from the
atlas (region names, coordinates of points or sections) for the
entire analyzed region(s) should be clearly communicated in
publications and collections of metadata.

DISCUSSION

We have here reviewed anatomical location metadata provided
in recent neuroscience publications, and found considerable
differences across subfields of neuroscience. We have proposed a
set of method-independent, easily adopted practices (minimum
requirements) that can significantly improve reproducibility
of neuroanatomical locations reported in publications.
Furthermore, we have shown that re-usability and integration of
data can be improved with additional steps using new software
tools and workflows developed through the Human Brain
Project, and that these procedures are applicable to data obtained
by a range of methods.

Factors contributing to inconsistency and ambiguity in
location metadata included (1) variable use of reference atlases,
(2) lack of specification regarding nomenclatures, terms, and
definitions used, (3) limited use of coordinate-based information,
and (4) use of highly magnified image material without sufficient
annotation as the only graphical display of data location. The
amount of location metadata found in publications depended on
the methodology with which the data had been obtained, likely
pointing to different approaches and traditions having evolved as
common practice within subfields of neuroscience.

The minimum requirements presented here are intended to
be flexible and easily applicable to any neuroscientific method.

They essentially state that descriptions of locations should be
complete, and precisely define the relationship of sites of interest
to anatomical landmarks, by use of semantics, coordinates or
graphical representations, and preferably a combination of these.
Appropriate reference to a specific nomenclature and citation
of the reference atlases consulted is an obvious requirement,
which is easy to implement regardless of the method used, but as
our results show, often overlooked. We claim that adherence to
the minimum recommendations requires little additional effort
by researchers, and can substantially improve the precision of
anatomical descriptions and data interpretation in neuroscience
publications. Our examples specify how this can be implemented
for different types of data.

However, comparison of descriptions based on text, reference
atlases and image material remains dependent on substantial
human interpretation. The second part of our work therefore
demonstrate that data obtained by several methodologies,
spanning spatial and temporal scales, may be thoroughly and
accurately located in space using novel tools and workflows, and
that the output of these procedures can be used to co-visualize
data.

The workflows tested here for mapping data to atlas space
can be implemented for any neuroscience method, provided
that image material showing features of interest in relation to
anatomical landmarks is available. For methods where such
features are readily seen in histological section images, the
procedures are quite easily applicable, as seen in our examples
using immunohistochemical and in situ hybridization material,
as well as in vivo electrophysiological recordings. In the case of
electron microscopy data, the spatial correlation of features seen
at the microscopic and ultrastructural levels is essential in order
to map specific objects imaged at the electron microscopic level
to a reference atlas. This was achieved here using low-power
overview images acquired during tissue processing and images of
semithin sections stained to show cytoarchitecture. Some steps
could have been improved, e.g., by imaging the whole brain
section before and after sectioning, and by keeping track of the
location within the ultrathin section from which the electron
microscopy images were obtained. An alternative approach
would be to extract coordinates representing the perimeters of
the data set, e.g., the corners of a block of tissue dissected
from a vibratome section and prepared for electron microscopic
imaging. Whether highly specific information about the position
of individual cellular elements is desirable and attainable for a
data set will depend on the research question and the methods
of tissue preparation. Nevertheless, our example shows that even
minor additions to common protocols (e.g., acquiring images
of sections from which electron microscopic samples have been
dissected) can give major improvements of precision of location
metadata. For neuronal reconstruction data, we show that spatial
coordinates recorded with a 3-D reconstruction software can be
translated to atlas coordinates by using reference points visible
in macroscopic section images. For mapping of more complex
neuronal arbors in atlas space, annotation of at least four (and
preferably more) reference points representing key landmarks
in the neuronal reconstruction will increase precision. Again,
access to low-power overview images documenting soma locatio
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relative to visible landmarks was critical for translating the
location of reconstructed neurons to atlas space.

We lastly summarized the workflows developed through these
examples as a set of improved practices, aimed to facilitate efforts
to compare and integrate neuroscience data. Mapping data to a
common anatomical framework is an effective means to allow
comparison and facilitate integration of disparate data types, a
key goal within the Human Brain Project (Bjerke et al., 2018).
Adherence to the improved practice recommendations proposed
here ensures that heterogeneous data can be organized and shared
in databases, with location metadata suitable for conducting
queries based on location, either by using semantic strings and
anatomical ontologies or by use of more fine-grained 3-D spatial
queries for coordinate locations in atlas space.

Additional documentation and more extensive interpretation
of anatomical locations, as exemplified above, requires additional
efforts including production of additional material and
documentation, as well as analytical efforts. Depending on the
size of the data set, type and quality of images and the features
to be extracted, the process of registering data, extracting and
visualizing coordinates requires from a couple of days to a week.
The workflows used to extract spatial coordinates for different
data features in our examples, were based on manual annotations
performed with the tool LocaliZoom. The advantage of this
approach is that atlas coordinates are directly exported, but it can
be tedious to apply to larger data sets. New tools and workflows
are currently being developed in the Human Brain Project that
will allow (semi-)automated extraction of labeled features from
serial images (Kreshuk et al., 2014; Papp et al., 2016; Yates et al.,
2017).

We argue that costs of such additional efforts are outweighed
by improved precision of anatomical location metadata, and the
added value gained by making data easier to compare across
studies. Today, finding and comparing data in the literature based
on a region of interest is a time-consuming task that often reveals
inconsistencies in results. Indeed, flexible use of definitions
has been related to poor reproducibility in science (Ioannidis,
2005). Concepts of brain regions are examples of such fluid
definitions (Van De Werd and Uylings, 2014), and inaccurate
reporting of location is likely to amplify the challenge caused
by these changes. However, the coordinate systems that embed
concepts of brain regions are static. Mapping current data to such
coordinate frameworks will make data more robust in the face of
evolving concepts of brain regions and is thus necessary to ensure
long-term relevance of findings. Furthermore, following the
improved practice recommendations outlined here can facilitate
data integration and re-use of data, as the output of spatial
registration procedures is structured metadata about anatomical
locations that can accompany data to be shared. We therefore
consider the benefits of performing these methods to outweigh
the costs in the long term. New practices for data sharing in
neuroscience (Ferguson et al., 2014; Leitner et al., 2016; Ascoli
et al., 2017) will likely lead to augmented focus on high-quality
metadata as a tool for increasing the value and impact of data,
and thus also establish more prominent short-term incentives for
mapping data to reference atlas space.
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murine basal ganglia
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Quantitative measurements and descriptive statistics of different cellular elements in the brain are 
typically published in journal articles as text, tables, and example figures, and represent an important 
basis for the creation of biologically constrained computational models, design of intervention studies, 
and comparison of subject groups. Such data can be challenging to extract from publications and 
difficult to normalise and compare across studies, and few studies have so far attempted to integrate 
quantitative information available in journal articles. We here present a database of quantitative 
information about cellular parameters in the frequently studied murine basal ganglia. the database 
holds a curated and normalised selection of currently available data collected from the literature and 
public repositories, providing the most comprehensive collection of quantitative neuroanatomical data 
from the basal ganglia to date. The database is shared as a downloadable resource from the EBRAINS 
Knowledge Graph (https://kg.ebrains.eu), together with a workflow that allows interested researchers 
to update and expand the database with data from future reports.

Background & Summary
Quantitative knowledge about the number and normal variation of different cell types of the brain and their sub-
cellular elements, such as synapses and dendritic spines, is of broad interest for neuroscientists. This is important 
for several purposes, including building and constraining computational models1–3, guiding new experimental 
research, and comparing data from individual or groups of subjects. The need for quantitative measurements of 
neural architecture has led to development of numerous experimental methods for unbiased quantification of 
neuroanatomical features. Examples include cell counting methods4, stereological approaches to obtain numbers, 
areas or volumes5,6, and point pattern analyses to characterise spatial distributions of cells or cellular elements7,8. 
The results of such studies are typically published in original papers, reporting e.g. estimates of total numbers or 
densities of cells9,10 or relative amounts of cells, synapses, spines, or other parameters in different experimental 
groups11,12. While individual papers may be easily interpreted, it is becoming increasingly challenging to over-
view the steadily growing amount of publications13 and to evaluate the consistency and comparability of infor-
mation. The traditional research paper format is not particularly well suited to make comparisons, as data may 
be distributed across text, tables and figures, with units of measurements and nomenclatures that vary across 
papers. Although units of measurements can be effectively converted and nomenclature differences may be pos-
sible to resolve, this requires significant time and effort from the reader. In some cases, findings are reported in 
non-standard units (e.g. as percentage of control, number per section), which may make them impossible to com-
pare to other results. Researchers investigating brain structure and function in animal models may find it difficult 
to answer relatively simple questions, such as: What is the average number of cells or subcellular structures in my 
brain region of interest, and how much do these numbers vary? Which parameters have been quantified before 
and what were the methods used to do so? Can data from two studies be compared? Are the results reported in 
the literature within the same range?

Neuroanatomical information is available from several databases. The temporal-lobe database (www.
temporal-lobe.com) presents connections in the rat hippocampal region are presented schematically in an inter-
active PDF, allowing the user to quickly view aggregated information14. In the Brain Architecture Management 
System (BAMS, https://bams1.org/) project, Bota and colleagues compiled reports and scored the strength 
of connections between regions across the brain on a semi-quantitative scale15. The hippocampome (www.
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hippocampome.org), a database of neuronal cell types in the hippocampus, contains interactive matrices show-
ing the location, cytochemistry, electrophysiology, and connectivity of different cell types16. The NeuroMorpho 
database17 (www.neuromorpho.org) is an extensive collection of published neuron morphologies, with useful 
quantitative information about the features of individual neurons. In addition, several efforts have been made to 
estimate brain cell numbers in histological material using computational image analysis18–20. To our knowledge, 
no systematic effort has been made to collect and normalise information from several sources about the number 
and distribution of cells, synapses and spines in different brain regions in a database.

We here present a database of publicly available quantitative measurements of cells, synapses and dendritic 
spines of the frequently investigated murine basal ganglia. These are regions of high interest for basic experimen-
tal studies of voluntary movements, procedural learning and neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s and 
Huntington’s disease21,22. Quantitative information about the cellular architecture of these regions in normal ani-
mals is needed for computational modelling efforts1,2, and represent an important benchmark for interpretation 
of results from experimental studies in different animal disease models23,24. The database holds > 1200 quantita-
tive estimates derived from the literature and public repositories, normalised to standard units of measurements 
and mapped to common anatomical reference atlases. To our knowledge, this is the most extensive collection of 
available information on cellular basal ganglia parameters to date. The database is publicly shared via EBRAINS25, 
together with a workflow for updating it with results from future analyses. We believe this can be a valuable 
benchmark resource for anatomical studies or efforts to model the murine basal ganglia.

Methods
overview of study design. We created a database of data derived from the literature and public reposi-
tories. We here use the term derived data to describe the specific analytic results of a study, e.g. the number of 
cells in a given region, as opposed to the raw data that were used to generate this number. We limited our scope 
to quantitative information about number, distribution and morphology of cells and subcellular elements of the 
normal, rodent basal ganglia. We here consider the concept of the basal ganglia to include dorsal and ventral parts 
of the striatum (caudoputamen and nucleus accumbens) and pallidum (external globus pallidus, entopeduncular 
nucleus and ventral pallidum), as well as the subthalamic nucleus and substantia nigra26,27. We designed a data-
base using Microsoft Access, and set up a search string to query the literature. Specific inclusion criteria were used 
to narrow the number of papers to include. For each paper, the methods and results sections were carefully read 
and annotated, and relevant metadata elements were integrated in the database. We also searched for repositories 
with relevant data. Wherever necessary and possible, we standardised terms and units used to describe data, and 
novel workflows were developed to map data to common schemes for regions and cell types of interest. Lastly, 
in order to make our database accessible and usable to the community, we shared it as a dataset through the 
EBRAINS Knowledge Graph (RRID:SCR_017612). Each main part of the study design (database design, search 
strategy, data / metadata standardisation, and data sharing) will be elaborated in the following.

Database design. We organised data derived from the literature in a Microsoft Access database with 45 
tables, the most important of which are summarised in Fig. 1. All fields in all tables of the database are listed and 
explained in Supplementary File 1.

Search strategy. Literature search strategy. PubMed was queried via Ovid Medline for papers from 
1946-present. This search string included key words related to (1) species of interest, i.e. rat and mouse; (2) brain 
regions of interest, i.e. basal ganglia regions; (3) methods of interest, i.e. typical methods employed in anatomical 
and morphological studies; and (4) parameters of interest, i.e. numbers, densities or distributions of cells, syn-
apses, axonal boutons, or dendritic spines. The papers needed to contain one key word from each of the categories 
in either the title or the abstract (the parts were combined with AND operators).

Three searches were performed, and search strings used are included in Supplementary File 2. In this iteration, 
we included all number, density and distribution data from the basal ganglia of adult, naïve rats or mice. However, 
the derived data was quite heterogeneous and few numbers could be compared. In the second and third search, 
we opted to include more data representing similar parameters. To this end, we narrowed the scope to data from 
the substantia nigra (second search) and caudoputamen (third search), but broadened the inclusion criteria to 
include all control animals of all (postnatal) ages.

The first search was performed on January 3rd, 2018, and a total of 2246 papers were returned. All of these 
papers were manually screened, and included or excluded based on a set of predefined criteria. The data had to fit 
with the overall criteria specified in the search string (e.g. neuroscience related, murine data, and original article 
format) and be available in English. Furthermore, we only included papers with data related to adult, naïve ani-
mals, that is, animals that had not been subject to any experimental or control manipulations, behavioural tests or 
training, or any other experimental intervention. The only exception to this criterion was made where pooled data 
from two control groups were given (e.g. sham operation and naïve control) where individual measurements had 
been statistically compared and proven similar. Animals with genetic manipulations, e.g. fluorescent expression 
in certain cells, were also excluded. Non-naïve animals were excluded to reduce the number of included publica-
tions in this first iteration of the search. However, in later and more specific queries, studies of non-naïve animals 
were included in order to avoid missing clearly relevant data (see below). Papers had to present quantitative data 
of interest in text or tabular format, excluding papers presenting data in graphs only. Lastly, data needed to be 
possible to normalise to a common unit of measurement. This generally meant that data had to be presented as 
numbers representing either a region of interest or a standard unit (square or cubic nano, micro-, or millimetre). 
In contrast, we excluded data that were presented as relative measures such as percentage of control or numbers 
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per section. After manual screening, we included 65 publications with data of interest from the normal adult rat 
or mouse basal ganglia. An additional eight papers were included through tracking references of particularly 
relevant papers approach so that 72 papers were ultimately included in the first search.

QUANTITATIONS

SOURCES

ID *
Source name
Inserted date
Source type
Publication year
Source origin **
Source title
Raw data availability

EXPERIMENTS

ID *
Experiment name
Source **
Species **
Strain **
Substrain **
Animal status
Transgenic line
Sex
Age upper limit
Age lower limit
Age category
Weight lower limit
Weight upper limit
Anaesthetic **
Perfusion fix medium**

SPECIMENS

ID *
Specimen name
Experiment **
Specimen form
Specimen order

DERIVED DATA 
RECORDS

ID *
Data record name
Specimen **
Derived data type
Number of animals
Object of interest **
Cell type putative **
Recognition criteria
Visualization method

REGION RECORDS

ID *
Region record name
Region **
Secondary region **
Specificity
Coverage
# original regions
Parcellation scheme
Atlas coordinates
Illustration
Semantic description
Annotated images
Atlas registration
Serial sections
Comment

ID *
Quantitation name
Derived data record **
Region zone
Cellular target region
Cellular target ID
Region record **
Section sampling
Sampling fraction
Subsection sampling
Final estimate basis
Original extent
Number
Number SD
Density
Density unit
Density SD
Estimate relevance
Software **
Stereology details **
Estimate extraction

CELL 
MORPHOLOGIES

ID *
Morphology name
Derived data record **
Region record **
Soma surface
# of stems
# of bifurcations
# of branches
Overall width
Overall height
Overall depth
Avg. branch diameter
Total arbor length
Total arbor surface
Total arbor volume
Max Euclidian distance
Max path distance
Max branch order
Average contraction
Total fragmentation
Partition asymmetry
Average Rall’s ratio
Avg. bifurcation angle local
Avg. bifurcation angle 
remote
Fractal dimension
Physical integrity
Structural domains
Morphological attributes
Reconstruction method
Original format

STEREOLOGY 

ID *
Stereology details name
Probe
Identification feature
Disector height
Area subfraction
Height subfraction
# of investigated sections
# of investigated fields
# of counted objects
Coefficient of error
Estimated volume
Volume unit

1

∞

1

∞

1

∞

1

∞

1

∞

1

∞

∞

∞

1

Fig. 1 Key tables in the database. Information about each source (publication or repository) is stored in the 
“Sources” table. Each source may have one or more related record in the “Experiments” table. An experiment 
may have one or more specimens, information about which is stored in the “Specimens” table. Specimens are 
not defined at the level of individual animals, but rather at the level of different types of specimen, e.g. a brain, 
serial sections, etc. The specimens are organised in levels, i.e. the whole brain is the primary specimen, and 
if a series of sections are cut from that brain it would be a secondary specimen. A specimen may have one or 
more derived data records, information about which is stored in the derived data records table. A derived data 
record can relate to one or more records in either the “Quantitations” or “Cell morphologies” table. A record 
in the quantitations table may or may not have a related record in the “Stereology details” table, depending on 
whether such procedures have been used; if similar parameters were used for stereological counting, several 
quantitations may relate to the same record in this table. The “Region records” table stores information about the 
location of one or more quantitation or morphology in standard EBRAINS atlas terms; in addition, information 
is stored about the accuracy of the translation from the original term used by the authors, as well as the 
documentation provided to support location information. For more information about each field in all tables of 
the database, including those not shown in this figure, see Supplementary File 1. *Primary key; **Foreign key.
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The search string employed was a compromise between sensitivity and specificity, with the use of keywords 
related to tissue preparation method (e.g. immunohistochemistry, immunofluorescence, histology) reducing the 
number of search entries considerably. Since a substantial proportion of papers found with the initial search were 
excluded during manual screening, these keywords were included to narrow the number of papers returned. 
Nevertheless, to avoid missing clearly relevant papers, we performed an additional, targeted search for papers par-
ticularly conducting stereological counting in the next iterations of the search. Thus, two separate search strings 
were used for the second search: 1) the same string as in the first search, but with substantia nigra keywords only 
(performed on August 14th, 2018); and 2) an additional search string including only (stereolog*) and the key-
words related to substantia nigra (performed on August 22nd, 2018). In the third search, we repeated both parts of 
the second search, but with the striatum (caudoputamen) as the region of interest. The two parts of the last search 
were performed 1) on November 30th, 2018 and 2) on January 17th, 2019. All the papers were screened manually, 
according to essentially the same criteria as for the first search, except that we included all control animals of all 
(postnatal) ages, including those genetically altered to express fluorescence in certain cells. We also included 
studies using animals that had been treated according to standard neuroanatomical protocols, e.g. axonal tract 
tracing experiments. The second search returned 1168 papers of which 84 were included, while the third search 
yielded 1806 papers of which 91 were included. Because some of the papers appeared in more than one of the 
search rounds, the total number of publications ultimately included in the database was 239. The search strategy, 
inclusion criteria and results for each iteration of the search is summarised in Fig. 2.

To limit the selection of papers and thus the scope of the survey, we excluded papers presenting data in graphs 
only. However, for studies presenting some material in text and some in graphs, we digitised graphs to extract all 
relevant data from the paper. We used a web-based plot digitiser (https://apps.automeris.io/wpd/) to import graph 
images, added reference points, and extracted the relevant means and error measurements. As this approach was 
quite time consuming, we used it for selected papers in the first and second search only. We included a field in the 
database to specify whether an estimate was extracted from text or from a graph.

Repository search strategy. Several data and metadata repositories exist with various types of neuroscience infor-
mation, and the Neuroscience Information Framework (NIF, www.neuinfo.org; RRID:SCR_002894)28 catalogues 
these resources. We therefore searched the NIF for portals or databases related to rat or mouse, which returned 
281 public repositories with information from rats or mice. From these, we selected nine resources that appeared 
to be relevant to the current project. To be included, a repository had to include relevant derived data in addi-
tion to appropriate metadata. Two repositories fulfilled these criteria: Neuromorpho (www.neuromorpho.org; 
RRID:SCR_002145; neuronal morphology information29, e.g. soma size, number of bifurcations; see frequently 
asked questions at www.neuromorpho.org for a full list) and Mouse Brain Architecture (www.brainarchitecture.
org; RRID:SCR_004683; cell densities). Since the NeuroMorpho database is organised in several archives, each 
containing data from one laboratory, each such archive was treated as a separate source in our database, with the 
prefix “NMO” in the source name indicating that the data came from NeuroMorpho. A table of the evaluated 
repositories is included in Supplementary File 3. Lastly, we included information extracted from an Allen mouse 
brain in situ hybridisation experiment, available as a derived dataset via the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph30.

Data and metadata standardisation. To give a unified view of data, we mapped them to key features in 
common schemes. Two particularly important such features in neuroscience are anatomical region and cell type 

Database: 239 papers included in total

72 papers 84 papers 91 papers

• Adult, naive animals
• Quantitative data of interest
• Data possible to normalise
• Data in text or table

• Postnatal control animals
• Quantitative data of interest
• Data possible to normalise
• Data in text or table

• Postnatal control animals 
• Quantitative data of interest
• Data possible to normalise
• Data in text or table

Screening criteria:

2246 returns  1168 returns 1806 returns

Basic search string 
All basal ganglia terms

Basic search string 
Stereology specific string
Substantia nigra terms

Basic search string 
Stereology specific string
Caudoputamen terms

Pubmed search:

Search 1 (2018-01) Search 2 (2018-08) Search 3 (2019-01)

Fig. 2 Search strategy, inclusion criteria and results for the literature search. We performed three iterations of 
our PubMed search (search 1–3) and manually screened all returned papers to collect data of interest for the 
current project. The basic search string was the same in each of these iterations, but with changes in which basal 
ganglia regions were included. In the second and third search, we also used an additional, targeted search string 
to retrieve sterological studies. The full search strings are included in Supplementary file 2. In the first iteration 
of the search, we only included data from naïve (untreated) adult animals from all basal ganglia regions. In the 
second and third search, we narrowed our scope to the substantia nigra and caudoputamen, respectively, but 
included data from all (postnatal) control animals. See text for further details about the criteria. In the end, 239 
unique papers were included in our database (some papers appeared in two or more of the searches).
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of interest. Indeed, other databases have generally been structured around regions14 or cell types16,31, or both15. In 
the following, we describe the workflows established in this project to map data to common terms for regions and 
cell types of interest, as well as how all data were standardised to common units of measurement.

Mapping data to semantically defined anatomical regions of interest. Reference atlases are commonly used in 
neuroscience in order to relate data to anatomical locations in the brain; however, there are several alternatives to 
reference atlas available just for the rat32–35 or mouse brain36,37, that vary with respect to how they name and define 
regions. Data related to a specific region in one atlas are therefore not necessarily easily compared to data related 
to a similarly named region in another. Even data related to the same region in different versions of the same atlas 
may not be directly comparable, since some borders may have been significantly revised between atlas versions.

In our database, all data were related to the three-dimensional (3D) standard atlas templates used in EBRAINS 
– the Waxholm space atlas of the rat brain (WHS, version 1.0134,38; RRID:SCR_017124) and the Allen Mouse 
Brain Common Coordinate Framework (CCF, version 337). Using the QuickNII software for registration of 
2D section images to 3D atlases39 (RRID:SCR_016854), we mapped plates from several of the most common 
atlases32,33,40–49 to WHS or CCF (Fig. 3a). The location metadata, specifying the parameters used to spatially reg-
ister the different atlases to the WHS or CCF, are available as datasets from the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph50–62. 
We used the spatially co-registered atlas diagrams to inspect and define the spatial relationships between our 
regions of interest (basal ganglia regions) in the WHS or CCF and regions defined in other atlases. The type of 
relationships were categorized as identical, part of, includes, overlapping, or non-overlapping (Fig. 3c). The latter 
was used only in cases where regions could be expected to be related (e.g. by sharing the same name), but were 
found not to be. Descriptive comments about the relationships were added. In addition, to semi-quantitatively 
describe the degree of comparability of two regions, we applied a region comparability score, ranging from zero 
(non-overlapping structures) to 10 (completely identical structures). The criteria underlying this scoring system 
and categorization of relationships are provided in Supplementary File 4. The accumulated information about 
the spatial relationships defined between atlas regions are shared through the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph as 
separate data sets61,62.

The locations of data presented in papers were not always defined with use of terms from a specific reference 
atlas. We considered data to be related to a region in an atlas only in cases where it could be clearly inferred which 
region (or set of regions) in the cited atlas authors referred to. This generally involved use of a specific reference 
to an atlas and a region name existing in that particular atlas, with a few exceptions where authors referred to a 
region at a lower granularity than given in the atlas. For example, although the exact term ‘substantia nigra’ does 
not appear in most atlases (the region is usually subdivided, at least into a reticular and a compact part), it is rea-
sonable to use this term to refer to the various substructures together. The crucial point is to define the inclusion 
or exclusion of subdivisions as they are named in the particular atlas. In cases where this was not clearly defined, 
it was reflected in our translation by storing the coverage and specificity as “unknown”. For data not defined in 
terms of a reference atlas, we considered the region to be defined in a ‘custom’ parcellation scheme. In these cases, 
knowledge about relations to our atlases could only be inferred from the documentation provided by the authors. 
To translate such custom terms, we therefore carefully considered the documentation and assigned an atlas term 
based on our knowledge about the basal ganglia regions and terms typically used to describe them. In general, 
more well-documented regions of interest allowed for more accurate translation with higher confidence.

For each mention of a region of interest, we included metadata describing how it was documented and stored 
this in the “Region records” table. We furthermore calculated a score to capture the degree to which each region of 
interest was documented (referred to as a “documentation score”. Different types of documentation were weighed 
differently, and a score between 1 and 10 was calculated. Information about the documentation factors and their 
weight in the documentation score can be found under the “Region records” table section in Supplementary 
File 1.

Mapping data to cell types of interest. All of the objects for which we collected quantitative information in this 
study belong to a cell: subcellular objects originate from a cell of interest, and reconstructed and counted cells 
have an identity. Cell type classification is not trivial63,64, as there are many complementary approaches to the 
task (e.g. cytochemical, electrophysiological, morphological), and thus no standard ontologies of cell types exist. 
To map data to cell types, we captured information about the various phenotypes that a cell might have. This 
approach was inspired by ongoing work from the INCF special interest group on Neuroinformatics for cell types 
(https://www.incf.org/sig/neuroinformatics-cell-types). We included seven broad phenotype categories: brain 
region (e.g. striatum, substantia nigra), expression (e.g. parvalbumin, tyrosine hydroxylase), electrophysiology (e.g. 
fast spiking), morphology (e.g. spiny neuron, giant neuron), connectivity (e.g. direct pathway neuron), local con-
nectivity (e.g. perisomatic neuron), and circuit function (e.g. inhibitory neuron). For every derived data set, infor-
mation was stored about the phenotype recorded for the particular cell. One or more phenotypes might be used 
in a particular study to classify the neuron type(s), and based on the phenotype(s) identified, a putative cell type 
was assigned. Some data spanned several different cell types, for example when numbers of all objects of interest 
were counted regardless of type (e.g. counting all dendritic spines or cell bodies in a certain area). In these cases, 
data are relevant for all cell types, and have simply been linked to the type “Cell”, “Neuron”, or “Glia”, depending 
on the phenotypes identified.

Standardisation to common units of measurement. Prior to data entry, we converted all density units to square 
or cubic milli- or micrometres. Standard errors were converted to standard deviations by dividing by the square 
root of the sample size. Information about calculations performed to standardise a measurement was entered in 
the database. For data given per square milli- or micrometres, we calculated the volumetric density by dividing 
numbers by section thickness65. These were entered in the database in addition to original 2D counts. Numbers 
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obtained by direct counts without any corrections were corrected using Abercrombie’s formula4,66 prior to calcu-
lating volumetric density. These calculations are elaborated in Supplementary File 5. We did not standardise total 
number estimates before entering these to the database, but rather indicated whether counts were uni- or bilat-
eral. When it was not clear whether estimates were uni- or bilateral, we contacted the corresponding author of 
the paper to clarify. If no clarification was obtained, this field was indicated as “Unknown”. In some cases assump-
tions, interpretations and slight modifications were made to give data similar formats, and we followed specific 
rules to ensure consistency throughout the data entry process. Details about this can be found in Supplementary 
File 6.

Sharing the database through the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph. We exported .csv files from all the 
tables in the database. In addition, we made and exported query tables containing selected metadata elements 
from multiple tables for quantitative estimates, distributions, and cell morphologies. We also created a version 

Fig. 3 Defining topological relationships of corresponding regions in different atlases. (a) Comparison of 2D 
coronal plates taken at the level of the genu of the corpus callosum in a fictive mouse atlas (black; drawn here for 
illustration purposes) to spatially matching custom plates through the 3D Allen Institute Common Coordinate 
Framework of the mouse brain (CCF, green37;). By superimposing reference atlas plates with custom plates from 
the 3D atlas, it becomes possible to compare boundaries of regions in the two atlases. (b) The location of the 
plates shown in (a) and (c) is indicated in a transparent 3D rendering of the CCF atlas made using the Scalable 
Brain Atlas (https://scalablebrainatlas.incf.org/composer/?template=ABA_v3), with the basal ganglia shown in 
dark grey. After comparison of the co-registered atlas plates, the relationship between atlas regions is categorised 
as one of the types illustrated in (a), in which regions from the fictive atlas are shown in grey and CCF regions in 
green. A region is part of another region (c1), if its area is fully contained within the area of another region. For 
example, the fictive atlas has a region “nucleus accumbens core”, which is completely part of the larger nucleus 
accumbens in the CCF. Overlapping regions (c2), pertains to the situation that corresponding regions in the 
two compared atlases partly occupy the same space, and partly not, as seen for the lateral interstitial nucleus 
of the posterior limb of the anterior commissure (IPACl) in the fictive atlas, which in some parts overlaps with 
the fundus of striatum (FS) and caudoputamen as defined in the CCF. A region includes another region (c3), if 
its area fully contains the area of the other region (c3), exemplified here by two versions of the external globus 
pallidus (GPe), which is larger in the fictive atlas than in the CCF. Identical regions are largely similar, with 
little or no areas of non-overlap (c4), exemplified here with the subthalamic nucleus (STN). Relationships are 
exemplified here for single sections, but were determined by comparison of co-registered atlas diagrams across 
entire regions. Abbreviations: ACBC, nucleus accumbens, core region; ACB, nucleus accumbens; FS, fundus of 
striatum; GPe, globus pallidus external segment; IPACl, lateral interstitial nucleus of the posterior limb of the 
anterior commissure; STN, subthalamic nucleus.
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of the database specifically designed to input data, and an Excel sheet configured for converting data from any 
density unit to volumetric densities or bilateral counts to unilateral ones. All of these elements (.csv files, empty 
database version, and Excel conversion sheet) are shared under a single dataset through EBRAINS25.

Data Records
The database created here, hereafter referred to as the “Murine basal ganglia database”, is shared via EBRAINS25 
(https://ebrains.eu). It contains information from 375 experiments reported in 245 sources; from these, we 
extracted 1228 quantitative estimates (501 total number estimates and 727 density estimates), 50 neuronal mor-
phologies, and 18 distribution records of basal ganglia cellular parameters. The content of the Murine basal gan-
glia database is summarised in Fig. 4.

The shared dataset includes .csv files for all tables in the Murine basal ganglia database as well as the original.
accdb file; these files contain the full set of metadata collected during the creation of the database. In addition, we 
share .csv and .xlsx files for data extracted from the database. These files contain all the numerical, distribution 
and morphology data available from the Murine basal ganglia database, with selected metadata that we consid-
ered relevant for most users. Furthermore, we have established a workflow to allow other researchers to expand 
upon the knowledge contained in the current version (detailed in usage notes below). To support the use of this 
workflow, we share an empty version of the Murine basal ganglia database (.accdb) with a spreadsheet (.xlsx), 
through which researchers can collect and / or contribute more information.

technical Validation
In the following, we first consider how the search strings and selection criteria have affected the results of the 
PubMed search and content of the database. We then evaluate the validity of the graph data extraction procedure. 
Lastly, we assess and discuss the variability of a selection of the data contained in our database by summarising the 
information available about the number of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) positive neurons in the substantia nigra, 
and the total number of neurons in the caudoputamen.

Selected papers and repositories. The most common reason for excluding papers were that they did not 
contain data of interest (54% of papers excluded) or that data were from experimentally manipulated animals 
without inclusion of a normal control group (15% of papers excluded). Among the studies in which relevant 
quantitative data had been obtained, 40–45% were excluded in each iteration of the search (11% of all papers) 
because data were not possible to normalise, due to lack of metadata necessary for comparing the data across 
studies or re-using them in a different context. Examples include papers where numbers were expressed per 
section or as percentage of control, or in rare cases, without specification of the unit of measurement. 8% of all 
search results were excluded because data were presented in graphs only, in each search this concerned 48–59% 
of the papers of interest with data that otherwise could have been normalised to a common unit of measurement. 
In a limited selection of papers presenting some data in text and other data in graphs we converted graph data 
to numeric data (see, Methods) to increase the amount of data extracted, but as this was time consuming it was 
not feasible to perform on a larger collection of data. In the end, 6% of papers were included. The percentages 
described here are based on data from the second and third search; the proportions of papers excluded based on 
the various criteria were relatively similar for the first search, except that the included percentage (3%) was lower 
since only completely untreated adult animals were included.

Searching and screening papers manually is a time consuming task, and in our literature search led to 
exclusion of more than 90% of papers. We observe that other literature mining projects have presented similar 
exclusion rates67. This illustrates that designing search strings that are both sensitive and specific is a significant 
challenge.

Validation of data extracted from graphs. Papers from the first iteration of the search that presented 
the same numbers both in graphs and text were used to validate the graph extraction approach. For these cases, 
we extracted the numbers and error measurements using the graph plot digitiser (see Methods), and compared 
the resulting numbers with those presented in the text. This showed a negligible discrepancy between means 
extracted from text and graph (0.08–1% difference), and relatively low differences between extracted standard 
errors (5–12% difference).

Variability in a selection of quantitative estimates from the murine basal ganglia. We here pres-
ent summary data from some of the parameters available in the Murine basal ganglia database. To assess whether 
variance could be considerably reduced by selecting data obtained by certain methods, we sequentially filtered the 
data according to methodological metadata (see sections below for details).

Tyrosine hydroxylase positive neurons in the substantia nigra. The principal neurons of the substantia nigra are 
dopaminergic neurons, which can be visualised by using antibodies against the enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase. TH 
neurons contribute to motor behaviour by their projections to the striatum, and are frequently investigated in 
murine models for mechanisms of Parkinson’s disease26.

In our database, unilateral estimates of the total number of TH neurons in the substantia nigra, pars compacta 
of the adult (P56 and older) C57BL/6 mouse range from 1090 to 16145 (mean = 6065, SD = 3456, n = 30 esti-
mates). The same range and very similar variation is seen when selecting only stereological studies (range = 1090 
to 16145, mean = 6495, SD = 3503, n = 26 estimates). Further filtering of stereological estimates by excluding 
those that are anatomically non-specific or only partly covering the pars compacta, does not reduce variation 
either (range = 3360 to 16145, mean = 7706, SD = 3680, n = 14 estimates). Only two of the 30 total number esti-
mates for the C57BL/6 mouse substantia nigra, pars compacta are connected to an antibody with a unique RRID; 
filtering results based on the exact primary antibody used is therefore not possible. For the adult (P60 and older) 
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rat (all strains), the range of unilateral values in the database is 3260 to 11969 (mean = 7733, SD = 3252, n = 8 
estimates). Box plots summarizing these estimates and similar ones from the whole substantia nigra are given in 
Fig. 5a.
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Fig. 4 Summary of database content. The current version of the database contains 1228 quantitative estimates 
and 50 cell morphologies, obtained from 375 experiments reported in 245 sources. Contents are sorted and 
displayed in pie charts according to key metadata elements. The most common journal sources include the 
Journal of Comparative Neurology, Journal of Neurochemistry, Neuroscience, and Brain Research. Most 
sources were published in 2000 or later. Experiments reported are primarily from male, adult animals, with 
slightly more mouse data included compared to rat data. Through our translation process for anatomical 
location metadata, 80 anatomical terms were translated to 21 terms found in standard rat and mouse atlases. 
Data on a total of 100 cell types are included in the database, with approximately half of the 668 derived data 
records related to TH positive neurons or all neurons. Of the 1228 quantitative estimates found in the database, 
501 are total number estimates and 727 are density estimates. These are mainly estimated numbers of neurons, 
cells or glia, with substantia nigra and striatal regions heavily represented. The 50 cell morphologies in the 
database are mainly from striatal regions (nucleus accumbens, caudoputamen, or striatum overall). Additional 
metadata are represented in the database, which is available from the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph25.
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Neuron numbers and densities in the caudoputamen. The caudate-putamen complex (hereafter referred to as the 
caudoputamen) is the largest part of the basal ganglia, receiving axonal projections from the cerebral cortex, and 
extending projections to several other parts of the basal ganglia circuitry68. There are two main types of principal 
neurons in the caudoputamen, identifiable by the different types of dopamine receptors they possess26. Because 
well-validated and replicated antibodies against these receptors are lacking69, studies of the caudoputamen fre-
quently assess total neuron numbers using histochemistry or neuronal markers such as NeuN antibodies.

Unilateral estimates in the database representing the total number of neurons in the caudoputamen of adult 
mice (all strains) range from 856649 to 1711615 (mean = 1107325, SD = 296707, n = 10 estimates). Note that six of 
these estimates come from the same study. Estimates of neuron density range from 32166 to 151112 per cubic mil-
limetre (mean = 90407, SD = 42133, n = 23 estimates). The range of density estimates is the same and variability 
not reduced by selecting stereological estimates only (mean = 88705, SD = 44009, n = 18 studies). In rats, only very 
few estimates of total numbers for the caudoputamen are available in the database. The estimated neuron density in 
the adult rat caudoputamen varies from 19129 to 64050 neurons per cubic millimetre (mean = 35529, SD = 15029, 
n = 13 estimates). The neuron density estimates for caudoputamen are summarised in box plots in Fig. 5b.

Possible reasons for observed variability. Our assessment of the variability of quantitative neuroanatomical 
data from the substantia nigra show that for TH expressing neurons in the pars compacta of C57BL/6 mice, the 
reported numbers range from approximately 1000 to over 16,000 cells unilaterally. High variability is also seen 
in the caudoputamen data. Interestingly, the reported neuron density (per cubic millimetre) is on average ~twice 
as high in the mouse than in the rat. Although the numbers reported within the species varies a lot, the ratio 
between the mean densities correspond well with estimated scaling rules between rat and mouse brains70. For the 
mouse caudoputamen, estimates of total neuron numbers in the database range from 856649 to 1711615 in one 
hemisphere. Few studies include the range of values collected in addition to summary statistics, but it is clear that 
the variability between studies is much higher than that within studies. For example, in a study comparing neuron 
numbers in the caudoputamen across different mouse strains71, the difference between the bilateral average of the 
groups with the highest and lowest number was 324926. It is thus highly unlikely that the range we observe across 
studies, of almost one million cells unilaterally, can be attributed solely to biological variance. Instead, the reasons 
for the large variation in numbers reported from within a region are likely to be manifold. Due to the wide-spread 
lack of methodological metadata in papers, the size of groups containing estimates obtained by clearly defined 
and similar methods was too small to support formal statistical analysis on differences in variability. Collection of 
more data to the Murine basal ganglia database, combined with improved reporting practices, could allow such 
analyses in the future. Nevertheless, we believe that the present data collection, shared through the EBRAINS 
Knowledge Graph, can be useful for finding and comparing published data. The ability to filter the data based on 
metadata elements might also be useful to select appropriate data, depending on the need of the user. Combined 
with our defined workflows for contributing more information, we believe these results will make it easier to 
select, organise, compare and share quantitative information from the literature or from new analyses in the 
future. We describe these uses of the database in detail below.

Usage Notes
Our database is shared through the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph as part of a dataset entitled “Database of quan-
titative cellular and subcellular morphological properties from rat and mouse basal ganglia”25. It comprises three 
main parts (see Data records for details): 1) the Murine basal ganglia database (Database_v1.accdb); 2) spread-
sheets with all the quantitative estimates, morphologies and distributions contained in the Murine basal ganglia 
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Fig. 5 Variability of estimates from the literature. Figure showing summary data for estimates from the 
database. The whiskers represents the values that fall within 1.5 times the interquartile range. (a) Box plot 
showing total number estimates of TH positive cells in one hemisphere of the substantia nigra pars compacta 
(light yellow and light blue boxes for mouse and rat, respectively) and the whole substantia nigra (including 
the compact, reticular and lateral parts, which in some studies also may have included parts of the ventral 
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estimates, but note that more than one of these could originate from the same publication or repository source.
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database (files in .xlsx and .csv format) with selected metadata; and 3) an empty version of the Murine basal 
ganglia database (Input_database.accdb) and a spreadsheet (Input_sheet .xlsx) facilitating collection of new data. 
We here briefly explain how researchers with different interests may utilise different parts of this dataset. These 
descriptions are intended as example use cases, and the reader is referred to other sources72,73 for guides on the 
use of Microsoft Access and Excel (RRID:SCR_016137). Because maintaining and updating information is a 
challenge with any database that is seldom addressed, we go on to describe a workflow through which other 
researchers can organise and share more data, using shared database and spreadsheet templates.

Using the Murine basal ganglia database and the data extracted from it. Exploring the reported 
numbers of tyrosine hydroxylase neurons in substantia nigra. A researcher wants to look up the reported num-
bers of TH neurons in substantia nigra. Having downloaded the dataset titled “Database of quantitative cellular 
and subcellular morphological properties from rat and mouse basal ganglia”25, (s)he opens the README file to 
get a quick overview of the contents. There, (s)he sees that the Data Extracts-folder contains queries that include 
all the numbers available in the database. (S)he finds that such extracts are likely to meet his/her questions, and 
navigates to the relevant folder. S(h)e opens the.xlxs file called “Cell counts” and selects the sheet called “Total 
number estimates”. The first three columns show the cell types that have been quantified, the species, and the 
regions of interest. The researcher filters the records to “Tyrosine hydroxylase expressing” cells, “Mus musculus” 
and “Pars compacta” (to simultaneously filter multiple columns in Microsoft Excel, select all the columns to be 
filtered, and under the Data tab click “Filter”). This yields 70 records, each one with accompanying metadata 
elements related to the animals, counting method, and region of interest. To explore the data further, e.g. by 
extracting descriptive measurements, (s)he copies the filtered records to a new sheet (in Microsoft Excel, go to 
Find & Select, click “Go to special” and select “Visible cells only”).

Finding studies using a specific primary antibody. A researcher has used immunohistochemistry to visualize 
parvalbumin positive neurons, and quantified labelled cells using stereological analysis. To verify the results (s)
he is now interested in finding quantitative data from studies where the same antibody has been used. (S)he 
downloads the dataset titled “Database of quantitative cellular and subcellular morphological properties from rat 
and mouse basal ganglia”25 from EBRAINS, and upon looking at the “Cell counts” data extracts finds that they do 
not contain metadata specifying the antibody used. (S)he therefore navigates to the Database-folder and opens 
the.accdb file and the text file called “Tables_description”. In the text file, (s)he finds that antibodies are stored 
in the lookup table “Reporters” with connections to the table “Sources” via other tables. (S)he navigates to the 
Create table and clicks the Query Wizard. After selecting the Simple Query Wizard, (s)he selects the “Reporter 
name” and “Reporter unique ID” fields from the “Reporters” table and the “Source name” and “Source ID” field 
from the “Sources” table. (S)he clicks “Finish” and is presented with a query including a list of antibodies, their 
unique RRIDs, and the name and DOI of the source in which they were used. (S)he clicks the “Reporter unique 
ID” column header and scrolls to see if the antibody of interest (RRID:AB_10000344) is among the listed IDs. It 
is, and (s)he filters the list to these records. This yields a list of four studies where the antibody has been used. The 
researcher can now look for results from these studies in the Cell counts data extract by filtering it to the relevant 
Source names, or look up the original papers by use of the DOIs.

Overviewing the methodological parameters of a study. Upon identifying the studies using an antibody of inter-
est, the researcher described above wants to get a quick overview of the methods used in these studies. In the 
Tables description-file, (s)he reads that the tables “Specimens” and “Specimen_treatments” contain information 
related to the treatment of tissue reported in included papers. (S)he therefore creates a new query, including 
the “Source name” from the “Sources” table, the “Specimen form” from the “Specimens” table and the fields 
“Solution”, “Purpose”, “Time”, “Time unit” and “Temperature” from the “Specimen treatments” table. Since (s)
he is primarily interested in the methods related to parvalbumin stained material, (s)he also includes the “Cell 
type putative” field from the table “Derived data records”. She clicks “Finish”, and filters the resulting query to his/
her studies of interest by clicking the “Source name” column header and selecting the relevant Source names. (S)
he also clicks the “Cell type putative” column header and uses the text filter to select only records that contains 
“Parvalbumin”. This yields 13 records summarizing the treatments used for each specimen.

Using the workflow for harvesting, organizing and updating neuroanatomical data. In order 
to compare numbers reported across studies, it is first necessary to systematically extract relevant data and meta-
data and to standardise these to common units and concepts. We here present a workflow enabling users to har-
vest and organise their quantitative neuroanatomical data from the literature or public databases. This workflow 
includes a template version of the Murine basal ganglia database (with forms supporting input of largely stand-
ardised metadata) available through the dataset hosted in the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph25, a novel procedure 
for translating terms for regions of interest to common terminology, and a preliminary approach for mapping 
data to cell-types of interest. We include steps through which other researchers can enter new information to the 
database and share this with the broader community. The workflow is summarised in Fig. 6.

Translation of terms across neuroanatomical nomenclatures. A key part of the overall workflow is the translation 
of semantic terms existing in different reference atlases to terms used in the standard reference atlases used by 
EBRAINS (Supplementary Fig. 1). These include the Waxholm Space atlas of the Rat Brain34,35,74 and the Allen 
Mouse Brain Common Coordinate Framework37. Anatomical metadata found in sources essentially enters one 
of three routes. In the first route, terms that are consistent with the nomenclature for one of the EBRAINS stand-
ard atlases are directly entered in the database. In the second route, terms that are consistent with another atlas 
nomenclature are translated to the closest matching region term in the relevant EBRAINS atlas. The basis for 
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making such a translation is given by the spatial relationships between regions delineated in the different atlases 
used, and regions in the EBRAINS standard atlases (see Methods for details); these relationships are available as 
datasets through the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph61,62. The third route for inserting anatomical metadata found 
in sources, are for terms that are not consistent with any standard nomenclature. These are treated as “custom” 
terms, and translated to the closest EBRAINS atlas term by using the documentation available from the source. 
This was the most commonly used route in the current project, used for ~62% of reported regions. Note that 4% 
of the sources used an atlas for which relationships to EBRAINS atlases were not available, and these also entered 
the custom region translation route.

Updating the Murine basal ganglia database. A database is only up-to-date as long as the data are maintained 
and expanded with new information. In addition to sharing the content aggregated and organised through this 
project, we therefore outline how researchers could contribute to the Murine basal ganglia database in the future. 
Researchers might want to add more data from the literature (green arrows, Fig. 6) or from own experiments 
(purple arrows, Fig. 6). The first step for anyone wishing to add more data from the published literature is to iden-
tify potential new sources. This could be done through a literature search similar to that described in this paper 
(with date filters constraining the search to the period after the current search was performed, see Supplementary 
File 2 for a list of the search strings used here). Alternatively, advances in text mining might yield opportunities 
for more automatic search strategies75. The next step in the workflow is interpretation: the source needs to be 
examined manually to identify the relevant data and metadata elements to be extracted. Once produced or iden-
tified through the literature, data should be extracted and metadata standardised. For this purpose, we share an 
Excel workbook with sheets where data can be entered in any format. Upon insertion of the number and unit, 
calculated fields standardise data to represent number per square or cubic micro- or millimetre. For cell counts, 
volumetric densities are also estimated from 2D counts given that section thickness is provided, according to the 
calculations described in Supplementary File 5. The Excel workbook is also tailored for input of basic metadata 
as required by EBRAINS (https://ebrains.eu/). It may be used in a relatively simple route to collecting data and 
contributing to the database (long green and purple lines in Fig. 6). Alternatively, it may be used as a means to 
organise and standardise data before entering it with extended metadata in the database. For this purpose, we 
share an empty version of the Murine basal ganglia database (an “input portal”) specifically designed to add 
new data with the full extent of metadata collected for the current project. The Excel sheet and Access database 
tailored for input are shared as .xlxs and .accdb files, respectively, and can be downloaded together with the 
Murine basal ganglia database through the dataset hosted at EBRAINS Knowledge Graph25. In our experience, 
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Fig. 6 Workflow for integration of derived data. Schematic representation of the main workflow described in 
this paper, as well as the tools and services used (in grey). Coloured arrows indicate specific ways different users 
may interact with the database or the workflow, today or in the future. Blue arrows illustrate how a researcher 
may use the database to identify data to constrain a computational model of the basal ganglia. Through the 
EBRAINS Knowledge Graph, derived data may be found as a shared dataset25, downloaded and explored. Green 
and purple arrows show how researchers may use the workflow and resources developed to update the database 
in the future, identifying and interpreting new sources (green arrows) or by contributing own data (purple 
arrows). In the workflow, data are included by use of specific criteria, and interpreted manually. Derived data 
are extracted and standardised to common units of measurement using a custom Excel workbook. The Excel 
workbook is designed for input of data as well as minimum metadata according to the EBRAINS standard. 
Optionally, more extensive metadata may be integrated through a Microsoft Access database input portal. Once 
organised, derived data may be shared through the EBRAINS curation support, through which it can be made 
available as part of the collection found in the Knowledge Graph.
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the interpretation, extraction, standardisation and integration steps might require from half an hour to several 
hours per publication; generally, less time is required to integrate data that is provided in tabular format and using 
standard units of measurement (square or cubic micro- or millimetres), with a clearly described methodology. 
The files shared here to facilitate collection of new data may be populated and stored locally by the user, or shared 
with the community. The last step of the workflow outlined here (Fig. 6) is thus sharing the data. This could be 
done through any data sharing platform, e.g. Zenodo (www.zenodo.org) or Figshare (www.figshare.com). The 
EBRAINS curation service (curation-support@ebrains.eu) and Knowledge Graph offers the advantage of being 
tailored to neuroscience data, and would allow for new data collections to be linked to the version of the Murine 
basal ganglia database presented here25.

Code availability
The QuickNII (RRID:SCR_016854) tool was used for spatial co-registration of atlases. Microscoft Access 2016 
was used to create the database.
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SUMMARY 

The calcium-binding proteins parvalbumin and calbindin are expressed in neuronal populations 

regulating brain networks involved in spatial navigation, memory processes and social 

interactions. Information about their numbers across brain regions is required to understand the 

functional roles of parvalbumin- and calbindin-expressing neurons, and facilitate building of 

realistic computational models, but such data are scarcely available. We performed brain-wide 

analysis of immunohistochemically stained parvalbumin and calbindin sections and here show 

that parvalbumin and calbindin neurons distribute in largely complementary patterns across the 

mouse brain. Our data reveal that parvalbumin neurons dominate in areas related to 

sensorimotor processing and navigation, while calbindin neurons prevail in regions reflecting 

behavioural states. We also find that parvalbumin neurons distribute according to similar 

principles in the hippocampal region of the rat and mouse brain. Comparison of our results to 

previous reports shows that neuron numbers vary, while patterns of relative densities and 

numbers are consistent.   



INTRODUCTION 

Transient increases in intracellular calcium concentrations play a critical role in the regulation 

of neuronal excitability, neurotransmitter release and synaptic plasticity (Berridge, 1998). The 

spatial and temporal dynamics of such calcium signals can be modulated by calcium binding 

proteins, which are widely expressed in the nervous system (Schwaller, 2010). Two such 

calcium binding proteins, parvalbumin and calbindin, are expressed in largely non-overlapping 

groups of neurons that show fast-spiking and bursting electrophysiological phenotypes, 

respectively (Markram et al., 2004).  

Parvalbumin is expressed in a group of interneurons characterised by fast responses and 

effective inhibition of surrounding principal neurons (Hu et al., 2014). The role of parvalbumin 

neurons in fine-tuning networks of principal neurons has been widely investigated in deep 

layers of somatosensory and visual cortices (Atallah et al., 2012; Runyan et al., 2010; Yu et al., 

2016, 2019). In association cortices, parvalbumin neurons are less prominent in deeper layers, 

and interestingly, in parahippocampal domains they are primarily seen in superficial layers 

(Boccara et al., 2015). A well-studied example is the parvalbumin neuron in the medial 

entorhinal cortex, known for its characteristic grid cells, which have multiple firing fields 

making up a triangular array across the entire environment available to an animal (Hafting et 

al., 2005). Parvalbumin interneurons are key modulators of these cells, particularly in layer II 

networks, where principal neurons communicate through parvalbumin interneurons (Couey et 

al., 2013; Miao et al., 2017). Similar principles of inhibitory connectivity has been shown in 

the lateral entorhinal cortex (Nilssen et al., 2018), where principal cells are tuned to the past 

and present positions of objects (Tsao et al., 2013) and groups of cells are involved in 

representing sequences of event (Tsao et al., 2018). Beyond the role of parvalbumin neurons in 

parahippocampal circuits, the importance of these interneurons across the brain is supported by 



their dysfunction in several neuropsychiatric and developmental disorders (Ferguson and Gao, 

2018; for review, see Marín, 2012), including autism spectrum disorders (Gogolla et al., 2009), 

Tourette syndrome (Kalanithi et al., 2005) and schizophrenia (Gonzalez-Burgos and Lewis, 

2012; Hashimoto et al., 2003).  

Calbindin-D28k is expressed in populations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons (Jinno and 

Kosaka, 2006; Szabadics et al., 2010). Other calbindin proteins include calbindin-D9k, 

primarily expressed in epithelial cells, and calretinin, which is expressed in neuronal cells and 

to a degree co-localizes with calbindin-D28k (Lu et al., 2009; Rogers and Résibois, 1992). In 

this study, we focus on neurons expressing calbindin-D28k, in the following referred to as 

calbindin neurons. The functional roles of these neurons have been less well characterised than 

those of parvalbumin interneurons. However, recent evidence showing that selective 

knockdown of calbindin neurons in the CA1 and dentate gyrus regions of the hippocampus can 

reduce long-term potentiation, points to a role for these neurons in memory function (Li et al., 

2017). Calbindin neurons have also been implicated in fear memory and social behaviour 

(Harris et al., 2016), and have been hypothesised to have a neuroprotective role (Sun et al., 

2011).  

Given the well-known and proposed roles of parvalbumin and calbindin neurons in neuronal 

networks, quantitative information representing their number and distribution in the brain is of 

broad interest to neuroscientists. Such data are needed to constrain computational models, to 

measure group differences in intervention-based studies, and to draw conclusions about 

structure-function relationships. Several studies have quantified neurons expressing calcium-

binding proteins in one or a few brain regions (see, e.g. Andsberg et al., 2001; Pitts et al., 2013; 

Schmid et al., 2013; Yalcin-Cakmakli et al., 2018). Studies on a larger scale have typically been 

qualitative or semi-quantitative (Arai et al., 1994; Frantz and Tobin, 1994), while one study has 

reported brain-wide quantitative data about parvalbumin neurons in Cre reporter mice (Kim et 



al., 2017). Others have focused on gathering measurements from the literature and calculating 

values for parameters that have yet to be tested experimentally (Bezaire and Soltesz, 2013). 

However, there is growing awareness that numbers reported in the literature are prone to 

substantial variability across publications (Bjerke et al., 2020a; Keller et al., 2018). Quantitative 

studies of parvalbumin and calbindin neurons acquired across the brain are needed to elucidate 

their relative numbers and distributions within and across regions and species. Also, replication 

and validation of quantitative studies will be essential to converge on realistic estimates of the 

number of various cell types.  

Computational methods for automated segmentation, localisation and quantification of cells 

have successfully been applied to three-dimensional volumetric datasets to generate region- or 

brain-wide estimates of cell numbers in mice (Kim et al., 2017; Murakami et al., 2018; Silvestri 

et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017). These efforts have relied on advanced volumetric imaging 

techniques, genetically modified animals expressing fluorescent signals in cells of interest, and 

custom codes for analysis. Immunohistochemical techniques continue to serve important 

purposes for characterising cell populations based on protein expression (which may only be a 

subset of those expressing the gene for the protein). To achieve efficient quantification of 

immunohistochemically labelled cells in sectioned material, Yates et al. (2019) combined three 

open-access tools, QuickNII (Puchades et al., 2019), ilastik (Berg et al., 2019) and Nutil 

(Groeneboom et al., 2020), in a workflow incorporating customized brain atlas maps, machine 

learning based segmentation of objects of interest from section images, and quantification of 

segmented objects in atlas-defined regions of interest. 

We here ask how the numbers and spatial distributions of neurons expressing calcium binding 

proteins vary across brain regions, and possibly relate to functional or topographical patterns of 

organization. We quantify two largely distinct cell types identified by the calcium binding 

proteins parvalbumin and calbindin in the mouse brain using the QUINT workflow, and 



compare these with previous reports. We further quantify parvalbumin neurons in the entire rat 

brain, and perform a detailed comparison of parvalbumin neuron numbers in the mouse and rat 

hippocampal regions. We validate the resulting numbers with manual counts in selected areas, 

and assess the reliability of segmentation results between researchers. All the raw and derived 

data sets presented here are shared through the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph to facilitate further 

analysis and re-use.  



RESULTS 

We used the QuickNII-ilastik-Nutil (QUINT) workflow to quantify parvalbumin neurons in the 

mouse and rat brain, and calbindin neurons in the mouse brain, corrected the resulting numbers 

with 

and volumetric densities. All data were anatomically located using the Allen Mouse Common 

Coordinate Framework, version 3 of the template, 2017 edition of the delineations (Wang et 

al., 2020; hereafter referred to as CCFv3-2017) and the Waxholm Space atlas of the Sprague-

Dawley rat brain, version 1.01 of the template and version 2 of the delineations (Papp et al., 

2014; Kjonigsen et al., 2015; hereafter referred to as WHSv2). 

Below, we first present the quantitative data on the densities of parvalbumin and calbindin 

neurons in the mouse brain (n = 4 and 5, respectively), as density estimates are readily compared 

across regions of variable sizes. We go on to compare the total numbers of these cell types 

across the brain and analyse their relative numbers in each brain region. In addition to the text 

and figures presented here, all numbers and density estimates are listed in Supplemental File 1. 

We compare our findings to numbers reported in the literature. Additional data describing 

efforts to assess the validity and reliability of QUINT results are given in Supplemental File 2-

4. Lastly, we compare the total number, density and distribution of parvalbumin neurons in the 

mouse (n = 4) and rat (n = 4) hippocampal regions. All numbers reported are given as mean ± 

SEM; total number estimates are bilateral, while densities are given per mm3. The nomenclature 

used here for mouse anatomical regions follows the CCFv3-2017 hierarchy (except in the cross-

species comparison, where WHSv2 terms are used for both species). Some of the overarching 

terms from the CCFv3-2017 may not be commonly used by researchers; however, these are all 

listed and explained in Figure 1. 



Parvalbumin neuron densities across the mouse brain 

Parvalbumin neurons were most densely packed in isocortical areas and in the retrohippocampal 

region. Olfactory areas, and areas of the hippocampal region, striatum, pallidum and cortical 

subplate generally showed moderate densities, with some olfactory and amygdalar areas having 

high densities (for details see below). Low densities were seen in the thalamus and 

hypothalamus, although some areas stood out with moderate amounts of parvalbumin neurons. 

Midbrain, pontine and medullary generally showed low and moderate parvalbumin neuron 

densities. The density estimates for parvalbumin neurons in all grey matter regions of the mouse 

brain are summarised in Figure 2A, and all total number and density estimates for all mouse 

brain regions are included in the derived dataset. 

Isocortex. Relatively high densities were seen across most isocortical areas. Auditory, visual 

and somatosensory areas generally showed slightly higher densities than gustatory, visceral, 

and prefrontal areas. Among isocortical areas, the highest parvalbumin neuron density was seen 

in the anterolateral visual area (3565 ± 744), while the most sparse distribution was seen in the 

perirhinal area (999 ± 247).  

Olfactory areas. The dorsal peduncular area showed the highest density of the olfactory areas 

(2240 ± 590), in contrast to a very low density in the accessory olfactory bulb (150 ± 72). Other 

olfactory areas showed a moderate density. 

Hippocampal formation. The hippocampal region showed moderate densities of parvalbumin 

neurons. In the retrohippocampal regions, densities were generally high, with the 

parasubiculum showing the highest parvalbumin neuron density of all mouse brain regions 

(3921 ± 404). A detailed account of parvalbumin neuron densities across the hippocampal 

formation is given below. 



Cortical subplate. Moderate parvalbumin neuron densities were seen across claustrum, 

entopeduncular and amygdalar regions. The posterior amygdalar nucleus stood out among the 

cortical subplate regions with a relatively high density (2023 ± 748). 

Cerebral nuclei. In the striatum, the dorsal (caudoputamen) part showed a higher density of 

parvalbumin neurons (866 ± 30) than the ventral (nucleus accumbens and fundus of striatum) 

region (490 ± 64). Among regions of the pallidum, the medial region showed the highest density 

(1052 ± 357).  

Thalamus and hypothalamus. The thalamic regions generally had low densities of parvalbumin 

neurons, except for the reticular nucleus (but this region was oversaturated with staining, and 

numbers are therefore not reported). The geniculate group of the ventral thalamus also showed 

a relatively high density (809 ± 338). The mammillary body showed the highest density among 

the hypothalamic regions (1332 ± 258).  

Midbrain. In the superior colliculus, a higher density was seen in the superficial (sensory 

related) part (2505 ± 478) than in deeper (motor related) layers (1095 ± 362). The inferior 

colliculus (2004 ± 479) and the pretectal region (995 ± 313) also showed relatively high 

densities compared to other midbrain regions.  

Pons and medulla. Pontine and medullary regions were grouped into quite broad categories for 

the current analysis, but it seemed that the sensory related parts showed higher densities than 

the motor and behavioural state related ones (pons, sensory related: 1832 ± 115; medulla, 

sensory related: 2465 ± 240). Parvalbumin staining was seen across cerebellar layers, with 

Purkinje cell bodies darkly stained, but the staining was oversaturated, preventing extraction of 

cell numbers and densities.  



Calbindin neuron densities across the mouse brain 

Calbindin neurons were mapped and quantified throughout the mouse brain. In cortical areas, 

lightly stained but densely packed cells were typically seen in layer II, while deeper layers had 

more scattered distribution of strongly stained cells. Density estimates for calbindin neurons in 

all regions are shown in Figure 2B. 

Isocortex. Of the isocortical areas, the infralimbic area showed an especially high density (3506 

± 249), while the frontal pole showed a much more sparse distribution of calbindin neurons 

(532 ± 219). Within the primary somatosensory area, the trunk region showed the highest 

density (1582 ± 275) while the mouth region showed the lowest (782 ± 120). Among the 

auditory and visual areas, densities were quite similar. Among retrosplenial areas, quite distinct 

differences were seen, with the ventral part having a lower density (306 ± 55) than the dorsal 

part (803 ± 130). The lateral agranular part of the retrosplenial cortex showed a higher density 

than both of these (1512 ± 218).  

Olfactory areas. Olfactory areas showed a relatively high density of calbindin neurons, with an 

especially high density seen in the dorsal peduncular area (3324 ± 156). The accessory olfactory 

bulb, however, showed a very sparse distribution of calbindin neurons (164 ± 48).  

Hippocampal formation. The hippocampal areas showed quite low calbindin neuron densities, 

with the dentate gyrus showed the highest density (876 ± 136). Retrohippocampal regions also 

generally showed low densities, except for the entorhinal area, lateral part with a moderate 

density (1659 ± 197) and the hippocampo-amygdalar transition area which showed a relatively 

high calbindin neuron density (2519 ± 303).  

Cortical subplate. The claustrum and entopeduncular nucleus showed relatively high calbindin 

neuron densities, as did all amygdalar areas, except for the lateral amygdalar nucleus (986 ± 



154). The density in the posterior amygdalar nucleus was considerably higher than all other 

subregions (5745 ± 589) of the cortical subplate.  

Cerebral nuclei. Striatal regions generally showed relatively high densities of calbindin 

neurons, except for the olfactory tubercle which was very sparsely populated (418 ± 48). The 

caudoputamen had the highest total number of calbindin neurons of all brain regions (48064 ± 

7665), but due to the large size of this region, the density was not considerably higher than other 

regions (1847 ± 295). However, we note that both the caudoputamen and striatum ventral region 

contained a large population of lightly stained cells, which as mentioned in the methods were 

not completely represented with our classifier. In the pallidum, quite low density was seen in 

the globus pallidus, both external (223 ± 24) and internal (57 ± 16) segments, while the ventral 

and medial regions of the pallidum showed a higher density, especially the latter (2492 ± 471). 

Thalamus and hypothalamus. In the thalamus, especially high densities were seen in the 

subparafascicular nucleus (2474 ± 474) and the subparafascicular area (4964 ± 1526); the nuclei 

of the medial and midline groups in general had a high density of calbindin neurons. 

Hypothalamic regions generally showed relatively high densities of calbindin neurons, 

particularly the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus (6298 ± 736) and medial preoptic nucleus 

(8003 ± 975).  

Midbrain. The superficial layers of the superior colliculus, grouped under the sensory related 

superior colliculus in the CCFv3-2017 hierarchy, was densely packed with calbindin neurons 

(3345 ± 430). This was in contrast to a relatively sparse distribution in the motor related superior 

colliculus (480 ± 148). In general, midbrain areas were quite lightly stained for calbindin with 

low cell densities revealed in our analysis, although some areas stood out as densely packed 

with cells. This included the midbrain trigeminal nucleus (2209 ± 863), ventral tegmental area 



(4339 ± 914), paranigral area (2951 ± 620), periaqueductal grey (1270 ± 262), and midbrain 

raphe nuclei (1872 ± 371).  

Pons and medulla. Pontine and medullary regions generally showed low to moderate densities 

of calbindin neurons. In the cerebellum, intense staining was seen in the Purkinje cells; 

however, because these cells were much larger than calbindin neurons in the rest of the brain, 

we did not obtain a satisfactory segmentation and quantitative data are not presented.  

Different patterns of parvalbumin and calbindin neuron numbers in the mouse brain 

We compared total number estimates of parvalbumin and calbindin neurons across the mouse 

brain. Results per region for each cell type are shown in Figure 3. This comparison shows that 

the parvalbumin neurons generally outnumber calbindin neurons in isocortical and 

retrohippocampal areas. In contrast, the striatal, olfactory and cortical subplate areas generally 

had higher numbers of calbindin neurons. Striking differences were seen in the thalamus and 

hypothalamus, where parvalbumin neurons were sparse while calbindin neurons showed high 

numbers in most of the nuclei. In midbrain areas, and most notably in the inferior colliculus and 

parabigeminal nucleus, the number of parvalbumin neurons exceeded that of calbindin neurons. 

In the pons and medulla, parvalbumin neurons showed the highest numbers as well; however, 

as mentioned, we grouped these regions quite broadly and more fine-grained analysis would be 

needed to determine if smaller pontine and medullary nuclei might show different ratios of the 

two cell types. 

To further explore the ratios of parvalbumin and calbindin neurons across the brain, we created 

pie charts showing the total number estimates for each cell type per region in the CCFv3-2017 

(Figure 4). The figure clearly shows the trend that parvalbumin neurons were relatively more 

abundant in isocortical areas, particularly in somatosensory and motor cortical areas. However, 

in prefrontal cortices, e.g. prelimbic (PL), infralimbic (ILA), and agranular insular (AGA) areas, 



the balance was more equal (PL) or even shifted towards more calbindin neurons (ILA, AGA). 

The balance was also more equal in gustatory (GU) and visceral (VISC) cortices, intercalated 

between somatosensory and olfactory cortical areas. Areas of the hippocampal and 

retrohippocampal regions also showed higher parvalbumin than calbindin neuron numbers, 

with the exceptions of the dentate gyrus (DG), lateral entorhinal area (ENTl) and hippocampo-

amygdalar transition areas (HATA). In olfactory, striatal and cortical subplate areas, the 

calbindin neurons were more abundant, with the only exception being the olfactory tubercle 

(OT) which showed a more balanced ratio. The dorsal pallidal regions had higher parvalbumin 

numbers, while the ventral and medial pallidum showed higher numbers of calbindin neurons. 

All nuclei of the thalamus and hypothalamus showed a higher number of calbindin than 

parvalbumin neurons (except for the geniculate group of the ventral thalamus, where the 

numbers were similar). In the midbrain, pons and medulla, parvalbumin neurons were generally 

more abundant than calbindin neurons. However, a balanced ratio was seen in the 

pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) and sensory superior colliculus (SCs), while the paranigral 

area (PN), ventral tegmental area (VTA), midbrain trigeminal nucleus (MEV), periaqueductal 

grey (PAG) and raphe nuclei (RAmb) stood out with high calbindin neuron numbers relative to 

parvalbumin neurons. 

Comparison of findings to earlier published data 

We compared our estimates of parvalbumin neuron densities to the data presented by Kim et al 

(2017), and to several other published reports (Figure 5). This comparison shows that our 

parvalbumin density estimates are generally lower than the ones provided by Kim et al (2017). 

Differences between our estimates and those provided by Kim et al (2017) were on average 

69% in isocortical areas, 37% in olfactory areas, 18% in hippocampal regions, 36% in the 

cortical subplate and 30% in the striatum. Larger differences were seen in the globus pallidus, 

small nuclei of the thalamus and hypothalamus, and in midbrain, pontine and medullary nuclei 



where correspondence between atlas nomenclatures was poor. Still, many similar trends in the 

relative densities across regions can be seen in the datasets. We found 17 studies reporting 

parvalbumin neuron densities, in regions that could be mapped to closely corresponding region 

in the CCFv3-2017 atlas. Data for regions that could not be interpreted relative to the CCFv3-

2017 atlas were not included in our comparison. 32 estimates of parvalbumin densities were 

compared with our findings. The majority of these (19 of 32 estimates), mainly from 

hippocampal and striatal brain regions, were relatively well aligned with our density estimates, 

while the remaining estimates (13 of 32 estimates were considerably higher than the here 

reported estimates. All these studies used immunohistochemistry or -fluorescence with 

antibodies targeting parvalbumin. A more detailed comparison (including information about 

strains, regions and antibodies used in each study) can be found in Supplemental File 5, together 

with similar comparison data for rat parvalbumin and mouse calbindin neurons. 

Comparative analysis of parvalbumin neurons in the rat and mouse hippocampal region 

Parvalbumin neurons play an important role in the spatial circuits of the hippocampal region 

(Miao et al., 2017), where findings from rats and mice are often used interchangeably. To 

elucidate whether the parvalbumin neuron population in these species are similarly distributed 

within and across regions, we acquired immunohistochemical material showing parvalbumin 

neurons in the rat brain. We here compare the number, densities and distributions of 

parvalbumin neurons in rat and mouse brain hippocampal regions. We focus on the 

hippocampal regions as these are relatively similar among the two atlases used here (Kjonigsen 

et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2020). To facilitate comparison, we grouped regions in the CCFv3-

2017 to their corresponding regions in the WHSv2 (Figure 6). The brain regions mentioned in 

the following section are thus named according to the WHSv2 nomenclature and may differ 

slightly from CCFv3-2017 region terms used above. As collective terms, we use hippocampal 

formation 



subiculum and parahippocampal region for the pre- and parasubiculum and the entorhinal, 

perirhinal and postrhinal cortices. These correspond to the collective terms hippocampal region 

and retrohippocampal region, respectively, in the CCFv3-2017. We use the term hippocampal 

region to refer to the hippocampal formation and parahippocampal region combined. Note that 

the medial entorhinal cortex is simply termed «entorhinal cortex» in WHSv2. We refer to it as medial 

entorhinal cortex in this manuscript, but it is called entorhinal cortex in the shared data files. 

Quantitative estimates of parvalbumin neurons in the rat and mouse brain hippocampal 

regions. Our analysis of the hippocampal regions in the rat (n = 4) showed that the total number 

of parvalbumin neurons was highest in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC; 30521 ± 6418), 

followed by cornu ammonis 1 (CA1; 27 596 ± 1 759), presubiculum (PrS; 23580 ± 1874) and 

subiculum (Sub; 20706 ± 1 459). The highest density of parvalbumin neurons was seen in the 

PrS (2535 ± 201) and the parasubiculum (PaS; 1778 ± 188). The lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) 

and dentate gyrus (DG) showed the lowest density of all subregions (LEC: 431 ± 93; DG: 347 

± 15). As in the rat, the MEC had the highest number of parvalbumin neurons of all the mouse 

hippocampal regions (12576 ± 1409), followed by the CA1 (9947 ± 1832) and Sub (8846 ± 

816). The density of parvalbumin neurons per mm3 was highest in the PaS (3921 ± 404) and 

PrS (3459 ± 519). The least dense parvalbumin neuron population was seen in the LEC (910 ± 

112) and DG (267 ± 85). All total number and density estimates for the hippocampal regions 

of the rat and mouse are summarised in Figure 6. 

Thus, the estimated number of parvalbumin neurons was higher across all hippocampal regions 

of the rat brain as compared to the mouse; an expected finding given the relatively larger brain 

of the rat. In contrast, the density of parvalbumin neurons was generally higher in the mouse 

than in the rat (i.e. more parvalbumin neurons per mm3). Regions within the hippocampal 

formation were relatively similar in parvalbumin neuron density: compared to mice, rats 

showed 19  -3), 3% higher density in 



the DG and 19% lower in the fasciola cinereum (FC). Larger differences were seen in the 

parahippocampal regions, particularly in the PaS, the POR and the entorhinal cortices, with rats 

having 55  67% lower density as compared to the mice.  

The relative density among regions in the hippocampal formation (including in CA1-3, DG, 

Sub and the FC) was retained across species, with the highest density seen in the FC and Sub, 

followed by relatively similar densities in CA1-3, and noticeably lower density in the DG. The 

same was true for the parahippocampal regions, where the PrS and PaS regions showed the 

highest density of parvalbumin neurons of all hippocampal regions, followed by the MEC, 

perirhinal areas and POR.  

Distribution of parvalbumin within mouse and rat brain hippocampal regions. Functional 

gradients are known to exist along the dorsoventral axis of the MEC (Brun et al., 2008; 

Giocomo et al., 2014), and in hippocampal-parahippocampal connectivity (Strange et al., 2014). 

We explored whether the density of parvalbumin neurons changed along the dorsoventral axis 

of each parahippocampal subregion. The results (summarised in Figure 7) indicated that the 

density of parvalbumin neurons decreases from dorsal to ventral levels in the POR, MEC, LEC 

and PaS of the rat. We did not observe clear dorsoventral density gradients in the rat PrS or in 

the PER regions. In the mouse parahippocampal areas, the distribution of parvalbumin neurons 

decreased in the MEC and LEC and a similar tendency was seen in perirhinal area 35 (PER35). 

No gradient was seen in the mouse PaS, but a dorsoventral increase in parvalbumin neuron 

density was observed in the mouse POR. However, this gradient was not seen when excluding 

the posterolateral visual area. In remaining areas, no clear gradients were observed (Figure 7). 



DISCUSSION 

We have quantified densities and numbers of immunolabelled calbindin and parvalbumin 

neurons across the entire mouse brain using the QUINT workflow (Yates et al., 2019), that 

combines interactive machine learning-based image segmentation with regions-of-interest 

defined using 3-D anatomical references atlases. We also quantified parvalbumin neurons in 

the rat brain. We provide the first brain-wide quantitative analysis on the distribution of 

immunolabelled calbindin and parvalbumin cells. Below, we first discuss the validity and 

reproducibility of our quantitative results, with particular focus on our comparison to the 

literature, before elaborating on the quantitative results. Lastly, we discuss how open sharing 

of the different (raw and derived) components of our datasets may facilitate their re-use in new 

analyses. 

We mapped the brain-wide data on parvalbumin neuron densities provided by Kim et al. (2017) 

to the regions used in our analysis, and compared the results. The densities obtained by Kim et 

al. (2017) were well aligned with ours in hippocampal and striatal regions, as well as in many 

thalamic and hypothalamic regions. Small differences can likely be ascribed to different 

definitions of the individual areas. Because Kim et al (2017) employed a custom, 3-D 

reconstructed version of the Allen Reference Atlas (Dong, 2008; Kim et al., 2015), we were not 

able to reliably compare data from all  regions in their atlas version and ours. Significant 

changes were made  to cortical and hippocampal delineations in the CCFv3-2017 delineations 

(Wang et al., 2020), and nomenclatures differences in brainstem regions indicate that 

delineations in these regions have changed as well. For isocortical regions, however, Kim and 

colleagues (2017) reported density estimates that were much higher than ours across almost all 

regions. Thus, these differences are not likely to be caused only by different definitions of 

subregions. While we used immunohistochemistry, Kim and colleagues (2017) employed Cre 



reporter mice expressing fluorescent protein in parvalbumin neurons. As the two methods will 

visualise cells that express the parvalbumin protein and parvalbumin gene, respectively, our 

lower estimates could be caused by cells having only transient production of the protein, e.g. 

during development (Madisen et al., 2010). Such cells would be detected by the Cre reporter 

approach used by Kim et al. (2017), but not by immunohistochemistry as used in our study.  

Differences in segmentation and quantification methods may of course also influence results. 

Despite differences in data acquisition and analysis, similar trends in the relative densities of 

cells were seen across brain regions in the two datasets.           

We also gathered quantitative estimates from the literature to benchmark our reported values. 

However, many studies report two- or three-dimensional densities based on one or a few 

sections that are unlikely to be representative for an entire region. Furthermore, regional areas 

or volumes estimated from sections will be highly affected by tissue shrinkage occurring during 

immunohistochemical procedures (Dorph-Petersen et al., 2001), and few report the use of 

shrinkage correction factors. In our analysis, we used the region volumes from the three-

dimensional reference atlas, based on serial two-photon tomography and magnetic resonance 

imaging templates (for mouse and rat brain atlases, respectively). These are less affected by 

shrinkage than histological section material, which will result in estimated densities being 

lower. Given the large effects of tissue shrinkage on density estimates, it has been argued that 

total number estimates should preferentially be acquired and reported (Oorschot, 1994), but we 

observe that density estimates are more often reported in the literature. We note that the cell 

t study will also be affected 

by tissue shrinkage, which will to some degree affect our total number estimates. Nevertheless, 

in the few cases where we found total number estimates from stereological studies with regions 

of interest closely corresponding to those used in our analysis (Andsberg et al., 2001; Filice et 

al., 2016; Lauber et al., 2016, 2018), we observed a high degree of correspondence with our 



total number estimates. This indicates that our estimates 

severely biased by the cell diameter approximation used here. Furthermore, for the literature 

sources that gave estimates from more than one region of interest, the same trend was seen 

across regions as in our data. We thus believe that the comparison of our parvalbumin data to 

those provided by Kim et al. (2017) taken together with those found in the other, non-whole 

brain studies mentioned above indicates that our estimates reveal reproducible trends across 

regions.  

For calbindin neurons in the mouse, very few quantitative estimates were available from the 

literature, some of which corresponded well to ours and some of which provided much higher 

numerical values. We note that a subset of calbindin neurons are very lightly stained (in 

accordance with previous observations, see Frantz & Tobin (1994)). The classifier used in our 

segmentation successfully extracted calbindin neurons of high and medium staining intensity, 

but did not extract the most lightly stained neurons, thus our estimates might be considered 

lower bounds. Lightly stained neurons were seen across the brain but were most abundant in 

layer II of isocortical areas, in the striatum, the dentate gyrus and hypothalamus. To extract 

these neurons, it might be necessary to train separate classifiers for different areas, perhaps also 

using images of higher resolution than used here. However, very light cells may be hard to 

distinguish from background staining also for a trained neuroanatomist. 

We share segmentation results together with the primary data from which they were derived. 

In addition to increasing transparency of analysis, this facilitates re-use and re-analysis of the 

derived data. For example, when new versions of the Waxholm Space rat brain atlas or the 

Allen Mouse Brain atlas are published, our segmentation images can be reanalysed with new 

atlas maps. Thus, beyond the quantitative derived data presented here, we consider both the 

primary data and the segmentation maps to be re-usable for the community in the long-term. 



Our comparison of calbindin and parvalbumin neuron numbers across the mouse brain revealed 

largely complementary patterns, possibly indicating differences in the relative contribution of 

these cell types within regions and across systems. The findings show that parvalbumin neurons 

are more abundant in motor and sensory areas as well as in most of the hippocampal region, 

while calbindin neurons are dominant in limbic, thalamic and hypothalamic areas. In the 

midbrain, parvalbumin neurons were dominant in sensory and motor-related regions such as 

the inferior colliculus, nucleus sagulum, parabigeminal nucleus, and substantia nigra, while 

calbindin was more prevalent in regions involved in behavioural state regulation and pain 

modulation, such as the periaqueductal grey, ventral tegmental area, and midbrain raphe nuclei. 

These observations provide a neuroanatomical underpinning for recent evidence supporting the 

importance of calbindin neurons in social and anxiety-like behaviour (Harris et al., 2016) and 

their susceptibility to stressful events (Li et al., 2017), and supports the already emphasised role 

of parvalbumin neurons in sensory systems and spatial navigation (Atallah et al., 2012; Miao 

et al., 2017; Runyan et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2016, 2019). 

In our cross-species comparison of parvalbumin neurons in the hippocampal region, we 

generally found higher parvalbumin neuron densities in mice than in rats, which is consistent 

with earlier reports of mice having lower total numbers but higher densities of neurons across 

the brain than rats (Herculano-Houzel et al., 2006). In both species, the density of parvalbumin 

neurons decreased from dorsal to ventral in the entorhinal cortex. This observation correlates 

with the increasing scaling of grid cell firing fields along the dorsoventral axis of the MEC 

(Brun et al., 2008; Stensola et al., 2012). Cells in the LEC have been found to be tuned to object 

positions and can coordinate to encode time information (Tsao et al., 2013, 2018), although the 

relationship between their properties and position along the dorsoventral axis is less well 

defined. A decreasing gradient in the inhibitory input from parvalbumin interneurons has been 

described from dorsal to ventral in the entorhinal cortex of mice (Beed et al., 2013; Kobro



Flatmoen and Witter, 2019), and dorsoventral gradients in the number of cell bodies have been 

described qualitatively in the LEC and MEC of adult mice (Fujimaru and Kosaka, 1996). Our 

evidence of a dorsal to ventral parvalbumin neuron density gradient in the MEC of both rats 

and mice correlates well with these connectional and functional gradients, and we show similar 

trends in the LEC as well. Recent research have indeed highlighted the possibility that similar 

principles govern the microcircuit wiring in MEC and LEC (Nilssen et al., 2018). Our results 

indicate that a decreasing dorsoventral density of parvalbumin interneurons may be one such 

principle. 

Similarly, a decreasing density of parvalbumin neurons was seen from dorsal to ventral in the 

rat PaS and POR. The mouse POR did not show a dorsoventral decrease in parvalbumin neuron 

density; if anything, there was an opposite trend with increasing densities from dorsal to ventral. 

However, caution is warranted when interpreting this result, as no gradient was not seen when 

excluding the region termed posterolateral visual area in the CCFv3-2017 from our definition 

of the mouse POR. A dorsoventral decrease in density was seen in the mouse PER35, although 

this gradient was not as clear as for the other areas mentioned. Thus, several of the 

parahippocampal regions show a similar trend of decreasing parvalbumin neuron densities from 

dorsal to ventral, a trend that seemed more wide-spread in the rat.  

In conclusion, we here present numbers and distributions of parvalbumin and calbindin neurons 

across the mouse brain. We compare our results to previously published estimates, showing that 

our estimates of parvalbumin neurons across the mouse brain are well aligned with a previous 

brain-wide analysis (Kim et al., 2017) and the literature in striatal and hippocampal regions, 

where several studies have reported quantitative data. However, in other brain regions, larger 

differences were seen and very few studies were available. Direct comparisons are typically 

impeded by lack of information in publications, thus highlighting the need for transparent 

analyses and their reproduction. Furthermore, we compare the number and distribution of 



parvalbumin neurons in the mouse hippocampal region with similar data from the rat. Our 

analysis of parvalbumin and calbindin neurons points to trends within and across brain regions 

and species that align well with previous studies showing functional and connectional 

organisation of these cell types.    
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MAIN FIGURE TITLES AND LEGENDS 

Figure 1. Custom regions of interest used for analysis of mouse brain data.  

Colour codes and abbreviations for the custom regions used in Nutil Quantifier. These are 

consistent with the CCFv3-2017 nomenclature, except the three marked with an asterisk. Main 

titles correspond to high-level regions, while italic subtitles correspond to finer regions.  

Figure 2. Parvalbumin and calbindin neuron densities across mouse brain regions.  

Bar graph showing the density of parvalbumin (n = 4; A) and calbindin (n = 5, B) neurons 

across the brain. Error bars indicate SEM. Groups of brain areas are indicated along the x axis. 

Bars are placed from left to right in the same order as abbreviations are listed and explained in 

Table 1.  

Figure 3. Comparison of total number estimates of parvalbumin and calbindin neurons 

across the mouse brain.  

Bar chart showing bilateral total number estimates of parvalbumin (top panel) and calbindin 

(bottom panel) neurons in mouse brain regions. Regions are defined and colour coded according 

to the CCFv3-2017. Error bars indicate SEM. Groups of brain areas are indicated along the x 

axis. Bars are placed from left to right in the same order as abbreviations are listed and explained 

in Table 1. 

Figure 4. Ratios of parvalbumin and calbindin neurons across the mouse brain.  

Pie charts showing the ratio of each cell type (calbindin in light grey, parvalbumin in dark grey) 

across mouse brain areas. The pie charts are sorted and the background colour coded according 

to regions in the CCFv3-2017. Abbreviations are detailed in Table 1. 



Figure 5. Comparison to previous reports.  

A) The parvalbumin neuron density across the mouse brain reported here. B) The parvalbumin 

neuron density across the mouse brain as reported by Kim et al. (2017). Estimates (n = 32) 

found in 17 publications (listed below the bar graphs) are plotted in charts A and B according 

to the most closely matching region in the CCFv3-2017. C) Difference in density estimates 

reported by Kim et al. (2017) and in the current study (values from current study subtracted 

from values reported by Kim et al. (2017)). Literature values are plotted according to their 

difference from the current study (values from the current study subtracted from the values from 

literature studies). Error bars indicate SEM. Literature references: Andsberg et al., 2001; 

Ransome and Turnley, 2005; Jinno and Kosaka, 2006; Parrish-Aungst et al., 2007; Smith et al., 

2008; Förster, 2008; Moreno-Gonzalez et al., 2009; Neddens and Buonanno, 2009; Pitts et al., 

2013; Song et al., 2013; Filice et al., 2016; Lauber et al., 2016, 2018; Fasulo et al., 2017; 

Grünewald et al., 2017; Pirone et al., 2018; Yalcin-Cakmakli et al., 2018. 

Figure 6. Cross-species comparison of parvalbumin neuron numbers and densities in 

hippocampal regions.  

(A) Rostrolateral and caudolateral (with cerebellum and brainstem removed) 3-D views of the 

hippocampal regions in the WHSv2, shown in the colour they are assigned in the atlas 

(Kjonigsen et al., 2015) within a transparent view of the brain. (B) Corresponding 3-D views 

of hippocampal regions in the CCFv3-2017. Regions are colour coded according to their 

corresponding region in WHSv2. (C) Bar graphs showing the total number of parvalbumin 

neurons in rat (left) and mouse (right) brain hippocampal regions (D) Bar graph showing the 

density of parvalbumin neurons in hippocampal regions. Solid bars show rat brain data, 

patterned bars show mouse brain data. Region names (WHSv2 terms in black text, 

corresponding CCFv3-2017 term in grey italic text), colour codes according to WHSv2, and 



the volume (V) of each region (mouse / rat), are given in the lower panel. Error bars indicate 

SEM. 

Figure 7. Parvalbumin neuron distribution along the dorsoventral axis of hippocampal 

regions.  

(A,B) Coloured bars, each representing one area of the hippocampal region, with individual 

segments in each bar corresponding to a section along the dorsoventral axis. Approximate 

Bregma positions of sections along the dorsoventral axis are given. Parvalbumin neuron density 

is indicated by the intensity of the colour (from light yellow to dark orange). (C) Example 

images from dorsal and ventral parts of the entorhinal cortex and lateral entorhinal cortex from 

rat (subject 25205, left panel) and mouse (subject 81266, right panel) showing a denser 

population of parvalbumin neurons in dorsal parts of these regions. Section numbers and 

approximate dorsoventral Bregma level is indicated for each image. Abbreviations: POR, 

postrhinal cortex; PrS, presubiculum; PaS, parasubiculum; MEC, medial entorhinal cortex; 

PER36, perirhinal area 36; PER35, perirhinal area 35; LEC, lateral entorhinal cortex. 

Figure 8. Examples of representative images with atlas overlays and segmentation results.  

(A,B) show parvalbumin stained sections (from mouse 81265, sections 012 and 041, 

respectively), and (C,D) show calbindin stained sections (from mouse 6, sections 097 and 181, 

respectively). Atlas overlays are superimposed on one hemisphere. (A1-2, B1-2, C1, and D1-

3) are enlarged images from selected regions as indicated in (A-D), showing regions secondary 

motor area (A1, C1), hippocampus (A2, D1), hypothalamus (A3, D2), and piriform area (A4, 

- - -

calbindin neurons (e.g. in hypothalamus) were not extracted by our classifier. Images are shown 

at the reduced resolution used for analysis, high-resolution images are available from the shared 

datasets. Scale bars: upper panels, 1 mm; lower panels, 50 µm.  



METHODS 

Resource availability 

 Lead contact 

For further information and requests for resources and reagents contact corresponding author, 

Trygve B. Leergaard (t.b.leergaard@medisin.uio.no). 

Materials Availability 

This study did not generate new unique reagents. 

Data and Code Availability 

All raw and derived data from this project are shared via the EBRAINS research infrastructure 

(https://ebrains.eu/). The primary datasets contain high-resolution TIFF images of the 

immunohistochemical material, and are shared under the following titles: 

1) Distribution of calbindin positive neurons in the normal adult mouse brain (Bjerke and 

Leergaard, 2020) 

2) Distribution of parvalbumin-positive interneurons in the normal adult mouse brain (Laja 

et al., 2020a) 

3) Distribution of parvalbumin-positive interneurons in the normal adult rat brain (Laja et 

al., 2020b) 

The derived datasets contain downscaled PNG images of the primary data, PNG images for the 

segmentations, atlas maps (PNG and FLAT files), NUT files used to run Nutil Quantifier and 

all the output reports from this analysis, as well as the final quantitative results per region of 

interest as presented in this paper. The derived datasets are shared under the following titles and 

DOIs: 



1) Brain-wide quantitative data on calbindin positive neurons in the mouse (Bjerke et al., 

2020b) 

2) Brain-wide quantitative data on parvalbumin positive neurons in the mouse (Bjerke et 

al., 2020c) 

3) Brain-wide quantitative data on parvalbumin positive neurons in the rat (Bjerke et al., 

2020d) 

Together, the material provided in the derived dataset allows other researchers to re-run the 

analysis performed here, re-use the segmentation files with other atlas maps or other 

parameters in Nutil Quantifier, or re-segment the image material. 

Experimental model and subject details 

Experimental procedures involving animals were approved by the Norwegian Food Safety 

Authority and carried out in accordance with the European Union and International legislation 

for the use of animal subjects. Four adult (6 months old) male PVCre X Rosa26eYFP mice 

(RRID:IMSR_JAX:008069 and RRID:IMSR_JAX:007903, respectively, crossed locally) and 

four adult female Sprague-Dawley rats (3 months old, Charles River, Sulzfeld/Kisslegg, 

Germany) housed at the Kavli Institute, Norwegian Institute of Science and Technology 

(NTNU), Norway were used for parvalbumin immunohistochemistry. Six adult C57Bl6/J mice 

(four females and two males, four months old, females from Janvier Labs and males from 

Taconic), housed at the Institute for Basic Medical Sciences, University of Oslo, Norway, were 

used for calbindin immunohistochemistry. Animals were housed according to the 

recommendations by FELASA under pathogen free conditions, with the exception of the 

presence of Entamoeba muris detected by PCR in fecal samples for the rats. Up to 2 rats and 5 

mice of the same sex were group-housed in transparent, semi-enriched cages with 12:12 

reversed day / night cycles and ad libitum access to food and water.  



METHOD DETAILS 

Immunohistochemistry 

For parvalbumin immunohistochemistry, animals were deeply anesthetised with sodium 

pentobarbital (50 mg/kg body weight) and transcardially perfused with Ringer solution 

containing 4 % paraformaldehyde (PFA). Brains were postfixed in PFA for approximately 24 

hours and cryoprotected in a solution of 2 % DMSO and 20 % glycerol in phosphate buffer 

(PB). Horizontal sections were cut at 30 µm (mouse brains) or 40 µm (rat brains) on a freezing 

microtome. For calbindin immunohistochemistry, mice were anesthetized with isofluorane, 

given an overdose of Zoletil mixture, and transcardially perfused with NAPI followed by 4 % 

PFA. The brains were postfixed overnight in the same fixative, and transferred to 0.4 % PFA 

for storage. Prior to cutting, the brains were cryoprotected by immersion in 10, 20 and 30 % 

sucrose until they sank. The right hemisphere was marked by making shallow cut in the cortical 

surface. Brains were coronally divided at the level of the dorsal hippocampus before coronal 

sections of 40 µm were cut using a freezing microtome. For all experiments, every sixth section 

was used for free-floating immunohistochemistry according to the avidin-biotin peroxidase 

method, using 3,3 -diaminobenzidine (DAB) as the chromogen. All subsequent steps were 

performed at room temperature, unless otherwise specified.  

Parvalbumin immunohistochemistry. Sections were rinsed with PB before blocking 

endogenous peroxidase activity by incubation in a solution of 3 % H2O2 and 10 % methanol in 

PB. Sections were rinsed again with PB, but subsequent washes were done using Tris buffered 

saline with 0.5% triton (TBS-TX). The sections were pre-incubated for 1 hour in 5 % normal 

goat serum in TBS-TX before overnight incubation at 4°C with the primary antibodies (diluted 

1:4000 in TBS-TX). A monoclonal mouse anti-parvalbumin antibody (RRID:AB_477329) was 

used for the rat brain sections, and a monoclonal rabbit anti parvalbumin (RRID:AB_2631173) 

for the mouse brain sections. After rinsing, sections were incubated overnight at 4°C with 



polyclonal, biotinylated secondary antibodies: a goat anti mouse (RRID:AB_258604) antibody 

for the rat brain sections and a goat anti rabbit (RRID:AB_258649) antibody for the mouse 

brain sections. Sections were rinsed and then incubated for 1.5 hour with the VectaStain ABC 

tructions. After rinsing again with TBS-TX, the 

sections were rinsed twice with Tris-HCl before incubation with the DAB solution. The solution 

was made by adding a 10 mg DAB tablet to 20 mL Tris-HCl, and the tablet was dissolved by 

placing the solution on a heated stirrer for 2 hours. Afterwards, H202 was added to the solution, 

which was then placed in the freezer for 20 minutes to slow down the reaction with the sections. 

The sections were incubated with the DAB solution for approximately 3 minutes and then rinsed 

with Tris-HCl. The sections were mounted on Superfrost microscope slides with Tris-HCl, and 

then dried and coverslipped using Entellan (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany).  

Calbindin immunohistochemistry. Sections were rinsed with PBS three times. Endogeneous 

peroxidase activity was blocked by incubating sections with 3% hydrogen peroxide for five 

minutes. After three brief rinses in PBS, sections were incubated in blocking solution (3% 

normal donkey serum, 1% BSA and 0.1% triton X in PBS) for 1 hour. Sections were incubated 

in the primary antibody (monoclonal mouse anti calbindin, Swant 300, RRID:AB_10000347, 

lot no. 07F) overnight at 4°C. The antibody is specific to calbindin-D28k and does not bind to 

calretinin or other known calcium bindin pro

sections processed without the primary antibody did not show specific labelling, and are shared 

together with the data sets. The next day, sections were washed in PBS before incubation with 

the secondary antibody (sheep anti mouse, GE Healthcare RPN1001V) for one hour. After 

rinsing, sections were incubated with ABC kit for 30 minutes, and rinsed again with PBS. 

Sections were then reacted with DAB and H2O2 (kit from Abcam, used according to 

ions) for five minutes. The reaction was stopped with distilled water. 

Sections were mounted from PBS onto gelatinized microscope slides, dehydrated through an 



ascending series of ethanol (70, 90 and 100 % for two minutes each) followed by two times two 

minutes in xylene, dried and coverslipped with Entellan.  

Scanning and image pre-processing  

Sections were scanned with a 20× objective using a Zeiss Axioscan Z1 scanner (Carl Zeiss 

MicroImaging, Jena, Germany) and loss less TIFF files exported from the Zen software 

(RRID:SCR_013672). The TIFF images were renamed to reflect their serial order, and sections 

that had been horizontally flipped during mounting were mirrored. Images were downscaled to 

the lowest resolution giving satisfactory segmentation of cell bodies with the ilastik software 

(15 % and 10 % of their original width for parvalbumin and calbindin images, respectively). 

Mirroring, renaming and resizing steps were performed using the Transform function of the 

Nutil software (v.0.4.01, RRID:SCR_017183, Groeneboom et al., 2020). Distortions and 

dislocation of individual tissue pieces introduced during processing and mounting were 

corrected using Adobe Photoshop. We moved and mirrored image parts to reconstruct normal 

section appearance. For parvalbumin sections, such corrections were applied to the original 

TIFF images. However, the calbindin TIFF images were too large to be opened in Adobe 

Photoshop or similar software, and correction of section parts were therefore only applied to 

the downscaled images. 

Atlas registration 

Serial section images were spatially registered to common 3-D brain reference atlases using the 

QuickNII software v2.2 (RRID:SCR_016854; Puchades et al., 2019), bundled with the Allen 

Mouse Common Coordinate Framework, version 3 of the template, 2017 edition of the 

delineations (Wang et al., 2020; here referred to as CCFv3-2017) and the Waxholm Space atlas 

of the Sprague-Dawley rat brain, version 1.01 of the template and version 2 of the delineations 

(Papp et al., 2014; Kjonigsen et al., 2015; here referred to as WHSv2). First, section images 



were registered using QuickNII to identify section positions and deviations from the standard 

planes. For coronally oriented sections, the anatomically distinct landmarks were the genu of 

the corpus callosum, the crossing of the anterior commissure, and the rostral appearance of 

structures such as nucleus accumbens, caudoputamen, and dorsal hippocampus. The superior 

and inferior colliculus, as well as the inferior olive, provided important anatomical landmarks 

in more posteriorly located sections. For horizontally oriented sections, the registration was 

primarily based on the anterior commissure, the dorsal appearance of the hippocampus and 

caudoputamen, the olfactory bulb and the piriform cortex. A second researcher verified all 

registration results. The affine registration with QuickNII yielded custom atlas plates matching 

each section image. To further optimize registration, the custom atlas images were non-linearly 

transformed using the software tool VisuAlign v0.8 (RRID:SCR_017978). We first focused on 

fitting the template to the outer edges of the section, and secondly adjusted it to refine the fit of 

major landmarks situated deeper in the brain (e.g. striatum, globus pallidus, hippocampus).

Image segmentation 

Pixel classification with ilastik. Images were segmented using the pixel classification pipeline 

in ilastik, which allows classification of features on a pixel level on a scale up to 10 by 10 pixels. 

We assigned two label classes termed 

placed labels throughout different regions and in all the training sections until the segmentation 

was deemed satisfactory. We trained one classifier per image series (i.e. one per animal). For 

each series, we used every fifth image for training and then applied the classifier to all images 

using the Batch Processing function in ilastik. 

Removal of artefacts and incorrectly segmented objects. Overall, the classifiers produced by 

the pixel classification pipeline distinguished objects of interest from background with 

relatively high accuracy.  Still, some artefacts and incorrectly segmented objects occurred. The 



ilastik software includes an object classification pipeline that allows for distinguishing artefacts, 

which is especially useful when these are very different from the objects of interest. However, 

in our material incorrectly segmented objects (e.g. neurites) resembled the objects of interest in 

size and shape. Therefore, we visually inspected all segmentation images to identify incorrectly 

segmented objects or artefacts, and removed these manually using NIH ImageJ. Most artefacts 

 were seen around the edges of the sections and in relation to blood vessels 

and ventricles. Example images, segmentations and atlas overlays are shown in Figure 8. 

Quantification of segmented objects 

We used Nutil Quantifier to combine customized atlas maps from QuickNII (refined and 

exported using VisuAlign) with segmented images from ilastik. The pixel size cut-off function 

was used to exclude objects representing fragments or small artefacts; a cut-off of 4 pixels was 

chosen for both parvalbumin and calbindin datasets, based on visual inspection of segmented 

images.  

The regions in the CCFv3-2017 are more fine-grained than the WHSv2. To achieve better 

correspondence with the granularity of the rat brain atlas, small regions and individual cellular 

layers in CCFv3-2017 were grouped into more coarse areas (e.g. primary motor cortex, CA1 of 

ature of Nutil Quantifier. Excel sheets 

indicating the organization of atlas regions are provided with the derived datasets. Post-

processing of numerical data (correction and extrapolation to whole regions and volumetric 

densities, described below) from mouse brains was performed on the numbers from these 

aggregated custom regions. The numbers per individual region in the CCFv3-2017 were also 

extracted with Nutil Quantifier and included in the derived data files. The custom regions used 

in the present analyses hierarchy, are given in Figure 1. 



Post-processing of Nutil Quantifier results 

The output reports from Nutil contain the total number of segmented objects counted in every 

sixth sampled section through each atlas region, given as counts per region, section, and region 

for the whole brain. These numbers represent all objects counted in all the images investigated. 

Additionally, damaged or missing parts of individual sections might influence results. To 

correct for the tissue sampling and missing tissue parts, we implemented a series of post-

processing steps to extrapolate Nutil Quantifier numbers to reflect densities and total number 

estimates. First, we used the sectional reports to compile numbers per section for each region 

in a new spreadsheet. For all series, we manually inspected the quality and completeness of 

each section image. Whenever a part of the brain was damaged or missing in a section, or 

staining quality was deemed suboptimal, we identified which region(s) of the brain this 

affected. For every such instance, we replaced the Nutil Quantifier results according to the 

following rules. If a section showed damage or suboptimal staining on one side of the brain, we 

used the intact side as a reference and multiplied the number by two to get a bilateral estimate 

for the section. If a region was damaged or sub-optimally stained on both sides, we used an 

average of numbers obtained from the adjacent neighbouring sections. The adjusted section-

by-section numbers were summed per region of interest in a second spreadsheet. On average, 

20 % of the sections in a series needed some form of correction, typically meaning that numbers 

for one or a few regions were corrected as described above. Exclusion of whole sections from 

the analysis were very rarely necessary, and never for more than 4 % of all the sections within 

a series. Details on whether corrections were made (and if so, which ones) are provided as 

metadata with each of the datasets. 

Secondly, to adjust for double-counting, we calculated an estimate of total numbers of cells in 

(Abercrombie, 1946): 



 

Where N is the cell number, n is the number of counted profiles, T is the thickness of the 

sections, and D is the mean diameter of the profiles. The mean cell diameter was calculated by 

multiplying the average object area for all cells (generated by Nutil Quantifier) by the pixel 

scale of the images, and using this area (A) to calculate the diameter (D): 

 

The pixel scales for the section images used in ilastik were 8.6 pixels per µm2 for rat and mouse 

parvalbumin section images, and 4.8 pixels per µm2 for the mouse calbindin section images. 

The estimated diameter of the cells used in our calculations were 11.3 and 12.7 µm for mouse 

and rat parvalbumin neurons, respectively, and 7.9 µm for mouse calbindin neurons. Lastly, we 

multiplied the resulting number with the section sampling fraction (6 in case of all datasets) to 

estimate the total number of cells per region.  

To estimate volumetric densities, we divided the total number of cells for each region with the 

volumes of each atlas region, exported from the ITK-

corrected numbers, as well as the region volumes used for calculations. The volumetric 

densities estimated here were compared against those reported by Kim et al. (2017) and others 

Comparison of findings with data from previous reports

below). 

Comparative analysis of parvalbumin neurons 

To compare the total number and density of parvalbumin neurons in the mouse and rat 

hippocampal region, hippocampal data from regions in the CCFv3-2017 were grouped to 



correspond with rat brain regions defined in the WHSv2 rat brain atlas. Most areas of the 

hippocampal region were highly comparable between the atlases, in terms of nomenclature, 

anatomical position and shape of the regions (Figure 6

dentate gyrus were highly similar. The prosubiculum of the CCFv3-2017, intercalated between 

the subiculum and the CA1, was grouped as part of the subiculum, while the postsubiculum 

was included in the presubiculum, as this term is commonly used to refer to the dorsal 

presubiculum (Taube, 2007; Taube et al., 1990). The perirhinal and ectorhinal cortices in the 

CCFv3-2017 was considered to correspond to WHSv2 perirhinal area 35 and 36, respectively. 

Lastly, the postrhinal cortex (POR), was present in both the CCF and WHSv2, but with a much 

narrower dorsoventral extent in the CCFv3-2017 than the WHSv2. In the WHSv2, the POR 

lines the caudal pole of the lateral and medial entorhinal cortex dorsally; in the CCFv3-2017, 

however, the POR does not extend to the most caudal part of the cortex. At this level, a cortical 

region termed the posterolateral visual area is included in the CCFv3-2017. Anatomically, the 

combined postrhinal and posterolateral visual area in the CCFv3-2017 resemble the POR in the 

WHSv2. We therefore included both of these in the postrhinal cortex for our comparative 

analysis. Figure 6 shows hippocampal regions in the two atlases and the mapping of CCFv3-

2017 to WHSv2 regions. 

Spatial distribution analysis. To explore and compare possible topographical distribution 

gradients of parvalbumin neurons in the mouse and rat parahippocampal region, we averaged 

the section-by-section density of parvalbumin neurons across animals and assessed whether 

densities of parvalbumin stained neurons changed along the dorsoventral axis of each 

subregion. To get numbers that could be compared for each level, we calculated volumetric 

densities per section as follows. First, we calculated corrected numbers of cells for each atlas 

-wise numbers. Then, for 

each atlas region, we multiplied the region area in pixels (extracted from Nutil Quantifier 



reports) by the pixel scale (see above). For each section, we then divided the corrected number 

of cells per region by the region area, and divided this by the section thickness (Keller et al., 

2018) to get the volumetric density: 

 

Where vN is the volumetric density, n is the corrected two-dimensional cell count, and T is the 

thickness of the section. This gave the density per µm3; lastly, to get numbers per mm3, we 

therefore multiplied these by 109. 

We next sorted sections according to their dorsoventral level for each animal, and then averaged 

the density of neurons per level across animals. Each subregion was then represented in a 

spreadsheet as a row containing the average parvalbumin neuron density for each dorsoventral 

level (one column per level). We applied conditional formatting to each row so each cell was 

colour-coded in a gradient according to its value, with the lowest number for each row coded 

light yellow and the highest number coded dark orange. These colour-coded rows were 

inspected for cases of clear dorsoventral gradients and copied to Adobe Illustrator to be shown 

in figures (see Results). 

Comparison of findings with previous reports 

Kim and colleagues (2017)  mapped parvalbumin interneurons across the whole mouse brain 

using transgenic mice and image segmentation based on convolutional neural networks. They 

shared all the total number and density estimates through their publication, which we 

downloaded and used for comparison. They used a custom-built three-dimensional version of 

the original (two-dimensional) Allen Reference Atlas of the mouse brain (Dong, 2008). The 

nomenclature used for this version is similar, but not identical, to the one in the version we used 



in our analysis (CCFv3-2017). We therefore mapped the results found in their files to the 

custom regions used in our analysis (see above).  

We also queried the literature to find estimates of the same cell types as those quantified here. 

To this end, we searched for 1) the RRIDs and catalogue numbers of the antibodies used in our 

can 

be found in Supplemental File 6. We supplemented this search with references from a recent 

review of number estimates in the mouse brain (Keller et al., 2018) and from our previously 

published database of literature-derived quantitative estimates in the basal ganglia (Bjerke and 

Leergaard, 2019).  

Validity and reliability of segmentations 

The results obtained with the QUINT workflow were benchmarked against prior manual counts 

from both parvalbumin and calbindin stained material that were used as a guide during the 

segmentation process. We also assessed both intra- and interrater reliability by segmenting 

material from one of the series (parvalbumin stained sections from rat 25205) several times. 

Detailed methodology, results and a short discussion of the validity and reliability studies, as 

well as the data from these analyses, are provided in Supplemental Files 2-4. 

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Quantitative data throughout this paper are reported as mean ± SEM. Summary statistics were 

extracted using Microsoft Excel (RRID:SCR_016137). Exact values of n, representing the 

number of animals, are given in the result section. 

  



SUPPLEMENTAL ITEM TITLES 

Supplemental File 1: Brain-wide total number and density estimates for parvalbumin and 

calbindin neurons. Related to Figure 2,3,4,5. 

Supplemental File 2: Validity and reliability of the QUINT approach. Related to Figure 8. 

Supplemental File 3: Documentation for researchers in reliability study. Related to Figure 8. 

Supplemental File 4: Data from reliability study. Related to Figure 8. 

Supplemental File 5: Details about the literature comparison study. Related to Figure 5. 

Supplemental File 6: Literature search strategy. Related to Figure 5.  
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ORB Orbital area 5.90 14 517 ± 2 448 2 460 ± 415
AGA Agranular insular area 7.89 12 079 ± 1 935 1 530 ± 245

RSPagl Retrosplenial area, lateral agranular part 2.35 5 733 ± 1 084 2 432 ± 460
RSPd Retrosplenial area, dorsal part 3.80 7 713 ± 1 201 2 030 ± 316
RSPv Retrosplenial area, ventral part 4.35 11 590 ± 597 2 666 ± 137

PTLp Posterior parietal associa on areas 2.46 6 181 ± 1 057 2 516 ± 430
TEa Temporal associa on areas 3.10 6 741 ± 1 436 2 173 ± 463
PERI Perirhinal area 0.79 789 ± 195 999 ± 247
ECT Ectorhinal area 1.71 2 735 ± 447 1 597 ± 261

MOB Main olfactory bulb 21.49 16 071 ± 6 949 748 ± 323
Accessory olfactory bulbAOB 0.65 98 ± 47 150 ± 72

AON Accessory olfactory nucleus
TT Taenia tecta 1.44 1 008 ± 353 699 ± 245

1 916 ± 203

518 ± 214 532 ± 219
10 727 ± 2 049 880 ± 168
10 254 ± 1 558 783 ± 119

2 795 ± 513 926 ± 170
6 164 ± 10 05 980 ± 160
3 711 ± 609 1 578 ± 259
4 854 ± 748 782 ± 120
4 566 ± 819 1 211 ± 217
2 218 ± 253 1 582 ± 181
1 537 ± 277 1 218 ± 220

10 155 ± 1 908 1 126 ± 212

3 343 ± 423 1 890 ± 239
3 874 ± 521 1 649 ± 222

987 ± 133 813 ± 109
1 920 ± 287 893 ± 133
934 ± 136 1 526 ± 222

2 087 ± 271 1 148 ± 149

990 ± 104 1 306 ± 137
933 ± 104 1 178 ± 204

1 772 ± 308 1 446 ± 251
10 063 ± 1 333 1 423 ± 288

1 150 ± 292 1 447 ± 367
1 764 ± 285 1 682 ± 272
791 ± 121 1 608 ± 246

2 131 ± 165 1 662 ± 129

3 702 ± 570 1 182 ± 182
4 428 ± 505 1 838 ± 210

3 713 ± 322 1 541 ± 133
2 960 ± 211 3 506 ± 249

8 547 ± 1 376 1 448 ± 233
15 332 ± 1 448 1 942 ± 183

3 563 ± 515 1 512 ± 218
3 052 ± 494 803 ± 130
1 331 ± 239 306 ± 55

2 439 ± 94 993 ± 38
4 645 ± 425 1 497 ± 137
1 169 ± 169 1 481 ± 214
2 795 ± 277 1 632 ± 162

18 784 ± 1 355 874 ± 63
107 ± 31 164 ± 48

9 332 ± 987
1 574 ± 144 1 092 ± 100

Volume: region volume in mm3
Number: bilateral total number estimate

Density: estimated number per mm3



Hippocampal formation (HPF)

Cortical subplate (CTXsp)

Cerebral nuclei (CNU)

LA Lateral amygdalar nucleus

Thalamus (TH)

ILM Intralaminar nuclei of the dorsal thalamus

Hypothalamus (HY)

Hippocampal region (HR)

Retrohippocampal region (RHP)

Pallidum (PAL)

Striatum (STR)

DP Dorsal peduncular nucleus 0.50 1 130 ± 298 2 240 ± 590
PIR Piriform area 11.57 9 162 ± 1 349 792 ± 117
NLOT Nucleus of the lateral olfactory tract 0.32 169 ± 59 529 ± 183
COA Cor cal amygdalar area 3.27 2 089 ± 422 640 ± 129
PAA Piriform-amygdalar area 1.19 356 ± 207 298 ± 174
TR Postpiriform transi on area 1.40 1 193 ± 268 849 ± 191

CA1 Field CA1 10.19 9 947 ± 1 832 976 ± 180
Field CA2CA2 0.48 587 ± 91 1 234 ± 191

CA3 Field CA3 6.26 5 752 ± 1 424 918 ± 227
DG Dentate gyrus 6.60 1 759 ± 558 267 ± 85

IG Induseum griseum 0.12 67 ± 22 533 ± 173
FC Fasciola cinerea 0.06 92 ± 28 1 495 ± 457

ENTl Entorhinal area, lateral part 6.38 5 804 ± 717 910 ± 112
Entorhinal area, medial partENTm 5.02 12 576 ± 1 424 2 506 ± 281

PAR Parasubiculum 0.93 3 658 ± 377 3 921 ± 404
POST Postsubiculum 1.08 3 396 ± 595 3 132 ± 549
PRE Presubiculum 0.92 3 472 ± 550 3 787 ± 600
SUB Subiculum 2.10 6 521 ± 532 3 108 ± 254
ProS Prosubiculum 1.33 2 326 ± 308 1 751 ± 232
HATA Hippocampo-amygdalar transi on area 0.42 662 ± 187 1 571 ± 444
APr Area prostriata 0.32 649 ± 44 1 986 ± 136

CLA Claustrum 0.55 596 ± 68 1 082 ± 123
Endopiriform nucleusEP 2.79 1 994 ± 345 714 ± 123

0.84 527 ± 98 627 ± 116
BLA Basolateral amygdalar nucleus 1.90 1 726 ± 462 909 ± 243
BMA Basomedial amygdalar nucleus 1.49 1 262 ± 367 850 ± 247
PA Posterior amygdalar nucleus 0.97 1 956 ± 723 2 023 ± 748

CP Caudoputamen 26.01 22 523 ± 778 866 ± 30
Striatum ventral regionSTRv 4.83 2 367 ± 309 490 ± 64

OT Olfactory tubercle 3.82 1 990 ± 424 520 ± 111
LSX Lateral septal complex 3.56 666 ± 178 187 ± 50
sAMY Striatum-like amygdalar nuclei 4.05 1 307 ± 301 323 ± 74

GPe Globus pallidus, external segment 1.56 506 ± 330 323 ± 211
Globus pallidus, internal segmentGPi 0.42 161 ± 73 381 ± 172

PALv Pallidum, ventral region 3.39 2 243 ± 447 662 ± 132
PALm Pallidum, medial region 1.51 1 589 ± 539 1 052 ± 357
BST Bed nuclei of the stria terminalis 1.34 324 ± 88 241 ± 65

VENT Ventral group of the dorsal thalamus 4.86 1 900 ± 473 391 ± 97
Subparafascicular nucleusSPF 0.20 10 ± 5 48 ± 22

SPA Subparafascicular area 0.13 5 ± 3 41 ± 21
PP Peripeduncular area 0.06 9 ± 6 144 ± 102
GENd Geniculate group, dorsal thalamus 1.42 87 ± 39 61 ± 28
LAT Lateral group of the dorsal thalamus 3.08 484 ± 146 157 ± 48

Anterior group of the dorsal thalamusATN 2.16 455 ± 105 211 ± 49
MED Medial group of the dorsal thalamus 2.08 371 ± 49 184 ± 24
MTN Midline group of the dorsal thalamus 1.19 181 ± 66 153 ± 56

1.60 117 ± 43 73 ± 27

RT Re cular nucleus of the thalamus - - -
GENv Geniculate group, ventral thalamus 0.52 424 ± 177 809 ± 338
EPI Epithalamus 0.66 185 ± 87 279 ± 131

PVZ Periventricular zone 0.78 93 ± 42 119 ± 53
Periventricular regionPVR 2.04 869 ± 189 425 ± 92

AHN Anterior hypothalamic nucleus 0.71 410 ± 155 578 ± 218
MBO Mammillary body 1.02 1 353 ± 263 1 332 ± 258
MPN Medial preop c nucleus 0.41 70 ± 25 173 ± 61

1 677 ± 79 3 324 ± 156
17 379 ± 865 1 502 ± 75

563 ± 132 1 763 ± 414
7 589 ± 843 2 324 ± 258
1 660 ± 199 1 393 ± 167
3 559 ± 417 2 534 ± 297 

5 893 ± 1 257 578 ± 123
84 ± 19 177 ± 40

1 638 ± 110 262 ± 17
5 778 ± 896 876 ± 136

23 ± 7 183 ± 54
1 ± 1 16 ± 16

10 580 ± 1 257 1 659 ± 197
4 962 ± 586 989 ± 117

658 ± 83 706 ± 89
528 ± 112 487 ± 104
479 ± 134 523 ± 146
909 ± 221 433 ± 106
924 ± 141 696 ± 106

1 061 ± 128 2 519 ± 303
279 ± 64 853 ± 263

859 ± 64 1 559 ± 116
6 186 ± 477 2 215 ± 171
829 ± 130 986 ± 154

4 486 ± 631 2 361 ± 332
4 109 ± 681 2 766 ± 458
5 554 ± 569 5 745 ± 589

48 064 ± 7 665 1 847 ± 295
10 027 ± 1 326 2 076 ± 275

1 597 ± 182 418 ± 48
11 005 ± 982 3 088 ± 276

10 291 ± 1 188 2 540 ± 293

350 ± 38 223 ± 24
24 ± 7 57 ± 16

3 196 ± 462 942 ± 136
3 766 ± 712 2 492 ± 471

5 832 ± 1 067 4 349 ± 796

5 078 ± 1 282 1 045 ± 264
507 ± 97 2 474 ± 474

658 ± 202 4 964 ± 1 526
389 ± 91 6 359 ± 1 482

893 ± 241 628 ± 170 
3 540 ± 860 1 151 ± 279
1 084 ± 314 502 ± 146

5 844 ± 1 328 2 897 ± 658
5 438 ± 976 4 585 ± 823
3 880 ± 932 2 424 ± 582

416 ± 70 287 ± 48
405 ± 71 773 ± 136

1 920 ± 285 2 888 ± 429

2 046 ± 240 2 614 ± 307
5 859 ± 815 2 864 ± 398
3 881 ± 592 5 462 ± 833
3 779 ± 578 3 720 ± 569
3 253 ± 396 8 003 ± 975 



Midbrain (MB)

Pons (PE)

Medulla (MY)

Midbrain, behavioral state related (MBsta)

Midbrain, motor related (MBmot)

Midbrain, sensory related (MBsen)

PM Premammillary nuclei 0.33 169 ± 55 517 ± 169
Paraventricular hypothalamic nucleus, descending divisionPVH 0.13 20 ± 13 151 ± 97

VMH Ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus 0.55 127 ± 29 232 ± 52
PH Posterior hypothalamic nucleus 0.71 98 ± 27 138 ± 39
LZ Hypothalamic lateral zone 5.69 3 026 ± 930 532 ± 164
ME Median eminence 0.09 0 ± 0 0 ± 0

SCs Superior colliculus, sensory related 2.16 5 396 ± 1 031 2 502 ± 478
Inferior colliculusIC 4.44 8 911 ± 2 131 2 004 ± 479

NB Nucleus of the brachium of the inferior colliculus 0.09 101 ± 28 1 148 ± 320
SAG Nucleus sagulum 0.10 99 ± 58 1 006 ± 586
PBG Parabigeminal nucleus 0.04 38 ± 17 858 ± 381
MEV Midbrain trigeminal nucleus 0.01 3 ± 2 347 ± 222

Substan a nigraSN 1.74 513 ± 208 293 ± 119

VTA Ventral tegmental area 0.43 220 ± 90 512 ± 210

SCO Subcommissural organ 0.01 12 ± 7 834 ± 469

PN Paranigral nucleus 0.02 3 ± 2 151 ± 97
MRN Midbrain re cular nucleus 5.28 3 674 ± 1 099 696 ± 208
SCm Superior colliculus, motor related 5.65 6 189 ± 2 048 1 095 ± 362
PAG Periaqueductal grey 4.69 1 250 ± 528 266 ± 112
PRT Pretectal region 2.08 2 070 ± 651 995 ± 313
MBm-o Midbrain, motor related, other 1.60 1 233 ± 228 775 ± 144

PPN Pedunculopon ne nucleus 0.89 498 ± 147 558 ± 165
RAmb Midbrain raphe nuclei 0.73 518 ± 190 706 ± 259

MY-ua Medulla, unassigned 5.32 3 835 ± 724 721 ± 136
MY-sen Medulla, sensory related 7.83 19 301 ± 1 879 2 465 ± 240

Medulla, motor relatedMY-mot 19.75 16 682 ± 1 576 845 ± 80
MY-sat Medulla, behavioral state related 0.22 80 ± 22 358 ± 97

P-sen Pons, sensory related 3.85 7 052 ± 444 1 832 ± 115
Pons, motor relatedP-mot 8.16 3 668 ± 360 450 ± 44

P-sat Pons, behavioral state related 1.10 1 515 ± 428 1 378 ± 389

721 ±234 2 202 ± 716
542 ± 29 4 150 ± 219

3 460 ± 404 6 298 ± 736
893 ± 255 1 263 ± 360

8 049 ± 1 250 1 416 ± 220
6 ± 5 74 ± 60 

7 213 ± 928 3 345 ± 430
450 ± 65 101 ± 15
32 ± 11 359 ± 129
15 ± 4 148 ± 43
3 ± 2 45 ± 45

15 ± 3 1 585 ± 289

132 ± 39 76 ± 23

1 860 ± 392 4 339 ± 914

3 ± 2 208 ± 138

64 ± 13 2 951 ± 620
901 ± 241 171 ± 46

2 716 ± 836 480 ± 148
5 962 ± 1 231 1 270 ± 262

578 ± 119 278 ± 57
296 ± 55 186 ± 35

461 ± 133 516 ± 149
1 373 ± 272 1 872 ± 371

1 032 ± 409 194 ± 77
4 821 ± 2 155 616 ± 275
3 493 ± 1 090 177 ± 55

30 ± 10 134 ± 46

3 128 ± 691 812 ± 179
985 ± 156 121 ± 19
871 ± 248 792 ± 226





Validity and reliability of QUINT procedures for cell counting 

Methods 

Validation of segmentations 

The results obtained with the QUINT workflow were benchmarked against prior manual counts 

from both parvalbumin and calbindin stained material that were used as a guide during the 

segmentation process. Manual counting was performed on a subset of the material by annotating 

each labelled cell in Adobe Photoshop (RRID:SCR_014199). The annotated cells were 

subsequently quantified using Nutil, as described above. Manual counting was performed for each 

section throughout the calbindin stained anterior cingulate cortex, the parvalbumin stained 

entorhinal cortex, and for one whole hemisphere from each of the stains. The regions of interest 

were defined by the QuickNII atlas maps for the evaluated sections and were thus identical for the 

quantification of manual and ilastik segmentations. 

Reliability of segmentations 

We assessed both intra- and interrater reliability by segmenting material from one of the series 

(parvalbumin stained sections from rat 25205) several times. Intrarater reliability was assessed by 

one researcher segmenting the same material three times. The first and second segmentation was 

performed within the same week, while the last one was done six weeks later.  

In a pilot study of interrater reliability, we considered the reliability of segmentations obtained by 

three researchers using the same material, but without clear guidelines for what to consider a 

labelled cell. We observed, both qualitatively and quantitatively, that results varied considerably 

between the three researchers. We therefore set out to do a more systematic assessment of interrater 

reliability, with clear instructions on how to perform the segmentation with ilastik. One researcher 

performed an initial segmentation and wrote instructions for its replication. The same materials 



and instructions were then presented to five other researchers for segmentation. The instructions 

gave a description of objects considered to be cells and example images of segmentation results. 

In addition, information was given on how to train the ilastik classifier, with instruction to not 

label pixels in oversaturated areas (specifically, the cerebellum and reticular nucleus of thalamus). 

Researchers were also given access to the segmentations overlaid on the original (high-resolution) 

images via an online viewer system, and were instructed to use these actively to verify similarity 

of segmentations. The full instructions as given to the researchers is included in Supplementary 

File 3. Each researcher then ran their classifier on the full set of images from rat 25205. Objects in 

the resulting segmented images were quantified using Nutil quantifier, as described above. 

Results 

Validity of QUINT results 

Parvalbumin-stained material. We compared the numbers of parvalbumin positive cells obtained 

by the QUINT workflow with manual counts. We here first present the results for the counts made 

from one hemisphere and go on to elaborate the results throughout the entorhinal cortex.  

We quantified cells in one hemisphere (section 028 from rat 25205) using both manual and ilastik 

segmentation. The difference between counts obtained by the two approaches was 9 % in the 

neocortex (manual count = 2175, QUINT count = 2379), 3 % in the hippocampal and 

parahippocampal regions (manual count = 540, QUINT count = 555), and 15 % for striatal and 

pallidal regions (manual count = 295, QUINT count = 340).  

Comparison of QUINT results with manual counts of parvalbumin neurons from throughout the 

entorhinal cortex (from one hemisphere, sections s019 through s044) showed that the classifier 

generated numbers very similar to the manual approach. The total number of PV positive neurons 

counted were 3400 with manual counts and 3560 with the QUINT approach (5 % difference). To 



obtain total number estimates for the whole region, we used Abercrombie’s formula to correct for 

double-counting and multiplied by the section interval. With this approach, the total number 

estimates in the unilateral medial entorhinal cortex were 14 836 by use of the manual counts and 

15 535 by use of QUINT counts.  

The results from the entorhinal cortex per section varied from 0-16 % between the two approaches 

(on average 3 % difference), and did not seem to relate to whether or not the section was included 

in the training material (on average 5 % difference in training sections and 6 % difference in non-

included sections). The results from both methods per section are summarised in Fig X. Note that 

the last section that included the medial entorhinal cortex (s044) was excluded from the section-

by-section analysis because it only contained three manually counted cells. By qualitative 

inspection of each section with both manual and ilastik segmentations overlaid, we observed that 

the differences were mainly related to objects that were hard to identify unambiguously. Some of 

the differences might also be due to the object splitting feature in the Nutil software, which causes 

objects placed on the border between regions to be randomly assigned to one of them. Because 

larger objects will be more likely to intersect region borders, this feature affected ilastik 

segmentations more than the manual ones. Cells in the latter were represented by only a single 

pixel (see lower panel in Figure 1) and thus could not intersect two regions, while whole cells were 

segmented with ilastik and relatively more often had pixels in two different regions. 



 

Figure 1. Comparison of manual and QUINT counts of parvalbumin positive profile counts 

across the medial entorhinal cortex. The graph shows manual counts (red bars) and QUINT 



counts (blue bars) from horizontal sections throughout the medial entorhinal cortex. Example 

images showing the manual and ilastik segmentations overlayed to the parvalbumin stained 

material are shown in the lower panel. Scale bar: 100 µm. 

Calbindin-stained material. Numbers of calbindin positive cells obtained using the QUINT 

workflow were compared manual counts. We here first present the results for the counts made 

from one hemisphere, and go on to elaborate the results throughout the anterior cingulate cortex. 

Numbers of cells obtained by the QUINT workflow were compared to manual counts from one 

hemisphere in section 151 from mouse 10. The difference between the results obtained by the two 

methods was 10 % in the cortex (manual count = 654, QUINT count = 719), - 2 % in the 

hypothalamus (manual count = 98, QUINT count = 96), and 10 % in striatal and pallidal regions 

(manual count = 1371, QUINT count = 1513). A more pronounced difference was seen in olfactory 

regions (44 %, manual count = 63, QUINT count = 91). By inspecting manual and QUINT 

segmentations, we observed that most differences were due to the very lightly stained profiles 

typically present in layer II / III of cortical regions. These are ambiguous profiles that are difficult 

to classify regardless of method, but are probably underrepresented by our classifier, as discussed 

in the main publication. 

We furthermore compared QUINT counts with manual ones throughout the anterior cingulate 

cortex. The difference between the two methods for this region was 16 % (manual count = 905 

cells, QUINT count = 961 cells). Again, qualitative inspection of the segmentation images 

resulting from the two methods showed that differences were mainly related to lightly stained cells. 

These are overrepresented in layer II / III of cortical regions, and caution is therefore warranted 

when considering data from these areas specifically. As noted above, the QUINT results are in 

accordance with manual counts when considering the cortex as a whole. 



Reliability of QUINT results 

Intrarater reliability. To assess the reliability of the segmentation process given the same 

researcher and the same material, one researcher did the segmentation three times. Variability was 

very low in the hippocampus and parahippocampal areas (1 - 3 % difference) and neocortex (0.2 - 

2 % difference), relatively low in the striatum (3 – 10 % difference), globus pallidus (1 – 8 % 

difference), and hypothalamus (10 – 11 % difference), and slightly higher in the substantia nigra 

(8 – 14 % difference) and basal forebrain (3 – 13 % difference). Results from the intrarater 

reliability test for all regions are summarised in Figure 2, and all the derived data are included in 

Supplementary file 4. The variability did not appear higher six weeks after making the initial 

segmentation. 

 



Figure 2. Reliability of segmentations from one researcher. Bar chart showing the results from 

quantification of segmentations made by one researcher at three different time points (T1-3). 

Abbreviations: BF, basal forebrain; GP, globus pallidus; HF, hippocampal formation; Hyp, 

hypothalamus; IC, inferior colliculus; PHR, parahippocampal region; Mid, other midbrain regions 

Str, striatum; SN, substantia nigra; Olf, olfactory regions; SC, superior colliculus; WM, white 

matter. A list of which regions of the Waxholm Space rat brain atlas are included in these 

abbreviations is included in Supplementary file 4. 

Interrater reliability. We assessed the reliability of the segmentation results by presenting five 

researchers with the same material and the same instructions for segmentation. All segmentation 

results were then combined with the same atlas maps and submitted to Nutil Quantifier for analysis. 

When summarized according to major brain regions in the atlas, the average difference from the 

segmentation to be replicated ranged from 8 – 29 % for the different researchers.  The quantitative 

and qualitative results of the reliability analysis is summarized in Figure 3. Interestingly, the 

average difference per region was relatively low for the researchers who had limited or no 

experience with the ilastik software (8 – 13 %), but considerably higher for those that had 

experience (27 and 29 %). The derived data for the interrater reliability analysis (with counts per 

all brain regions according to the Waxholm Space atlas of the rat brain) is included in 

Supplementary File 4. 



 

Figure 3. Reliability of segmentations across researchers. (A) Bar chart showing variations 

between different researchers segmentation results. One researcher (R1, red bars) performed a 

segmentation and provided documentation for replication of the analysis by researchers 2-5. 

Examples from the segmentations produced by each researcher is shown as overlays on the original 

images in the lower panel (C1-C4, colour coded in accordance with the bar graph). Abbreviations: 

BF, basal forebrain; GP, globus pallidus; HF, hippocampal formation; Hyp, hypothalamus; IC, 

inferior colliculus; PHR, parahippocampal region; Mid, other midbrain regions Str, striatum; SN, 

substantia nigra; Olf, olfactory regions; SC, superior colliculus; WM, white matter. A list of which 



regions of the Waxholm Space rat brain atlas are included in these abbreviations is included in 

Supplementary file 4. 

The variation of the segmentations made by each researcher systematically deviated from the one 

to be reproduced (i.e. consistently over- or under-estimated the number of objects), with the 

exception of two regions from one of the researchers. Qualitatively, we observed that the 

segmentations that underestimated objects relative to the original segmentation often did not 

extract the most “extreme” cases of labelling, i.e. very darkly stained cells, or light-to-medium 

stained cells. The documentation instructed not to segment very light cells, which might have left 

room for interpretation in such cases. 

During ilastik segmentation with the pixel classification workflow, the researcher places labels to 

train the classifier. We exported and quantified the labels made by each researcher by the default 

custom regions supported for the WHS by Nutil Quantifier. The classifier to be recreated contained 

90 objects labelled as “cell”. Among the researchers attempting to recreate it, the number of cells 

labelled ranged from 33-63. All researchers had placed cell labels in the cortex and hippocampus, 

and all but one placed labels in olfactory and striatal/pallidal regions as well. For the “background” 

label, we considered label load instead of number; here, all researchers placed labels across the 

cortex, fiber tracts and hippocampus, and most placed labels in olfactory regions as well.  

Discussion 

We show that the profile counts obtained with the QUINT workflow are in accordance with manual 

counts from the same areas. To convert profile counts into cell number estimates from entire 

regions, it is necessary to address several sources of bias (Attili et al., 2019).  First, when the brain 

is cut into sections, cells may be split and can therefore appear in more than one section – this 

leads to a tendency for overcounting. We corrected for this by using Abercrombie’s formula 

(Abercrombie, 1946). Secondly, cells that are located at the border between two atlas regions must 



only be counted one, and in these cases Nutil Quantifier assigns the object to only one region. 

Third, the bias of lost caps (i.e. cell fragments at the edges of a section may be "lost" or invisible; 

Hedreen, 1998) are inherent to profile counts in histological material. Correcting for this would 

require estimating a factor based on the observed number of profiles and the true number of cells, 

the latter which could not be derived from section images. Lastly, cells located in deeper parts of 

a thick section may be occluded by those in the upper layer, but correcting for this would require 

dividing the section into layers along the z axis, which also would not be possible in section 

images. Although it does not address these last two sources of bias, it has been shown that profile 

counting with Abercrombie’s correction yield similar results to both stereology and three-

dimensional reconstruction of entire cell populations (Baquet et al., 2009). Thus, to the extent to 

which our QUINT profile counts accurately reflect manual profile counts, we also consider them 

to reflect cell counts when corrected and multiplied to represent whole regions.  

Our reliability testing indicated that detailed instructions on the criteria for segmentation, with 

visualisation of the expected outcome, can be effective in allowing researchers to recreate an 

analysis. In this test, only one parameter (the ilastik segmentations) was different between the 

researchers. In contrast, reproducibility of scientific findings is typically evaluated across scientific 

papers where the sources of variability may be many and hard to assess. Although methods sections 

in scientific reports are intended to provide the sufficient and necessary details to reproduce results, 

they often lack critical information needed to interpret analyses (Bjerke et al., 2018; Keller et al., 

2018). Our instructions were formulated as a step-wise procedure, and may not be representative 

of a typical methods section, but we believe it can give clues as to the details that are important for 

researchers to interpret and recreate an analysis. For counting data, including several visual 

examples of what is considered an object should be considered a minimum. Ideally, some form of 



representations of counted objects across the entire quantified material (such as the segmentation 

images provided here) allows other researchers to gain a deeper understanding of the analytic 

results. 
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Documentation for segmentation of parvalbumin cells in rat 25205 

Goal. The goal of this exercise is to reproduce a segmentation (“target segmentation”) made by one researcher as 

faithfully as possible. The original segmentation was made with the aim of extracting parvalbumin positive cell bodies 

from DAB-stained images. The cells are generally easy to recognize, but there are variations across the material that 

makes some profiles more difficult to determine. In the more difficult cases, researchers might have different 

opinions on what should be considered a cell. I have aimed to provide the sufficient and necessary documentation 

with respect to what I have considered a cell when segmenting this material. It is important that you consider the 

provided examples and attempt to replicate this, regardless of whether you agree with the definitions and 

segmentations made here.  

Training images. The training material includes very fifth section throughout the series, starting with s003 and 

ending with s053. Images are 15 % of original tiff resolution (with original tiffs being 50 % of original CZI file). 

Cell criteria. A combined evaluation of the following criteria was used to decide whether an object is a cell or not: 

- clearly distinguished from the background 

- round, ovoid, triangular, or multipolar in shape 

- medium, darkly, or intensely stained 

- size substantial enough to support that the object is a cell and not axonal or dendritic fragments 

See “Examples of manually annotated cells” below for examples. 

Training in ilastik 

Certain areas are so heavily labelled or contains so much stained neuropil that they should be excluded from the 

brain-wide analysis so as not to compromise the quality of the remaining classifier. For this reason, do not segment 

pixels in the cerebellum or reticular nucleus of the thalamus. Before starting, see the examples of manual 

annotations and target segmentations in the end of this document. High-resolution images with target 

segmentations overlaid are available via the Navigator system, and can be used as a reference during segmentation. 

1) Select all features 

2) Create two labels: cells and background 

3) Use the thinnest brush stroke (1 px) 

4) Label some clear examples of cells, and label directly adjacent pixels as background.  

  

Step 2 illustration  



5) Label some cells that are closely placed, and label the area between them as background 

 

6) Place some background labels in appropriate areas, especially in regions with a lot of stained neuropil and 

around ventricles where staining is strong but not representing cells. 

 

 

 
Step 3-4 illustration 

 

7) Make sure to do steps 3-5 for areas of different intensities and across anatomical regions (cortex, 

hippocampus, striatum) and training sections. Use a bigger (5 or 7 px) brush to label more extensive areas 

of background.  



8) Use live update and toggle the uncertainty filter to identify objects for which the classifier needs further 

input 

9) Label cells for which the classifier is uncertain until the uncertainty is restricted to haloes surrounding cells, 

i.e. until there is little uncertainty in the center of the objects. Make sure to label areas of background at 

the same time.  

 

 
Uncertainty filter applied. Cells are recognized with confidence, despite uncertainty at their edges. 

 

10) Repeat step 8 across all training images, and make sure to visit representative areas (including cortex, 

striatum, hippocampus, globus pallidus, basal forebrain, olfactory bulb).  

11) See target segmentation images in Navigator to evaluate whether results are satisfactory. Go through all 

training images with reference to the segmented training images. If you have a lot of undesired pixels 

segmented as cells, label more background pixels. Note that a pixel size filter of 4 pixels will be applied to 

the segmentations, so fragments smaller than this will not affect the results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Examples of manually annotated cells 

 

 

 

  

Examples images (left) and the same images with manually annotated cells. The examples are from medial entorhinal cortex (upper), 

neocortex (middle) and striatum (lower) from s028 of the training images. Very lightly stained objects, or objects that do not have a clear cell 

shaped outline easily distinguished from background staining, are here not considered to represent cell profiles. 



Examples of target segmentation results 

 

  

Hippocampus, s014 

  

Cortex, s014 

  



  

Caudoputamen, s025 

 

  

Cortex, s025. Yellow arrows point to examples of fragments that will be filtered out later based on size and thus will not affect count results. 



  

Globus pallidus, s038 

 

  

Cortex, s038 



 

Olfactory bulb, s038 

  



 

Hippocampus and cortex parts shown in examples above, s014 

 

Caudoputamen and cortex parts shown in examples above, s025 

 



 

Globus pallidus, cortex, and olfactory bulb parts shown in examples above, s038 



Sheet name Description

Interrater reliability

This sheet contains the object counts obtained by 
quantifying segmentations made by six different 
researchers (R1-R6). Counts are listed per region in 
the Waxholm Space atlas of the Sprague-Dawley rat 
brain (using version 2 of the delineations).

Intrarater reliability

This sheet contains the object counts obtained by 
quantifying segmentations made by one researcher 
at three different time points (T1-T3). Counts are 
listed per region in the Waxholm Space atlas of the 
Sprague-Dawley rat brain (using version 2 of the 
delineations).

Definitions major brain regions

This sheet contains the definition of regions from the 
Waxholm Space atlas of the Sprague-Dawley rat 
brain (version 2 of the delineations) into larger 
groups of "major brain regions". These regions were 
the ones used for summarising and visualising 
reliability data in this publication.

Supplementary material

Bjerke, IE; Yates, S; Laja, A; Witter, MP; Puchades, MA; Bjaalie, JG; Leergaard, TB*
*Correspondence: Dr. Trygve B. Leergaard: t.b.leergaard@medisin.uio.no

This document contains the data related to our inter- and intrarater reliability testing (see 
publication for details).



Region ID Region Name R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

0 Clear Label 22140 28102 22219 17450 10513 11478

1 descending corticofugal pathways 3022 3284 3250 2307 1696 2000

2 substantia nigra 2504 2671 2590 2397 1951 2012

3 subthalamic nucleus 12 15 13 12 12 6

4 molecular layer of the cerebellum 63909 85881 57788 54166 27070 24618

5 granule cell level of the cerebellum 68728 90728 64816 59592 30197 27636

6 alveus of the hippocampus 8 7 10 1 1 2

7 inferior cerebellar peduncle 188 261 197 150 83 89

10 cingulate cortex, area 2 4881 5036 5069 4586 4309 4477

30 striatum 15569 15809 16528 14220 12287 12348

31 globus pallidus 3869 4073 4070 2498 2228 2658

32 entopeduncular nucleus 174 174 179 77 101 125

33 ventricular system 1192 1298 1176 655 407 552

34 medial lemniscus 274 402 343 304 138 117

35 facial nerve 152 163 156 147 107 115

36 anterior commissure, anterior part 127 130 136 129 81 83

37 anterior commissure, posterior part 78 82 86 69 48 55

38 ventral hippocampal commissure 50 62 58 30 22 29

39 thalamus 16592 18857 18255 14858 10643 11125

40 septal region 758 799 845 609 396 441

41 optic nerve 0 0 0 0 0 0

42 optic tract and optic chiasm 128 153 145 65 62 83

43 pineal gland 144 172 127 95 70 75

44 inner ear 75 107 81 83 40 33

45 spinal cord 0 0 0 0 0 0

46 commissure of the superior colliculus 3 5 3 3 1 2

47 brainstem 44932 52637 47519 41627 28127 28458

48 hypothalamic region 1309 1473 1552 1480 749 745

49 inferior colliculus 9318 11504 10251 10310 5699 4458

50 superficial gray layer of the superior colliculus 2841 3091 3408 2291 1807 1807

51 periaqueductal gray 1731 1902 1858 1405 1051 1129

52 fornix 55 56 64 31 21 23

53 mammillothalamic tract 64 71 71 63 45 42

54 commissural stria terminalis 1 1 1 1 1 1

55 deeper layers of the superior colliculus 7944 8987 8606 7501 6027 6282

56 periventricular gray 1846 2563 1942 1967 825 756

57 genu of the facial nerve 113 125 137 131 70 50

58 pontine nuclei 645 741 648 600 343 285

59 fimbria of the hippocampus 251 244 278 110 77 105

60 fasciculus retroflexus 21 27 27 14 8 12

61 stria medullaris of the thalamus 108 114 131 79 66 72

62 stria terminalis 243 272 260 124 103 140

63 posterior commissure 16 11 16 4 4 9

Object count

Interrater reliability



64 glomerular layer of the accessory olfactory bulb 21 28 29 9 10 12

65 glomerular layer of the olfactory bulb 470 512 567 367 266 276

66 olfactory bulb 14670 15540 16108 11149 10808 11288

67
corpus callosum and associated subcortical white 
matter 4567 4708 4900 3794 3402 3536

68 brachium of the superior colliculus 9 9 12 4 1 4

69 commissure of the inferior colliculus 78 94 91 78 46 43

70 central canal 0 0 0 0 0 0

71 interpeduncular nucleus 184 235 189 176 96 102

72 ascending fibers of the facial nerve 46 44 49 47 28 25

73 anterior commissure 50 53 55 49 32 35

74 inferior olive 1 1 1 0 1 0

75 spinal trigeminal nuclus 2880 3181 3049 2716 2287 2361

76 spinal trigeminal tract 2686 3651 2772 2369 1593 1632

77 frontal associiation cortex 1678 1956 1837 1534 1135 1259

78 middle cerebellar peduncle 1430 1710 1562 1248 923 865

79 transverse fibers of the pons 273 318 290 263 157 141

80 habenular commissure 1 1 1 1 0 0

81 nucleus of the stria medullaris 12 13 15 7 3 3

82 basal forebrain region 9980 10403 10645 7766 6288 6819

83 supraoptic decussation 74 74 76 29 35 45

84 medial lemniscus decussation 0 0 0 0 0 0

85 pyramidal decussation 0 0 0 0 0 0

92 neocortex 283776 300515 298871 273748 246212 243885

93 bed nucleus of the stria terminalis 88 98 105 72 59 66

94 pretectal region 3771 4142 4043 3425 2835 3005

95 cornu ammonis 3 4300 4731 4735 3374 3108 3357

96 dentate gyrus 3392 3619 3698 2294 2173 2399

97 cornu ammonis 2 888 1021 1035 850 714 748

98 cornu ammonis 1 7394 7891 8382 6751 6157 6349

99 fasciola cinereum 807 885 908 714 645 664

100 subiculum 5377 5658 5659 4864 4594 4757

108 postrhinal cortex 3234 3531 3496 2949 2528 2571

109 presubiculum 6296 6578 6598 6064 5746 5900

110 parasubiculum 3699 3956 3961 3622 3148 3154

112 perirhinal area 35 644 690 743 511 415 427

113 perirhinal area 36 1916 2323 2154 1779 1270 1352

114 entorhinal cortex 8118 8567 8602 7563 6821 6986

115 lateral entorhinal cortex 3134 3254 3391 2619 2194 2204

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

hippocampus 32 153 34 339 34 976 28 533 26 285 27 328

parahippocampal region 17 046 18 365 18 386 15 421 13 228 13 540

striatum 15 569 15 809 16 528 14 220 12 287 12 348

globus pallidus 4 043 4 247 4 249 2 575 2 329 2 783

Summary of object counts per major brain region*



hypothalamus 1 309 1 473 1 552 1 480 749 745

substantia nigra 2 504 2 671 2 590 2 397 1 951 2 012

basal forebrain and septal regions 10 738 11 202 11 490 8 375 6 684 7 260

olfactory regions 15 161 16 080 16 704 11 525 11 084 11 576

superior colliculus 10 797 12 092 12 029 9 799 7 836 8 095

inferior colliculus 9 396 11 598 10 342 10 388 5 745 4 501
corpus callosum and associated subcortical white 
matter 4 567 4 708 4 900 3 794 3 402 3 536

other midbrain 3 871 4 253 4 163 3 504 2 897 3 074

brainstem 55 077 64 734 58 238 50 703 34 770 35 150

neocortex 290 335 307 507 305 777 279 868 251 656 249 621

* Cerebellum and thalamus data are excluded 
because the classifiers were not trained in these 
areas due to oversaturated labelling



Region ID Region Name T1 T2 T3

0 Clear Label 22140 25354 22179

1 descending corticofugal pathways 3022 3102 2908

2 substantia nigra 2504 2144 2293

3 subthalamic nucleus 12 10 9

4 molecular layer of the cerebellum 63909 79823 55186

5 granule cell level of the cerebellum 68728 83789 58308

6 alveus of the hippocampus 8 6 10

7 inferior cerebellar peduncle 188 211 166

10 cingulate cortex, area 2 4881 4938 4954

30 striatum 15569 15093 17058

31 globus pallidus 3869 3558 3835

32 entopeduncular nucleus 174 150 157

33 ventricular system 1192 1205 1150

34 medial lemniscus 274 249 184

35 facial nerve 152 119 137

36 anterior commissure, anterior part 127 120 150

37 anterior commissure, posterior part 78 73 95

38 ventral hippocampal commissure 50 54 58

39 thalamus 16592 17246 15595

40 septal region 758 677 844

41 optic nerve 0 0 0

42 optic tract and optic chiasm 128 146 132

43 pineal gland 144 99 102

44 inner ear 75 89 66

45 spinal cord 0 0 0

46 commissure of the superior colliculus 3 2 3

47 brainstem 44932 39104 37480

48 hypothalamic region 1309 1450 1436

49 inferior colliculus 9318 11069 8733

50 superficial gray layer of the superior colliculus 2841 2746 2915

51 periaqueductal gray 1731 1595 1614

52 fornix 55 44 55

53 mammillothalamic tract 64 68 65

54 commissural stria terminalis 1 1 1

55 deeper layers of the superior colliculus 7944 6942 7593

56 periventricular gray 1846 2541 1447

57 genu of the facial nerve 113 172 109

58 pontine nuclei 645 530 467

59 fimbria of the hippocampus 251 250 261

60 fasciculus retroflexus 21 19 21

61 stria medullaris of the thalamus 108 122 125

62 stria terminalis 243 257 226

63 posterior commissure 16 21 17

64 glomerular layer of the accessory olfactory bulb 21 29 31

Object count

Intrarater reliability



65 glomerular layer of the olfactory bulb 470 514 579

66 olfactory bulb 14670 14699 15818

67 corpus callosum and associated subcortical white matter 4567 4388 4750

68 brachium of the superior colliculus 9 11 11

69 commissure of the inferior colliculus 78 87 74

70 central canal 0 0 0

71 interpeduncular nucleus 184 109 120

72 ascending fibers of the facial nerve 46 40 37

73 anterior commissure 50 49 65

74 inferior olive 1 1 1

75 spinal trigeminal nuclus 2880 2707 2767

76 spinal trigeminal tract 2686 2570 2310

77 frontal associiation cortex 1678 1461 1683

78 middle cerebellar peduncle 1430 1484 1319

79 transverse fibers of the pons 273 229 208

80 habenular commissure 1 1 1

81 nucleus of the stria medullaris 12 8 14

82 basal forebrain region 9980 8652 9549

83 supraoptic decussation 74 75 71

84 medial lemniscus decussation 0 0 0

85 pyramidal decussation 0 0 0

92 neocortex 283776 277664 284307

93 bed nucleus of the stria terminalis 88 90 102

94 pretectal region 3771 3357 3583

95 cornu ammonis 3 4300 4069 4273

96 dentate gyrus 3392 3080 3268

97 cornu ammonis 2 888 909 916

98 cornu ammonis 1 7394 7261 7498

99 fasciola cinereum 807 805 789

100 subiculum 5377 5198 5351

108 postrhinal cortex 3234 3071 3317

109 presubiculum 6296 6361 6432

110 parasubiculum 3699 3809 3817

112 perirhinal area 35 644 601 720

113 perirhinal area 36 1916 1668 1977

114 entorhinal cortex 8118 7956 8279

115 lateral entorhinal cortex 3134 2925 3305

hippocampus 32 153 31 492 32 344

parahippocampal region 17 046 16 221 17 598

striatum 15 569 15 093 17 058

globus pallidus 4 043 3 708 3 992

hypothalamus 1 309 1 450 1 436

substantia nigra 2 504 2 144 2 293

basal forebrain and septal regions 10 738 9 329 10 393

Summary of object counts per major brain region*



olfactory regions 15 161 15 242 16 428

superior colliculus 10 797 9 701 10 522

inferior colliculus 9 396 11 156 8 807

corpus callosum and associated subcortical white matter 4 567 4 388 4 750

other midbrain 3 871 3 455 3 699

brainstem 55 077 48 762 46 615

neocortex 290 335 284 063 290 944

* Cerebellum and thalamus data are excluded because the classifiers 
were not trained in these areas due to oversaturated labelling



Major brain region Subregions included Subregion IDs

hippocampus
cornu ammonis 3; dentate gyrus; cornu ammonis 2; 
cornu ammonis 1; fasciola cinereum; subiculum; 
presubiculum; parasubiculum

95; 96; 97; 98; 99; 100; 109; 110

parahippocampal region
postrhinal cortex; perirhinal area 35; perirhinal area 
36; entorhinal cortex; lateral entorhinal cortex

108; 112; 113; 114; 115

striatum striatum 30

globus pallidus globus pallidus; entopeduncular nucleus 31; 32

hypothalamus hypothalamic region 48

substantia nigra substantia nigra 2

basal forebrain and septal regions septal region; basal forebrain region 40; 82

olfactory regions
olfactory bulb; glomerular layer of the olfactory bulb; 
glomerular layer of the accessory olfactory bulb

66; 65; 64

superior colliculus

superficial gray layer of the superior colliculus; 
commissure of the superior colliculus; deeper layers 
of the superior colliculus; brachium of the superior 
colliculus

50; 46; 55; 68

inferior colliculus
inferior colliculus; commissure of the inferior 
colliculus

49; 69

corpus callosum and associated 
subcortical white matter

corpus callosum and associated subcortical white 
matter

67

other midbrain
bed nucleus of the stria terminalis; pretectal region; 
nucleus of the stria medullaris

93; 94; 81

brainstem

inferior cerebellar peduncle; facial nerve; brainstem; 
periaqueductal gray; genu of the facial nerve; pontine 
nuclei; ascending fibers of the facial nerve; inferior 
olive; spinal trigeminal nuclus; spinal trigeminal tract; 
middle cerebellar peduncle; transverse fibers of the 
pons

7; 35; 47; 51; 57; 58; 72; 74; 75; 76; 
78; 79

neocortex
neocortex; cingulate cortex, area 2; frontal 
associiation cortex

92; 10; 77

 

Definitions of major brain regions



Detailed list of literature sources 

Mouse parvalbumin neuron densities 

Source Strain Brain region # of 
animals 

Counting 
method 

Section 
thickness 

Density 
(mm^3) 

Antibody 

Grunewald_2017 [1] 129/Sv Amygdala (whole 
region) 

14 Direct count 30 2 649 RRID: AB_2631173 

Fasulo_2017 [2] Other Basolateral amygdala 4 Stereology 40 1 400 No info 

Jinno_2006 [3] C57BL/6J CA1 4 Stereology 50 1 405 Kägi et al. (1987) 

Neddens_2009 [4] C57BL/6 CA1 4 Direct count 50 1 158 rabbit polyclonal anti pv, 
Swant 

Pitts_2013 [5] C57BL/6J CA1 of dorsal 
hippocampus 

6 Stereology 40 1 480 RRID:AB_10000344 

Pitts_2013 [5] C57BL/6J CA2/3 of dorsal 
hippocampus 

6 Stereology 40 2 171 RRID:AB_10000344 

Jinno_2006 [3] C57BL/6J CA3 4 Stereology 50 1 535 Kägi et al. (1987) 

Neddens_2009 [4] C57BL/6 CA3 4 Direct count 50 1 127 rabbit polyclonal anti pv, 
Swant 

Grunewald_2017 129/Sv CA3 14 Stereology 30 5 796 RRID: AB_2631173 

Filice_2016 [6]* C57BL/6J Caudoputamen 5 Stereology 
 

897 RRID:AB_10000344 

Lauber_2018 [7]* C57BL/6J Caudoputamen 6 Stereology 
 

819 RRID:AB_10000344 

Lauber_2016 [8]* C57BL/6J Caudoputamen 5 Stereology 
 

817 RRID:AB_10000344 

Andsberg_2001 [9]* C57BL/6J Caudoputamen 7 Stereology 40 864 polyclonal rabbit anti pv 

Smith_2008 [10] Other Caudoputamen 3 Stereology 50 3 522 No info 

Yalcin-Cakmakli_2018 [11]* C57BL/6J x 
DBA/2J 

Caudoputamen 3 Stereology 30 953 RRID:AB_2631173 

Song_2013 [12]* C57BL/6J Caudoputamen 12 Stereology 40 612 No info 

Filice_2016 [6]* C57BL/6J Caudoputamen 5 Stereology 
 

714 RRID:AB_10000344 

Ransome_2005 [13] C57BL/6 Caudoputamen 3 Stereology 30 1 060 mouse anti-parvalbumin, 
Chemicon 

Förster_2008 [14] C57BL/6J Caudoputamen 6 Stereology 25 1 430 PARV-19, Sigma 

Fasulo_2017 [2] Other Dentate gyrus 4 Stereology 40 400 No info 

Fasulo_2017 [2] Other Dentate gyrus 4 Stereology 40 1 200 No info 

Fasulo_2017 [2] Other Dentate gyrus 4 Stereology 40 1 100 No info 

Jinno_2006 [3] C57BL/6J Dentate gyrus 4 Stereology 50 650 Kägi et al. (1987) 

Neddens_2009 [4] C57BL/6 Dentate gyrus 4 Direct count 50 745 rabbit polyclonal anti pv, 
Swant 

Pitts_2013 [5] C57BL/6J Dentate gyrus of 
dorsal hippocampus 

6 Stereology 40 493 RRID:AB_10000344 

Smith_2008 [10]* Other Globus pallidus 3 Stereology 50 40 194 No info 

Pitts_2013 [5] C57BL/6J Inferior colliculus 6 Stereology 40 4 836 RRID:AB_10000344 

Moreno-Gonzalez_2009 [15] C57BL/6 Lateral entorhinal 
area 

5 Stereology 40 4 300 rabbit polyclonal anti pv, 
Swant 

Parrish-Aungst_2007 [16] C57BL/6J Main olfactory bulb 4 Stereology 25 2 324 RRID:AB_10000343 

Pirone_2018 [17] Other Medial prefrontal 
cortex (infralimbic) 

3 Direct count 20 2 052 RRID: AB_2631173 

Pirone_2018 [17] Other Medial prefrontal 
cortex (prelimbic) 

3 Direct count 20 3 167 RRID: AB_2631173 

Pitts_2013 [5] C57BL/6J Medial septum 6 Stereology 40 1 678 RRID:AB_10000344 

Smith_2008 [10]* Other Nucleus accumbens 3 Stereology 50 2 557 No info 

Sanchez-Mejias_2020 [18] C57BL/6J Perirhinal area 35 3 Stereology 40 10 765 No info 

Sanchez-Mejias_2020 [18] C57BL/6J Perirhinal area 36 3 Stereology 40 10 974 No info 

Ransome_2005 [13] C57BL/6 Somatosensory 
cortex 

3 Stereology 30 4 580 mouse anti-parvalbumin, 
Chemicon 

Pitts_2013 [5] C57BL/6J Somatosensory 
cortex 

6 Stereology 40 5 329 RRID:AB_10000344 

Neddens_2009 [4] C57BL/6 Subiculum 4 Direct count 50 2 048 rabbit polyclonal anti pv, 
Swant 

Trujillo-Estrada_2014 [19] C57BL/6 Subiculum 5 Stereology 40 10 721 rabbit polyclonal anti pv, 
Swant 

 

* These densities were obtained by dividing total number estimates reported in sources by the volume of the region (as defined by the Allen 
Mouse brain Common Coordinate Framework, version 3, 2017 edition; see main text of paper for details).  



Mouse calbindin neuron densities 
Source Strain Brain region # of 

animals 
Counting 
method 

Section 
thickness 

Density 
per mm^3 

Antibody 

Grunewald_2017 [1] 129/Sv Amygdala (whole region) 12 Direct count 30 5 005 RRID: AB_10000340 

Grunewald_2017 [1] 129/Sv CA3 14 Stereology 30 945 RRID: AB_10000340 

Jinno_2006 [3] C57BL/6J CA1 4 Stereology 50 1 555 Pinol et al. (1990) 

Jinno_2006 [3] C57BL/6J CA3 4 Stereology 50 1 590 Pinol et al. (1990) 

Jinno_2006 [3] C57BL/6J DG 4 Stereology 50 210 Pinol et al. (1990) 

Parrish-Aungst_2007 [16] C57BL/6J Main olfactory bulb 4 Stereology 25 10 916 RRID:AB_2721225 

 

Summary of calbindin literature: 

Grunewald estimates 5 005 calbindin cells per mm3 in the amygdala. The average of our corresponding amygdalar regions (lateral, basolateral, basomedial and 
posterior amygdalar nucleus) is 5 285. 

Jinno estimates 1 590 calbindin cells per mm3 in the CA3 while Grunewald estimates 945 per mm3. Our estimate is 404 cells per mm3. 

Jinno estimates 1 555 calbindin cells per mm3 in the CA1. Our estimate is 793. 

Parrish-Aungst estimates 10 916 calbindin cells per mm3 in the main olfactory bulb. Our estimate is 3 517. However, note that they sample only from a subset of the 
main olfactory bulb, stating that “Sections were randomly selected from the middle third of the olfactory bulb and analyzed only on the medial wall. This strategy 
was employed to prevent any regional variations or bilateral asymmetry in the bulb”. 

Rat parvalbumin neuron densities 
Source Strain Brain region # of 

animals 
Counting 
method 

Section 
thickness 

Density (mm^3) Antibody 

Wang_2008 [20] Sprague-
Dawley 

CA1 
 

Direct count 50 1 600 RRID:AB_477329 

Aika_1994 [21] Wistar CA1, dorsal 5 Stereology 0,5 1 100 Polyclonal rabbit anti PV 
antibody 

Wang_2008 [20] Sprague-
Dawley 

Caudoputamen 
 

Direct count 50 846 RRID:AB_477329 

Kaalund_2013 [22] Lister Hooded Dentate gyrus 
 

Stereology 60 2 128 No info 

Megahed_2015 [23] Sprague-
Dawley 

Dentate gyrus 6 Stereology 30 2 125 No info 

Shiraki_2016 [24] Sprague-
Dawley 

Dentate gyrus 
hilus 

10 Direct count 3 1 461 PARV-19 Millipore 

Kaalund_2013 [22] Lister Hooded Hippocampus 
CA 

 
Stereology 60 2 994 No info 

Megahed_2015 [23] Sprague-
Dawley 

Hippocampus 
CA 

6 Stereology 30 3 064 No info 

Barinka_2012 [25] Wistar Perirhinal area 
35 

6 Stereology 
 

3 805 Monoclonal mouse anti PV 

Barinka_2012 [25] Wistar Perirhinal area 
36 

6 Stereology 
 

4 336 Monoclonal mouse anti PV 

 

Summary of parvalbumin rat data: 

Wang et al. estimated 1 600 parvalbumin neurons per mm3 in the CA1 of the hippocampus of Sprague-Dawley rats, while Aika estimated 1 100 parvalbumin neurons 
per mm3 in the dorsal CA1. Kaalund estimated 2 994 while Megahed estimated 3 064 parvalbumin neurons per mm3  in Ammon’s horn. Our estimate is 866 
parvalbumin neurons per mm3 in the CA1. 

Estimates from the dentate gyrus in the literature range from 1 461 to 2 128 parvalbumin neurons per mm3 (some estimates from hilus region only). Our estimate is 
347 parvalbumin neurons per mm3. 

Barinka estimated 3 805 and 4 336 parvalbumin neurons per mm3 in perirhinal areas 35 and 36, respectively. Our estimates are 1 188 and 1 258. It should be noted 
that Barinka and colleagues excluded layer I, which contains few to no cells, which may contribute to their relatively higher estimate. 

Additional note: In an interesting study, Bezaire & Soltesz [26] used a combination of literature derived data and calculations to arrive at an estimate of 
parvalbumin neurons in the rat CA1. Their estimate is based on a total number estimate for all neurons in CA1, then the proportion of these that are assumed to be 
interneurons gave an estimate of total interneuron number. Then this number and the proportion of interneurons thought to express parvalbumin gave an estimate 
of 10 010 parvalbumin positive neurons unilaterally. Our estimate is 13 798 parvalbumin positive neurons unilaterally in rat CA1. 
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Search string used for literature search 

To search the literature for data to be compared to our estimates, we performed several searches 

using Google Scholar and PubMed. For each search, all results were screened manually and 

included if they presented relevant data (total number or density estimate of parvalbumin or 

calbindin cells in rats or mice). 

 

The following searches were performed: 

 

1. Google Scholar search for RRID:AB_2631173 

Performed 14.04.2020 

31 results, 2 included 

 

2. Google Scholar search for RRID:AB_477329 

Performed 20.04.2020 

81 results, none included 

 

3. Google Scholar search for RRID:AB_10000347 

Performed 21.04.2020 

87 results, none included 

 

4. Google Scholar search for ((rat) OR (mouse)) AND (Swant PV27) AND (stereology OR 

stereological) 

Performed 14.04.2020 

18 results, 1 included 

 

5. Google Scholar search for ((rat) OR (mouse)) AND (PARV-19) AND (stereology OR 

stereological) 

Performed 20.04.2020 

61 results, 2 included 

 



6. Google Scholar search for ((rat) OR (mouse)) AND (“Swant 300”) AND (stereology OR 

stereological) 

Performed 21.04.2020 

21 results, none included 

 

7. PubMed (via Ovid Medline) search for: (rat or mouse or rodent).tw,kf AND stereolog*.tw,kf. 

AND parvalbumin.tw,kf. 

Performed 14.04.2020 

59 results, 14 included 

 

8. PubMed (via Ovid Medline) search for: (rat or mouse or rodent).tw,kf AND stereolog*.tw,kf. 

AND calbindin*.tw,kf. 

Performed 21.04.2020 

38 results, 3 included 
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